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ABSTRACT 
Two main problems are considered ·in this thesis. In the 
•• 
earl.ier chapters anew approach to Ruckel calculations for pi 
electron problems has been developed. Trre approach, suggested 
by the exact theory of localized disturbances, relates the 
It Ruckel eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. of a system under 
consideration to the known eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of 
a c1(osely related system. The method is found to have a . wide, 
but. not general applicability. Relatively simple expressions 
are obtained, which are suitable for algebraic manipulation, 
and which greatly simplify computation. The treatment seems 
particularly well-a dapted to following the effects, in the 
resulting molecular orbital quantities, of varying the 
heteroatom parameters. Application of the approach to the 
unsymmetrically substituted phosphonitrilic compounds gives 
insight into their pi electronic structure in the simple 
II Ruckel model. In particular, a ·- comparison of the molecular 
orbital results with some o f the knovm chemical reactions of 
the phosphonitriles, suggest s a high correlation between the 
reactivity of various phosphorus sites, and the pi electron 
distribution in .the in-plane pi system. 
In the later chapters, t he problem of the radiationless 
deca_y of excited electronic states of large molecules is con-
sidered. The theory of this phenomenon is revi ewed. A treat-
ment is . devised to relate the rate of the radiationles s decay 
to basic properties of the electronic stat es. If the rate is 
regarded as a function of the energy gap between the zero vib-
rati onal levels of the initial and final electronic states, 
the Laplace transform of t his function can be obtained as a 
simple expression. The quantities involved in this expression 
are the characteristic frequencies of the normal vibrations 
in the two states, the difference in molecular geometry 
between the two states, and the matrix element which couples 
the electronic wavefunctions. The internal co nversions of 
benzene and deuterobenzene first singlet to ground state, are 
treated as numerical examples. The approximations involved in 
the model, and possible refinements of the treatment are 
discussed. 
-
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C H.APi' ER 1 : INTRODUCTION 
(i) The Scope of the Thesis 
In principle, the behaviour of any large molecular system 
can be described in terms of the laws of quantum mechanics. 
In ractice, however, these systems are so complex that the 
comp~tation ·of accurate solutions to the Schr8dinger equation 
is :ot feasible. Most of the theoretical treatments of large 
molecules therefore consist · in the analysis of models, which. 
attempt to reproduce many o·f the features of th.e molecule, in 
a greatly simplified system. 
A model is usually ge~erated as a - series of simplifying 
assumptions about the behaviour of the system- for exrunple, 
~wo quantities which are · related in a . very complex way in the 
rea1 system may be empirically related by a simple function 
in the model. There is generally a fairly arbitrary compromise 
' 
to be reached between the sinplicity and solubility of the 
model, on the one hand, and its ~ccuracy in simulating the 
complex physical situation of t~e real molecule, on the other. 
The most useful models are those which constitute a reli-
able approximation to the physical syste~. The criterion for 
this is that the effects of the simplifying assumptions should 
combine, to give a value for the probable error in an observ-
able quantity, small enough to put useful bounds on the · 
quantity. Unfortunately, for mod~ls related to the properties 
of arge molecules, there are many cases where this ideal can 
.. ~ -· . 
. , 
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not be obtain e d. In some cases the simplifying assumption s 
necessary to obtain a soluble model are too drasti c to allow 
sufficiently narrow bounds; in others, it has not been poss-
ible to obtain a reasonable estimate of the probable error. 
In cases such as these the usefulness of a model is related 
to two main factors. In a useful model the simplifying 
assumptions are well-defined, and there is the possibility of 
examining them individually, and, often, of refining a simple 
' mode l to take account of some of them. The other factor is 
the ~mpirical success of the model. The simple rrUckel treat-
ment of pi electron problems is based on a series of extreme 
simplifying assumptions. It remains a useful mo de l, neverthe-
less, because of its simplicity and its empirical success. 
The two problems considered in this thesis are both 
concerned with the electronic states of l arge molecules . 
First , a ground state problem is consider ed . The Huckel 
molecular orbital treat men t of pi electron systems is a . 
co mparatively old and well explor ed metho d . Its empirical 
suc cess in the compari son of many properties of closely 
relat e d seri es of conjugated c arbon compounds is well known , 
1 2 
as is its relative failure for mo re diverse systems ' . A 
different mathe~atical tr eatmen t of the sru e model has been 
found to give a simpler description , in many cases , while 
JroducinG results identical \vi th those of the wore usual 
approach . Advantage is ta.ken of this treatment to obtain a 
description of the pi electronic structu..res of the 
3 
phosphonitrili c c ompounds . In t his way t he application of the 
model to a v ery different series of c losely related co mpounds 
c an , to some extent , be empiri cally t e sted . 
The second pro blem is co n cerned with the electronically 
excited states of large molecules. The radiationless decay of 
the se states has been the subject of several recent th eor-
etical treatments. A model is d ev eloped for t he description 
of these processes, and some results obta i ned . The simplify-
ing assumptions used in the model are examined in some detail. 
In ·both cases the essential difference from other treat-
ments is in a different mathematical approach. A simple 
result of the exact theory of localized perturbations is 
applied to the simple molecular orbital model, while an 
unusual use of the Laplace transformation , also exploited by 
Haarhof in his papers on the density of states3,4, forms the 
basis for the solution of the model for radiationless 
transit.ions. The two treatmen ts are related by the similarity 
of the mathematical methods used. 
(ii) Green's Func tions in Ch emical Problems 
In the exact quar1tum mechanical tr eatment of localized 
disturbances, Green's func tion methods may be use d extensive-
ly in deriving the results. These metho d s have been applied 
in many rec ent t heoretical treatments of widely differing 
chemical proble~s . 
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Green ' s f unct i ons are used for the solttio1 of inhomogen-
eo u s di f ferential equa t ions , _o r for the solution of differ-
ential equa t i ons wi t h inhomogeneous boundary co nditions. 
A homogeneous dif feren t ial eq ua t ion c an be express ed in the 
form 
V 
A ( q) .:-::: 0 
,..,,, 
'-
where A i s a linear differential op e r a to r , a nd q i s a 
generalized vector. Ho mo gen eous boun da ry condition s a re 
expressed 
( 1 ) 
,f/(g~):::::o; (gradf.u] s-=O; or [grad f.u J s .~).,1/(qs)= o 
r , -- ,,..,n .,SL, "" n q r -
,,....,. 
for all boundary points qs; wher e ) i s a sc a l a r c o n s t ant; 
s 
u is a unit vector normal to the surface at q, a nd grad 
-n -
is a generalized vector gradient function given by - u . ~ • 
.....,l ~ q . 
l 
The ho mo g eneous diff e r ential equation with homo g en eous 
boundary conciitions is charact eriz e d by t h e pro perty of 
solutions, that any scala r multip le of a solutiqn i s a l s o 
a solution. 
An inh omogeneo us di fferenti a l e qua tion may b e expr essed 
In orde r to obtain th e soluti on of thi s prob l em , a Gre en 's 
function is defined a s the sol u tion G(q, q ') of 
,.,, /\/ 
"" A G ( q, q' ) -= S ( q -q' ) 
....,. - -",,/,,...,, 
a n d t he f unct i on ."fC;J) may t hen be expressed in t er ms of 
th e Green ' s functio n a s a s i mp l e i ntegral 
'y/ \. q) : j G q, q' ) 0 ( q 1 ) dq 1 
rv """ ""' I ,,....,, ,,,....,, 
For the pro blem of a n i nh omo geneo us bo un~ary c ondi t ion , a 
( 2) 
( 3 ) 
( 4) 
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Gr een ' s function may be defined in an analosous \'Jay, and t he 
solutions expressed as t he surface integral o ver the boundary 
of a product involving th e Green's f unction or its vector 
gradient. 
'11he s o lution of equation (3) is u sually simpl er than the 
direct solution of (2), and, moreover , it enables the o ne 
general function G to be appli e d for the whole family of 
equations which could be generated by using different 
-v 
functions f. For many o perators A of practical interest, 
howev er, it is not possible to obta in a solution for Gin 
closed for~ . There are, however, several properties of the 
function G which make the app roach useful even when th e func.:.. 
tion cannot be given an algebraic form. One of these 
properties that has proved very useful in many chemical 
problems , is a relationship connec ting G with the eigenfunc-
"' tions of the operator A. 
T~e - eigenfunctions of A are the solutions, ¢(q), of 
""' V 
A ¢(q)=A ¢(q) 
- ,....,,, 
( 5) 
~ has a particular scalar value for each solution¢. A 
complete set of orthonormal solutions, ¢, is con s idered. For 
n 
simplicity it will be supposed that this set is co untable. In 
this case, equation (3) can be expressed as an expansion in 
terms of the eigenfunctions 
G(3,5L')= ~ gn (:L') ¢n(~ 
S(q-q•)~ ~ g (q') inC~) 
-./ A./ n n .,...., ,-
"' A [ Z g ( q 1 ) ¢ ( q )] ::- 2 d ( q ' ) ¢ ( q) 
n n ,,....,, n""" n n,,..,_, n"""' 
( 6) 
(7) 
(8) 
6 
Equation (7) is mul tiplied by i;C1), a n d int egrated o ver all 
q in the space . 
or, 
¢' * ( q I ) :: ~ d_ ( q f ) f ¢ .* ( q ) ¢ ( q) dq 
m 7"v' n n _, m ,,....,,. n......., ......., 
since the¢ form a complete, orthonormal set 
n 
¢*(q' ) -:=:- d (q f) 
rn rv- m ,,.._, 
Equation (8) may then be written 
A [ ~ g ( q , ) ¢ ( q ) J ;:: z ¢' * ( q , ) ¢'n ( :_1] 
n n rv n """ n n ,...., ,-
v v 
As A is a linear operator, and A rJ ::: ri ¢' n , n 
~ g ( q I ) ~ ¢ ( q ):: 2 ¢' * ( q I ) y5n ( 9-) 
n n - n n /'V n n rv ,~ 
Co efficients of¢' (q) are equated n ,.., 
and substitution into equation (6) gives the result 
G(q,q_ 1 )=:2¢'*(q') ¢ (q) //\n 
""'-v n n~ nrv 
(9) 
. . , 
(10) 
( 1 1 ) 
Recent treatments of chemical problems ·which have used 
Green's function methods include many which are related to 
various properties of crystals. In isolated molecule problems 
relatively fewer applications have been found. Examples are 
the treatment of isotope effects in molecular vibrations by 
DeWarnes and Wolfram5, and some papers by Blinder6 ' 7, in which 
an approach is devised which gives the true energy eig en-
value s of a system fr om a consideration of the time devel-
opment of the non-stationary state defined by an appro ximate 
eigenfunction. 
7 
( iii) The La:12_lace Transformatio_g 
The Laplace transfornation fi nds i ts main application as a 
method of solving differentia l equations vrith a single inde-
pendent variable . The t erms are mul tiplied t hrough by a term 
exp( -p x ) , where x is the independent variable and p is a 
dummy variable, and integrat e d fro m zero to infinity. I n t his 
way the differential equation can often be transformed into 
an algebraic equation, or a simpler differential equa tio n , 
due to the relations 
fOCJ -px s&IC) px 0 f ' ( x) e dx :; p O f ( x) e - dx - f ( O ) 
and f~rx 1 r~ oJo f(y) dy.e-px dx=pJof(x) - nx e "" dx 
A problem sometimes arises in using t his method , t ~at a 
solution f(x) for a problem is obtained i n the form 
The 
g( p)~ s; f ( x) -px e dx 
inverse transform is 
5 C-+ ic.o . f(x)= . g(p) c-iva 
given by 
epx dp 
( 12) 
( 13) 
where, for sufficiently well-behaved f and g, c is an 
arbitrary real constant. Obtaining the inverse transform can 
present severe computational difficulties . The use of the 
Laplace transform in this manner has been fairly incidental 
in chemical problems, as most differential equations which 
are mnenable to t his treatment are relatively simple . There 
is, how ever, another type of problem in wnch the artificial 
introduction of the Laplace transformat i on has proved quite 
advan t ageou s . This is exemplified in the apers by Haarhof on 
t he density of states3,4 , and the approach used in chapter 5 
0 f t his thesise 
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If it is required to evaluate a s um of ter,ns a , v.rhere the 
n 
s ummation limi t is such that the value of another function of 
n, e , is to b e co nstrained by , for e xampl e , 0 ·~e ( e , t he 
n n 
situation is very difficult to d es.cribe using t he usual 
mathenatical conven tions . Ho\'lever , t he sun1 may b e describ ed 
by 
O~e~e se~ C" 
s(e)::: ~' n a -= L.. a o(e'-e ) de' 
L; n O n n n 
n 
Using equation (13) the Laplace transform g(p) of the f unction 
s(e) may be obtained in the form 
1 g(p)::: p ~ a exp(-e p) ~ n n ( 14) 
This has proved a useful result, since it has enabled t he 
Laplace transforms of several very complex sums to be 
expressed in a simple algebraic for iu , and appro ximate 
inversi·on of the Laplace transform c an give a simple -s mooth 
function approximating the complicated step func tion, s(e). 
(iv) Notation 
The symbols used in the various mathe~atical treat~ents in 
this thesis are defined as they occur in t h e text. As far as 
possible t he symbolism is kept consistent within each chapt er , 
but many of t he symbols represent different quanti ti es in 
different chapters . The mathematical tr eat . ent in the various 
sections doe s not overlap greatly , and e uations are nwnbered 
9 
independently in each chapter . References to equations from 
another chapter are specifically indicated as such . Some 
gen er a l co nventions are used thro ughout the t hesis . These are 
s ummarized here . 
A tilde underscore is used to indicate a vec tor ( e . g . r) . 
,v 
In most case s generalized v ectors are discusse d r ather than 
three-dimensional vectors. 
V 
A breve is used to indicate an o perato r or a matrix ( A). 
Dirac's bra and ket notation is used f or matrix el ements . 
In the more straightforwar d cases matrix elements and vector 
components are indicated wi~h the usual s 1 script notation. 
"~ TT LJ is used for summation, for product of terms . V/here 
limits are not specifi ed for these terms, infinite _limits · are 
implied. Th.e same convention is used for integrals. 
An asterisk denotes the co mplex conjugate of a quan tity, 
a function, or an operator. A dagger denote s th~ hermitean 
conjugate of an operator. 
3(a-a'), Dirac's delta function is used extensively. Where 
its argw11ents are vectors, its value is t aken to b e t he 
product of delta functions of the componen.a.s of the argun1ents. 
C , Kronecker 's delta function is also used , with a Oaa' 
distinguishing notation. 
d"l:' is reserved for a general volum e e1e-1 ent. 'I'he notation 
J ... d"i:" is used for the inte gr a l over all space. 
10 
CHAPTER 2: A NOVEL TRELTi·~El' T 0 ST •'PT -... - ·L .u ~ I ELECTRON Pf ObL:s': S 
,, (i) The Huckel Molecular Orbital Model 
Much attention in theoretical c he:nistr- has been conc en-
trated on obtaining approximate solutions of the Schrodinger 
equation for isolated molecules , so as to obtain a picture of 
the ~olecular energy levels and electronic structures for 
various systems. Attention has focussed particularly on 
systems containing conjugatec double bonds, since the 
properties of th ese co mpounds vary uidely in a way that is 
difficult to explain \Ii thout a detailed unc.erstanding of 
their electronic structures. 
One · of the earliest, and mo st v1idely used approxio.ations 
has been the model originally proposed and explored by 
,I 8-11 Ruckel • As applied to t he pi electronic structures of 
systems containing conjugated double bonds, it consists in 
the i'ollovring simplifications. Firstly , it is assu.111ed that 
the nuclei, the inner electrons, and the electrons involved 
in sigma bonding have no role other t han to provide a static 
"core " potential field for the pi electrons. Then, it is 
fur ther supposed that t he interactions bet·1een the different 
pi lectrons have no effect 6ther than to add a further 
shie_ding term to the core potential; any other effects are 
considered negligible . In this "./ay tl e problem is re d uced to 
that of finding the bouna states of a single electron in the 
core £ield, and allotting t e pi electrons in turn to tl ese 
.. 
1 l 
stat es in accordance with the Pauli exclusion principle. The 
l ack of consideration of individual interactions between pi 
electrons eliminates singlet-triplet splittings, and so puts 
severe l imitations on the use of the method for the treatment 
o f excited states . 
II 
The on e electron Schrodinger equation may be expressed 
.., "' 2 2 core Ht: = E. r_. , where H =- -1i / 2m . V + V 
l l l 
It ~ s asswned t hat the on e electron wavefunctions c an be 
e xpressed as a linear combination of functions centred on the 
nucle i 
4f. ~ t C. 95 
l X lX X 
Then G c. H r1 :::: E. ~ c. ¢' 
X l X }t'X l X l X X 
~ -: c .- J ¢'* ~ ¢ d'l;' - E. Z c. 
X lX y X l X lX I¢' *rl d't' == 0 y'Px 
,, 
In t fi e simplest form of t he Ruckel treatment 
ass~ ned to t he inte gr als as follows: 
frt*Hrt d 'C"'=C( =o< X X X 
for all ¢' • y 
values are 
f i* H<t d 1:=/3 - =-x y . xy if ix and ¢'y are centred on 
adjacent nuclei, 
- 0 otherwise . 
The values of h and k are assigned empirically: they are 
X XY 
usually dependent only on t he type of functions¢' and¢' , 
X y 
and on t he type of nuclei on . which they are centred. ~ and 
(3 are retained as parameters throughout this treatment . 'I'he 
sche e enables t he c , to be determined co np let ely , and the 
'J( 
energies o f the single el e ctron bound states to be expressed 
in terms of the two parame ters~ and f. 
mhe approximations involved in this approach are qulte 
drastic, but the resulting energies and wavefunctio nG 
obtained from calculations of this sort have provided ·ood 
qualitative correlations with many physica l and ch emJ.cal 
pro erties, and provide a useful model of the pi electron 
structures of conjugated systems 1 • 
(ii ) The Role of a Simpler Treatmen t 
12 
he main difficulty in applying this simple model to the 
calculation of electron 'distributions lies in the calculation 
itself . The main part of the calc.ulation is a matrix diagonal-
ization . Even for the relatively simple matrices which arise 
in a Hllckel model this is a major task, usually nec e~Jitating 
the use of a digital computer. The disadvantage ·is partic-
ularly evident in studying series of clo sely related ystems. 
Even though the matrices may differ only in the valu !, of a 
few elements, a complete redetermination of eigenvalu0s and 
eigenve ctors is usually required for each system studied . 
This makes the method particularly ill-adapted to studying , 
for example , the effect of choice of h or k on th o 
X xy 
resulting elec.tron distribution. 
he use of a simple form of first and second order 
perturbation t heory to produce approximations to th e Huckel· 
solutions has been explored as a oeans of overcoming Lhis 
pro lem 12 , 13. The technique has been used in studyin c 6roups 
13 
of closely related systems 14-l?, a n d i n fol lowing t he e f fects 
of all changes in t h e choice of h 
X 
or 
1 
• The ma in 
advan tage of this approach lies in th e si~plicity of the 
calculations , and of the results, enabling various qua ntities 
to b e  e xpressed as simple functions o f the parameters h and 
k. The disadvantage is that it is at b est o n ly an approximate 
method, and t ha t its accuracy decreases drastically with 
increasing perturbation. 
It can thus be seen that ther e is a pla ce for a tr eatment 
which will provide results identical with those fro m t he 
matrix diagonalization, whil,e retaining much of the numerical 
simplicity of the perturbation techniques. Such an approach 
is exp lored through the remainder of t his chapter~ _ 
(iii) Treatment of a Large Localized Disturbance* 
In 1954 Lax 18 s et down an approach to deal g ~nerally with 
a l arge; localized disturbance in a quantum mechanicql 
system , expressi n g t he results in t e r ms of the known, or 
obtainable, eigenfunctions of a corr esponding undisturb ed 
* Throughout t his chapter ''disturbance 11 is used rather t han 
-the lmore usual "large p er turbationti . This is to emphasize 
the tiistinction of t h e exact method describe~ fro m_the 
approximate methods derived fro m p erturbation t h eory and , 
in p a rticular , to avoid confusio n where the latter 
meth ods ent ~r the discussion. 
•• 
s y stem . He noted t he wide applicability of t he result, and 
suggested its applicati o n to the problem of lattice 
v ibrations in a crystal co n t aining an i mpurity site. Slater 
and Koster 19 derived essentially the srune result u sing a 
different app roach, and applied i t in a detai l ed consid-
* eration of i mpurity levels in crystal electronic spectra . 
Th ' ' b C . d Ph. 1 tt 20- 22 . e s ame approacn was usea y r aig a n l po in 
th eir studies of mixed crystal electronic spectra. These 
authors noted the clo ~e a nalo gy b etween simple molecular 
orbita l models and t he crysta l models used. 
14 
It has been found that t he a ppro ach has a widespread , 
though not general applicabi lity i n mo lecular orbita l 
c alculations , and - provi de s an alternative means of_ computing 
t he exact Hllckel eigenfunctions for a wide rang e of syste~s 
of practical i nterest . 
The result obtained by Lax was derived initi c;-l ly fro :J a 
matrix a pproach. The eigenfunctions, ¢ and eigenvalues , E p p 
,,,.......,, 
"' 
of an hermitean operator, Hare known. 
N 
.~1 H. . ¢. :: E rJ. J::: lJ JP p lp ( 1 ) 
For conveni ence t he eigenfunctions ¢ are normalized . It i s 
_;p 
require d to find the eigenfun ctions of a locally disturbed 
V ~ 
operator, H + h 
N 
.~, c H. . + h. . rr. == l -y: < 2) J:: lJ lJ J l 
* A clo sely analogous approach was used by Lifsh itz i n several 
p apers between 1943 and 1952 (r eferences 23-31). ~ any ~estern 
workers appear to have b een unaware of t hese results . 
The condition t hat h is a loc a lized disturbance may be 
rs 
15 
i mposed by t he condition h =o unless r, s ~ k < N. Expressed 
. rs 
in matrix notatio n equa tion ( 2 ) becomes 
V v 
( H+h )lf/ := e Y 
,""v' 
1// ~ - 1 \,, '1)/ 
which rearranges to r = (t -H ) h r , or 
k k .,..._,, rv 
lf/ :::: 2 ~ ( £ -H ) - l h l/f 
i r=1 s=l ir rs s 
V 
"' The matrix¢ with elements ri. is noV! considered . As H is 
JP 
"' hermitean, and¢ is uni tary, 
"'-1 '5 -1 From equation ( 1) H = 'P E 
( t -H ) - l ::: ; ¢~ ( £ -E ) - l 
- 1 N ,./ ,./ ,._ ( £-H ) . = ~ 'Pi p 'P rp 
ir p:::1, f -E 
p 
Substituting into 
v_l _ vt 
¢ =- ri • 
~-t 
( 3) 
1/1.~ k k N ,.1 ,.1* ~ b ~ )ll i p )ll r p h - --
l r = 1 s = 1 p .d £ - E -rs 1/1 s p 
( 2a) 
(3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
Koster and Slater obtain a . similar result using a simple 
Green's function technique. If the comple te set of solutions 
"" ¢ k(r) · is known for the tjifferential equation ( H0 - E)_ ¢(£)::: 0 n,,_.. ~ ,-
then t he Green's function for t h e problem can be expanded i n 
terms uf the solutions¢. The Green's func tion is defined as 
the solution, G(r,r'), of 
( Ro -E) G ( £' £ • ) ~ ~ ( r.-.£,' ) 
and is given , in this case, by 
( 6) 
(7) 
If the equation ( H0+H 1 - E )l/1-== O is now considered , it can be 
expressed 
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( 8) 
The solution is given by t he integral 
[ 
~- rJ· ( r ') ¢ ( r )J 
lf( r 1 ).::.flJf( r) H G( r , r ') d1t:~{-f(r) H ~-_:., ,ls~ n,].s.""" d't" 
,..., _, 1 - ,_, 1 n h. E ( k) -E ,. 
,_ n - . (9) 
This is t he s ame result as ( 5) in an inte6ral form. Equation 
( 5) could be obtained by expanding 1/1 in equation ( 9) in terms 
of basis functions . 
(iv) Application to a System Containinri a Single Heteroatomic 
Site 
,, 
The application of equation (5) in Rucke l molecular orbital 
calculations is most useful i n dealing v1i.ll..h a disturbanc e 
v 
which affects only one ele ent of the H matrix . As li is 
hermitean , t his must be a diagonal elemen, and will , for 
convenience , be chosen as t he element H 11 . 
fl If the solutions¢ and E of t h e Ruckel single pi electron 
-
e_quation are known for one system, t hen f r another system 
who se secular equation differs only in one element 0 1 the 
H matrix , t he solutions 7f and t are define.d by (H+h )1/1 =£Vi, 
- - -
... 
where h 11 i s t he only non-zero element of n . Application of 
equation (5) i n t his case leads to a very simple result 
ll/ = h 1/1 ~ ,./ * ,./ 
"Yi 11 1 p )'lip)'ll p /(€-E ) 
p 
I f i.:: 1 , t hi s become s 
·1f 1 =: h 11 
Equation ( 11) 
f ¢1p¢1 p/(€-E ) 
p 
may be solved for f. SubstiLu tion for E in 
( 10) 
( 11) 
equation ( 10) , with t he normalization conti tion, . solves for 1/1. 
-· 
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The eigenva lues, e, are stil~ t he roots of the same degree 
p po·lynomial equation as would arise fron a complete matrix 
diagonalization . The form of equation ( 111) i s , however , more 
convenien t t han expressing the same equat~on as the eigen-
values of a l arge matrix . It i s in a par · icularly suitable 
form for numerical evaluation , as t erms 1ith E clo se to £ p 
wil l ten d to do minate th e summation, enabling. the use of 
rap~dly co nverging iterativ e t echniques . , 
II The first order perturbation treatment of Buckel molecular 
orbital problems is based on the relation 12 
) E 
~ Hp = ¢;p ¢yp 
yy 
For :small changes i n R , yy 
·
11 l :::: h 
yy 
¢YP ¢YE. 
£ - E p p 
\ 
-. l ~- -
aE 
u ~ E = S ll .)H ; 
P YY y y 
( 12) 
hence, for small h 
( 13) 
It i s apparent , then, t ha t the perturbation t heory t reatment 
is e uivalent to taking only t he l argest term of the sum in 
( 11) ,. This will be a . better appro ximation for s mall h , , and yy 
widely spaced E . It will also b e a better approximation for p 
interm e diate value s of e, as contributions fro m t he s maller 
terms in t he sum will tend to cancel in this r egion . 
The use of equation (11) is co nsidered in detail for a 
simple example . For s implicity the matrix of h_ and k is 
X XY 
u sed instead of the H matrix . The eigenvalues, e , are t hen 
related to t h~ one electron energy eigenvalues by the relation 
t.=« -t-e f. The pyridine molecule is considered as a disturbed 
benzene molecule . The properties of carbon-nitro gen bonds in 
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con j ugated systems are very similar to t hose of c arbon-carbon 
bo nds , and it has b een usua l to assign a bond parameter kCN 
,, . . 1 
not grearly differing fro m 1 i n Hucke l calculations ( kCC 1, 
hc~o, in the usual convention) . The only disturbance , t hen , 
is in the hN matrix element. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of the benzene molecule are sho wn i n table 2-1. The choice of 
real co efficients for the degenerate states is for co nvenience 
only; the s ame results are obtained if complex values are 
used . Direct substitution in equation (11) gives t he follo w-
ing equation for t he pyridine syst em . 
l::: ~ ,I (. 6(!- 2) f 3(~-1) + 3(:t-1) +- 6(!-t-2 ) ) ( 14) 
Because of the de generacy of the b enzene states t his equation 
is of the fburth =rather .t han t he sixth degree in e. The other 
two values of e are readily found fro m symm etry considerations. 
The plane intersecting N1 and c4 in pyridine is a symmetry 
plane , as is t he plane intersecting c1 and c4 i~ benzene . 
States which are anti s y mme tric with respect to reflectio n in 
this plane must have nodes at ato:ns 1 and 4. Sinc e the N atom 
_ carrie s no electron _de.nst ty in these pyridine sta t es , t hey 
will be identical with the corresponding · benzene states . The 
other four sta tes are given by the solutions o f (1 4 ) fore, 
and by substitution in (10). Equation (14) i s simply solved 
numerically by equa ting t he most sensitive t er ra in e to the 
remainder of t he expression . An approximation to e , 
substituted in t he ri gh t hand side gives a much better 
approximation i n t he left. Succ essive iterations oscil late 
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Table 2-1 : 
,, 
Buckel Molecular Orbitals for Benzene 
i, i2 _!_J_ iL 
- --- ·-:!::__ i 2 - ¢6 
Energy 2 1 1 -1 -1 -2 
Coeffici ents 
X' 1 
1 1 0 1 0 1 - - - -f6 f3 J3 16 
-X2 
1 1 1 -1 1 -1 
- - - 2 -- ~- -J6 2/5 2/3 -./6-
X3 l - 1 1 -1 1 1 - 2 -- - 2 -
,)6 2 /3 2./5 16 
X4 
1 -1 0 1 0 -1 - --[6 /3 rs {6 
X5 
1 - 1 1 -1 t 1 - -- -2 - -J6 2fS 28 16 
x6 1 
. 1 
-1 -1 1 -1 - - 2 · -16 2{5 2/5 {6 
- -
about t he co rrect value, and co nverge rapidly . Details of the 
iteration r esults for hN==0 . 5 and for ~= 1. o ·are provided in 
t able 2-2. Values of the eigenvectors and eigen~alues for t he 
pyridine molecule vii th ~ = O. 5 and hN = 1. O are sho 1:1n j_n table 
2-3. They are in complete agreenent with those given by 
Co ulson and Strei tneiser32 , o btained by matrix diagonal-
ization . 
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Table 2-2: Iterative Solutio ns fo r Pyridine 
e !t - e6 __ _ 
· tiN = J • 0; Iteration result s . 
2~3243243 1. 3529412 -0. 68Li.2105 -1. 8878505 
2~2734542 1. 3126363 -0.7058845 -1. 89 1j327 
2~2789797 1.3180588 -0 . 7045L1-62 -1 . 891 2161 
2.2783494 1. 3173480 -0. 7046292 -1.8912200 
2 . 2784209 1. 3174415 -0.7046241 -1.8912198 
2.2784128 1.3174292 -0 . 70 4621+4 
2.2784137 1. 3174308 . 
2~2784136 1. 3174306 
hN==0.5; Iteration re sults . 
2. 11 00917 1.171 4286 -0. 8378378 -1. 9329609 
2~ 1073886 1.1 670770 -0.8410194 -1.9336865 
2 .1074476 1.1 671970 -0 . 8L1-09608 -1 . 9336782 
2. 1074464 1.1 67 1937 -0.8409619 -1.9336783 
2. 1074464 1.1 67 1937 -0. 8409618 
~--
a ble 2-3: H~ckel Molecular Orbitals for Pyridine 
Y1 t/12 ~ 1/l"S: t/15. lf/6 
hN =1 .. 0 
Energ y 2. 2784136 1. 3174306 1 -0.7046244 -1 -1 . 8912198 
Co ef:f . 
1 0.6462760 0 .51 68762 0 o. 4964503 ·o, O. 2621134 
2 . 0. ~- 131040 0.0820362 1 -0.4231307 1 -0.3789137 2 2 
3 O. 2949L1-58 -0.4087993 1 -0. 1983022 1 0. 454Li-958 2 - 2 
4 0.2589045 -0. 6206008 0 0.5628592 0 -0.4806377 
hN=0.5 
Energy 2. 1074464 1.1671937 1 -0.8409618 -1 -1.9336783 
Co e ff . 
1 0.5207063 0.571 3738 0 0.5459130 0 o. 3230728 
2 0.41 85037 o. 1906085 .1 -0. 3660242 1 -0.3931276 2 2 
3 0.361 2678 -0.3488967 1 -0 . 2381006 1 0. 4371095 - 2 
4 0.3428489 -0.5978386 0 0.5662577 0 -0.4521016 
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(v) The Use of Symmetry t o Extend the Range of Apnli cabilit~ 
I n certain cir c um s tanc es equatio n (11) can be applied to 
di sturbanc es other t han s trict l y ' l ocal dist .rbanccs . If a 
s er ie s of .iden tica l distur bances occ urs at a s e t o f s ymme tric-
ally relate d sites, t he use of a ppro p r iat e s y mme t ry orbita ls 
in t h e ba sis set enabl°es all of t h e disturbances to b e 
expressed in the variation of a single matrix elemon t. 
Moreover, when symmetry orbitals are used i n. t his v,:;;_y , the 
system which is c:hosen as the "corresponding undi stt4rbed" 
system need not necessarily be based on similar syr:. -~ e try 
orbitals, but may use a . basis of atomic orbi tals, o r even 
of symmetry orbitals of a different type. Th e only restriction 
is that it should be possible to express the kn.o wn undisturbed 
system and the required disturbed system in terms --of any 
convenient basis set by matrices whic:h differ only in one 
element. A series of examples is presented to demonstrate t h e 
versatility the approach acquires with the use o'f symmetry 
orbitals. 
Example: The three diazines referred to benzene. 
If real coe'fficients are chosen for the degenerate states 
.trJ: th.e.~~be.nzene model (as in t able 2-1), the eigenfunctions 
have two perpendicular symmetry planes. Each of the diazines 
can be aligned so as to retain at least one of these 
symmetry planes for its eigenfunctions. This is s ho wn in 
figure 2-1. In order to find the ei genfuncti ons of pyrim-
idine, for example, the states which are s ymmetric with 
FIG TRE 2-1: Symme try Pl anes of t he Diazines 
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respect to reflection i n the z plane are considered first. 
These states are conveniently referred to a basis set of four 
If the equivalent four orbitals are chosen as a basis set for 
benzene, it is found t ha t t h e matrix for z~symmetric s tates 
of pyrimidine differs only in one element fro m that for 
z-symmetric benzene states: the diagonal element fro m x:; 
differs by hN. The equation for z-symrnetric eigenvalues of 
p~rimidine is then readily obtained from direct substitution 
into equation (11). 
l :: 2b___ _ ( 1 . + 1 ' + 1 + 1 ) ~ 6(e-2) 12(e-1) 12(e+l) 6(et2) 
For z-antisymmetric states of pyrimidine a similar treatment 
is obtained when the symmetry orbitals x;~Jtcx2-x6r and 
"X3=/t(X:3-X5) are chosen as a basis. The resulting equation 
is 
( 1 + 1 1 
.::: 2hN 4 ( e - l ) -4-( e_+_l_) ) 
Similar equations may be obtained for pyridazine if the 
assumption ~N == 1 is made. y-symmetric states of pyridazine 
are given by 
l = 2h_ _ ( 1 + 1 + 1 ) ~ 6(e-2) 4(e-1) 12(e+l) 
while the equation for y-antisymmetric states is 
l _ 2h_.__ ( 1 "t 1 + 1 ) 
- ~ 12(e-1) 4(e ·t-1) 6(e+2) 
For pyrazin e both symme try planes are retained. As with 
pyridine, the z-antisymmetric states are identical - with the 
corresponding benzene states. The z-symme tric states are 
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given by 
1 = 2h ( 
1 2hN( 
1 + 1 ) 
6(e-2) 3(e+l) 
1 1 
(e-1) t- 6(e-t2) ) 
z-symmetric, y-symm etric. 
z-symmetric, y-a ntisymrn etric. 
The eigenvectors in these cases are provided by a series of 
similar equations, readily derived by substitution in (10) • 
.Example: Naphthalene and azulene referred to "planar 
cyclodecapentaenen. 
It is not possible by direct application of equation (11) 
to describe a system where the disturbance consists of a 
difference in the bond parameter, k. This is because of the 
., "" hermitean property of the Ruckel R operator, which requires 
that any off-diagonal disturbance be reflected in at least 
two matrix elements. However, for a bond which is symmetric-
ally disposed in the system, it is possible to cause the 
disturbance to appear only i~ a diagonal element by choosing 
appropriate symmetry orbitals as the basis set. The 
naphthalene and azulene systems are here considered as 
derivatives of the ten-membered cyclic polyene, with ' the 
"disturbance" consisting in the presence of a symmetrically 
disposed bridging bond. 
The eigenfunctions of cyclic polyenes are given by well 
known formulae3Z,33. With the choice of real coefficients 
for the degenerate levels, and a~ symmetry plane passing 
through the atomic sites 1 and 6, the states of the ten 
membered ring may be expressed: 
z-symmetri c states: 
e :! 2 2 
e -== 2 
4 
e 6 ;- 2 
1 
el m= 1w • 
l 1I cos . C =- - • COS 5 ' 2m {5 
211 1 
co s - · · C =- . cos 5 . ' 4m /5 
2![ . 1 cos C -- • cos 5 ' 6m- g 
(m-1)1( 5 .. 
21"( (m-1 )5 ., 
( m-1 )2.!! • 5 
z-antisymmetric states: ~ 
17' 1 
.sin 'f( e = 2 cos - . c3m =- (m-1 )-
' 
.. 3 5 15 5 
21( 1 21( e 5 ::: 2. cos 5 
. C :- .sin (m-1 )-
' 5m /5 5 • 
. 
e -==2 k . 1 .sin (m-1 )2.!! cos C =-7 5 ' 7m J5 5 • 
e -:: 2 !±5. 1 • sin (m-1 )~ cos C =-9 5 ' 9m {5 5 • 
In the case of azulene, symme try orbitals symmetric or 
antisymmetric with respect to reflection i n the z plane are 
chosen as a basis. For the symmetric states t h e disturbance 
is +1 in the diagonal matrix element of the orbital 
24 
/t CX3-t X:9~ , due to the bonding interaction,+ f, b etween x3 
and~ in azulene. In t he antisymm etric states a disturbance 
of -1 occurs in the diagonal matrix element of the orbital 
If (X - A ) . The equations for the eigenvalues of azulene 3 j 
·u 
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are thus: 
z-symmetric states. 
2 2 2 
1 = 1 + cos 2rr/5 + cos h17/5 + cos 6«/5 10(e-2) 5(e-2 c:os 11/5) 5(e-2 cos 211/5) 5(e-2 cos 3ff/5) 
2 
~+ cos 8,r/5 + __ , __ 
5(e-2 cos 417/5) 10(et-2) • 
z-antisymmetric states. 
=-- sin2 217'/5 + sin2 41r/5 :, + sin2 61r/5 
-l 5(e-2 cos '7(/5) 5(e-2 cos 2ff/5) 5(e-2 cos 3ri/5) 
sin2 81r/5 
+ 5(e-2 cos 4~/5) • 
For naphthalene, the disturbance occurs in the z plane. 
States which are antisymmetric about z are therefore not 
affected, as z is a nodal plane for these states. The states 
symmetric, about the z plane are described in terms- of symmetry 
orbitals based on the perpendicular y symmetry plane. In this 
way the disturbance due to the bridging_ bond appears as +1 in 
th.e diagonal matrix element of the orbital /fCX. 1 + -;(6 ) , and 
as -1 in the element from the orbital f.f(X1- -X6). The 
equations obtained are: 
l 1 + 1 ~ 10(e-2) 5(e-2 cos 11'/5) + 5( e-2- cos 21T/5) 
1 
: z-symm., y-symm. 
-1 ::: ____ 1_____ t ____ 1__ --,---,- + 1 5(e-2 cos 3tr/5) 5(e-2 cos 4~/5) 10(er2) : z-symm. , 
y-antisymm. 
Example: Biphenyl referred to benzene. 
As previously pointed out, the basis sets of the disturbed 
and reference systems need not be equivalent, provided that 
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V 
the H matrices differ in only one element. Thus, the states 
of the biphenyl system may be classified in terms of symmetry 
about they plane, which intersects the 1-1 1 bond. Both sets 
of stat es can then be described in a . symmetry orbital basis 
by interaction matrices which differ in only one element from 
the matrix for benzene in an atomic orbital basis . The 
y-symmetric states have a disturbance of +1 in the diagonal 
element fro:n x; == HCX1+ -X1 1 ) , while y-antisymmetric states 
have a disturbance -1 in the diagonal _element fro m ~; -
/f(X1- 'X 1 ,) . The equations which arise from (11) are in this 
case: 
1 - 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 for y-symmetric - 6(e-2) 3(e-1) 3(e+1) 6 ( e r2) 
states. 
-1 1 1 1 + 1 for y-antisymmetric - .,... -t 6(e-2) 3(e-1) 3(e+1) 6(e+2) 
states. 
The four states which are antisymmetric about the z plane 
(long axis) will consist of two sets of doubly degenerate 
states, each identical with the corresponding be~zene 
z-antisymmetri c state. 
(ti) Disturbances Involving lore than One Matrix Element 
The use of the general result expressed in equation (5) 
for systems other than those which can be covered by the 
special case where equations (10) and (11) apply, is restrict-
ed by t he complexi ty of the sums that arise. There is, 
however, at least one other special case where equation (5) 
reduces to a simple form, suitable as an alternative to 
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matrix diagona lization. The simple s t c ase of a disturbance 
which affects more than one matrix element, is t hat of a 
disturbance which affects o n ly a single pai r of off-diagonal 
matri x elements: h 11 ::: h 22 == O; h 12 :::,. h 21:.f O. In t his c ase 
equation (5) reduces t-0 
y ::- Eiiip <iiip h12 if2+ ii2p hi2 f1i 
i p . £ - Ep ( 1.5) 
This equation is most useful when a system is related to an 
"undisturbed" system consisting of two non-interacting parts, 
the "disturbedfl system containing a bridging bond. In this 
case the eigenfunctions,¢, of the undisturbed system are not 
coupled, but have components over one part of the system only. 
If the two non-interacting sets of basis orbitals are 
designated xj (includes . :X,1) and~ (includes "X-2), _ ~nd the 
sets of states¢ and¢ provide components only over "t. or q r J 
~' respectively, then 
-v.. := ~ _¢ , __ j q_¢ i_q,__h_1_2_Vl:_2_ 
J _ q E -E q 
¢* ¢ 
1:: h* h ~ l q 1 q 
12 12 q £ - E q 
Expression (17), while rather more compl e x than (11), 
( 16) 
( 17) 
is 
still in a convenient form for numerical solution. It can be 
further simplified in several cases of interest. Vhere a 
single site is added to a system one of the discrete parts of 
the undisturbed system is a single atomic orbital. Equation 
(17) simplifies in this case to a simple su:a, very similar 
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to (11). The form is 
( 18) 
This result may be directly applied, for e ·ample , to finding 
the HRckel eigenfunctions of aniline, or of the b enzyl 
radical fro m those of benzene as an undist urbed system, 
while , with the use of symmetry orbitals, quino dimethane., 
phenylenediamin e, diphenyl~ ine, or even anthracene 
eigenfunctions ~ay be obtained from benzene eigenfunctions. 
Two other cases where a simple result is obtained are 
those resulting from addition of a vinyl or a phenyl group to 
a known system. The equations derived are , for the vinyl case 
1=- h* h 
• 'l.. '2. 
c<. - € ~ ~ 2r rJ 2r 
2 2 6 £ - E (o< -£) -(3 r r 
(19) 
For the phenyl case there are always two states localized on 
the benzene ring with eigenvalues ~p. The other states are 
described by an equation which reduces to 
2£32 
Cc-~) - (€ -ex) 2
ri~ rJ* rJ -
___ ...... 1- 1 _____ = h * h ~ . 2r . 2r 
2 2 12 12 r £.- E (E -«) (e -0<) - 3(3 r 
( 20) 
For more complex disturbances it seems unlikely that 
equations can be obtained from this method which would offer 
a distinct advantage over direct matrix diagonalization. 
H~wever the range of applicability of equations (11) and (17) 
is quite extensive, and it se em s tha t most systems of 
practical interest could be solved by these me t hod s wi t h 
reference to systems with known Hlickel molecular orbitals. 
(vii) Systems which may be Referred to t he Benzene System 
In this section a t able of the various systems which may 
conveniently be related by t hese me t hods to benzene as an 
. 
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" undisturbed" mode l system i s presented. Numerical solutions 
for most of t h ese systems are available in accessible 
tables32 ,34, and are not presented here . Ins tead , t he 
equations obtained for the eigenva lues and eigenvectors are 
given. These are o _f particular interest in systems which 
contain heteroatoms, where a parameter is fairly arbitrary, 
or in hy~ocarbon systems such as azulene or the polyphenyl s , 
where there may be reason for the assignment of a bond 
parameter kCC other than 1. In these cases t he variatio n of 
the eigenfunctions with changing parameter value can be 
follo wed with the use of the equations given. In other cases 
• II 
the disturbance is expressed in the Ruckel model by a def-
inite fixed change in the matrix element. The equations are 
of less interest here, although t hey do provide insi ght i nto 
the relationships between the molecular orbital structures of 
various systems. The extent of the table is a good indic ation 
of the scope of the method. 
The numberin g and symmetry axes of benzene and of t he 
diazines are taken fro m figure 2-1. Numbering and symmetry 
axes for other systems are sho vm in fi gures 2-3, 2- 4, and 2-5, 
except for the amino - and vinylbenzenes, \vhere numbering and 
axis co nventions varallel those used for t he azines. 
Group ( a ) : Systems derived fro m equa tions (11) and (10). 
Pyridine: eigenvalues 
6 1 2 2 1 
-=--+--+--+-h e-2 e-1 e~l et2 N 
eigenfunctions 
Y/2 1/16 ~ 1 1 1 1 
"fi::: ~ =6 (e-2 + e-1- e-t-1 - e+2) 
~ _ 1/15 _ hN 1 1 1 1 
r, -y, - 6 (e-2 - e-1 - e+l + e+2) 
~ _ hN 1 2 2 1 
Yi - 6 ( e-2 - e - 1 + e -+ 1 - e +2) 
There are t wo states identical with benzene 
z-antisymmetric states. 
Pentadienyl: Eigenvalues can be obtained from the pyridine 
equation with- hN; - oo 
Pyrimidine: z-symmetric states 
£. ·= _L t- _J_ + _J_ + _L 
~ e-2 e-1 e~l e~2 
Y, hN J· 1 1 J 
vr2 .:: 3 ( W + e- 1 - e + 1 - e +-2) 
~ ~ hN ( _?__ - _l_ + _l_ - __g_) 
11!2 6 e-2 e-1 e+1 e.,.2 
~"' '.E c....L _ _!_ _ _!_+....Li ¥"2 3 e-2 e-1 et-1 e+2 
z-antisyr.ame tric states 
'l.. = _J__ + _J__ 
~ e-1 e+l 
!] _ hN _1_ _J_ . 
lf - 2 ( e-1 - e + 1) ' 2 
FIGURE 2-3: Numbering Schemes and Syuunetry Planes of Group (a) 
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Hexatriene: may be described by the same equations as for 
pyridazine, with hN.,i: +1 for y-symmetric states, 
and~= -1 for y-antisymmetric states. 
Biphenyl; 
6 1 2 2 1 +-c:-+-+-+-
-k17 e-2 e-1 e+1 e+2 
y-symmetric states tak e the positive sign. 
"¥"2. = ~ ( _!:_ t- _J_ - _J_ - _1_) 
1Jl1 6 e-2 e- 1 e +-1 e t2 
'!} k17 1 1 1 1 
""¥11 .:: 6 ( e-2 - e-1 - e +-1 -+ e+ 2) 
~:::TI (_J_ _ __£_+-~-_J_) 1f'i 6 e-2 e.:;1- ·j etl e-t2 
There are also four states equivalent to benzene 
z-antisymmetric states. 
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Pyrazine : y-symmetric, z- symme tric. 
y-anti symmetric, z- symmet ric. 
}_ =-1- + ~- . Y/2 .: hN (- 1_. _ _ 1_ ) 
hN et 2 e-1 ' 7f1 3 e- 1 e t-2 
Biphenylene: y-symm etric; z-symm etric. 
6 = __?__ ~ _.2_ ~ _J_ . 
e-2 ' e-1 ' e + 1 ' 
y-antisym.metric, z-sym.metric. 
Y/6 _ l _,_ _.3__ + __.?:_.:. -
y2 - 6 ( e-1 - e+ 1 e+2) 
y-symmetric, z-antisymmetric. 
-6= _L +_l +_J_ . 
e-2 e-1 e 1 ' 
~ -1 <_1_ _1_) . 1//6 _ 1 c-L _ _.3__ +- _1_) 
l1'. - 3 e-2 .- e+l ' 7f - 6 e-2 e-1 e+l 2 2 
y-antisymmetric, z-antisym~etric. 
-6;:: _1_ + _2_ +_£_ . 
e-1 etl et2 ' 
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Gro up (b): Sy s t ems derived f ro m equa tions (1 8) a n d ( 16) 
Ani line : ( These equatio ns a l so a pply fo r phenol or b enzyl .) 
_ k CN 1 2 2 1 
- - (-+ -·-+-+ - ) 6 e-2 e-1 e~ e~2 
1 1 1 1 
(e-2+ e-1 - e+ l - e~2) 
There are a lso t wo sta t e s identic a l with ben z ene 
z-antisymmetric state s . 
Diphenylamine; y-symmetric, z-symmetric sta t es . 
e-h ,J/ k 
: N '1 CN 1 2 2 1 
2k_CN - ~ =6 <e-2+ e-1 +e+l +et-2) 
Other equations as for aniline above. 
The ' y-antisymmetric sta te s are identical with t he 
benzene stat e s. The nitrogen cen tr e does not 
contribute. There are also t wo y"-symmetric, 
z-antisymm etric stat es which correspond to benzene 
z-antisymmetric stat es . 
p-phenylenediamine: y-symmetric, z-s ymmetric states . 
e-~ Yi _ k CN ( 1 -+- 2 ) '12 kCN 1 l 
-
---
. 
- -- ( e-2 - e +-1.) - -kCN . Y7 3 e-2 e +1 ' ,,, 3 7 
y-antisymmetri c, z-symme tric sta t es . 
e-h 
"'fi kCN ( 2 + 1 ) ¥'2 kCN N 1 1 
-
. 
- (e-1 - e+2 ) kCN Y-'7 3 e-1 e+-2 ' 1f7 3 
FIGURE 2-4: rumbering and Planes for Gro up (b) Systems 
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p-phenylenediamine : There are also two states _iden tical wi t h 
benzene z-antisymmetric states. 
m-phenylenediamine : z-symmetric states. 
z-antisym netric states. 
o-phenylenediamine: y-sy~metric statesG 
y-antisymmetric states. 
lf'6 kCN 1 -2.... 2 
-.;
7 
= 6 <e-1 - e+l + e+2) 
Stilbene: For y-syrnmetric states the equations for aniline 
appJ_y with kCN :::. -1 and hN= 1. For y-antisymmetric · 
Anthracene: 
states t he sru e equations apply with hN= -1. 
z-symme tric, y-sy~metric states . 
lf, ~ .::: _1_1 _ _l ( _£_ + ...2_ + _,_ ) 
2 ,f9 - 6 e-2 e-1. e+l 
-Y-1. - l c-1- _J_ ) . lf2 - l c-L ...2__ + _ ,_) 
lfr - 3 e-2 - e + 1 ' lf, - 6 e-2 - e-1 e + 1 9 9 
z-symmetri c, y-antisymmetric states. 
~ - ¥', 1 _. l ( _}_ + _,2__ + _g_) 
2 - ,Y 9 - 6 e-1 e + 1 e +2 
;; ~ 1 (e~l . - e~2) ; ;:- ~ (e~l --dT+ e!2) 
The six z-antisymmetric states correspond to the 
six benzene states. 
Group (c): Systems derived from equations (1 9) and (16). 
Styrene: 
)J/. 
1. 11 (_J_ t _£_ + __?_ + _J_) . 
e- e = it7 :::: 6 e-2 e-1 e+1 e+2 ' 
1 v, 2 
- - e - 1 
1/8 
~2 _ 1 1 1 1 1 
1//7 - 6 (e-2 + e-1 - e+l - e+-2) 
!2=1 (_J__ __ ,__ ~+_J_) 
v7 6 e-2 e-1 etl e+2 
~=l 1 2 2 1 
1//7 6 (e-2- e-1 + e+l - et2) 
There are also t wo states identical with benzene 
z-antisymme tric states . 
gem-diphenylethylene: y-symmetric , z-symmetric states . 
1//. 
e- 1 =- l ( __!_ + _.£:_ + _L + _1_) = 2 _I 
e 3 e-2 e-1 e+l e+-2 y7 
with other equations as for styrene . 
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FIGURE 2-5 : I umbering and Planes of Other Systems 
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plane) 
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gem-diphenylethylene 
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p-terph enyl 
gem-diphenylethylene : y-antisymmetri c states are eq_uivalent 
to benzene states . The t wo y-syillmetric , z-anti-
I • ; 
symmetric states are eq_uivalent to benzene 
z-antisymmetric stat es . 
Group ( d): A system derived fro m eq_uations (20) and (1 6 ). 
p-terphenyl : z-symmetri c, y-sym;ne tric states: 
¥'2 = ~ (_J_- _J_) 
1J17 3 e-2 e+1 
~ _ kl 7 1 1 1 1 
1(
1 
- -6- (e-2 - e-1 - e+1 + e+2) 
z-symme tric, y-antisymmetric states: 
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lf2 _ kl 7 1 1 , (
- - --) with other equations as above. v7 3 e-1 e~2' 
The six z- antisym.rnetric states correspond to three 
degenerate pairs of benzen e z-antisymmetric states. 
IO S Ph01,ITRILIC 
CO.·IPO Ull 1S 
(i) Th e Electronic Struc tur e of t he Cyclic Phosphoni_!_:i:_i l ~-~ 
When pho sphorus pentach lori de i s reacte d with ammonium 
chloride in an organic solvent, a large v a riety of products 
is for med, i nc luding a series of co mpounds with t he molecular 
formula ( NPC12 )n35-37. S tokes isolated thes e compounds for 
n= 3 . to n = 736 • The octamer was later isolated38 and 
evidence was produced that the series continued to much 
higher n. It has been sho v.,rn that the co ~pounds have cyclic 
structures, with nitrogen and phosphoru s ato m~ alternating 
around an even-membered ring. Two chlorine atoms are bonded 
exocyclically to each phosphorus ato m so as to complete 
an approximately tetrahedral coordination at p hosphorus. 
Many simila r compounds have been pr epa r e d, in which some or 
all of the chlorine atoms are replace d by other ,monoval ent 
groups (typically bro r1ine , fluori n e, alkyl , alkoxy , aryl , 
and a mine substituents). In so me c ases , notably the 
fluoride s , l a r ger ring co wpounds have been prepared and 
isolated. The ch emistry of t hes e co mpounds has been studied 
physical and chenical properties37, 39 • The halides un der go 
reactions typical of acid halides , but t h eir r eaction r a t es 
are slo ner .- Many derivatives may be prepared by direct 
nucl eophili c substi tu t ion of the chlorides . The ri ng 
38 
structure t ends to be preserved in most reactions - even in 
t hose requiring quite harsh conditions. 
The electroni c structure o f t he co mpounds is interesting 
i n. that it i nvolves pi bonding b et\'leen 3d orbitals centr ed 
on phosph orus and 2p orbitals centred o n nitrogen4D-43. 
Further more, as all bond length s are eq_ual to vri thin t he 
e}...7JPerimental error, in the structures which have been 
deitermined, and as these lengths are intermedi ate b e t ween 
the bond lengths· expected for a single P-N bond and those 
eXJI!>ected for a double P.=H bond, some type of delocalized pi 
bomiding must be invoked. The pi bonds are fairly weak in 
co .. parison with the more familiar pi bonds encountered in 
conjugated carbon compounds. An estimate has been made42 
that the energy of the P-N bonds in (NPC1 2 ) 3 is so me 6-10 
Kcal./mo le hi gher than would be e xpec t ed fo r singl e P-N 
bonds in a similar structure. For benzene , t he corresponding 
fi ,;-ure is about 38 Kcal. / mole. 
The ~lectronic structure of t he cyclic phosphonitriles 
may be consider ed in a simple valenc e bond picture. Eac h 
pho s phorus atom donates four of its valence electrons in 3sp3 
orb itals in formi ng single bonds wi t h the tetrahedrally 
di sposed ligands : t\·10 ring nitro g en ato:.1s, an0 t wo atoJ1s fro.·.1 
th e e xocyclic substituents. The fifth elect r on 1 ust then be 
ac ommoda te d in a higher e nergy orbital . Each nitrogen atoE1 
_may b e re garded as dona ting two 2sp2 v alence elec trans to 
sigi1a bonding with the neighbouring phosphorus atoms . Tvm of 
the re~aining electro s ar e t h en assiGned as a l one pair to 
the third 2sp2 orbital, a nd t h e fifth v a l ence el ec t ron is 
assigned to the 2p orbita l. The lo \'1est a vai l a bl e orbitals 
z 
for the fifth phosphorus v a l ence e l ectror. are t he 3d and 4 s 
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orbitals . Of these, only t h e 3d and 3d orbitals can form 
xz yz 
pi bonds with the nitrogen 2f z orbita ls, as the overlap of 
the other 3d and 4s orbitals vii th 2p is zero by symmetry. 
z 
(This is true only for planar systems. Non-planarity of the 
I 
phosphonitrile ring introduces perturbatio~s.) Throughout the 
discussion in this chapter the axis system used by Craig, 
faddock, ~nd Mitche11 44 is adopted. The xy plane for any 
ring atomic centre is the plane containing the two ring sigma 
bonds. They axis is the axis which bisects the angle formed 
by these bonds. 
Craig and Paddock40,4l investigated the pi system which 
would arise fro m a cyclic delocalization involving 2p 
z 
orbitals on nitro gen , and 3d orbitals on phosphorus, using 
xz ' 
symmetry · argmnents expressed in a simple Ruckel framework. 
Dewar, Lucken, and Whitehead45 on the other hand , i mplicitly 
ass umed that the 3d and the 3d orbitals on phosphoru s 
xz yz 
were equally available for pi bonding. From these orbitals 
they derived a pair of h y brid ct-orbi t als c entred on eac h 
phosphorus a tom, such t hat each overlapped s t ro ngly ~ith one 
of the neighbourin g nitrogen 2p
2 
orbi t a l s , an d n e Gli gibly 
with the other . In t his way the rin g s y s tems of v a rious siz~s 
are all described by a series of "isla n d" pi sy s tems , eac h 
delocalized over three centres, incorporati~- two phosphorus 
3d orbitals and one nitrogen 2p orbital in its basis set. z 
Craig and Mitchell44 emphasized t hat this island model was 
only a special case of the more general scheae whi ch could 
be obtained by allo\!ing both 3d and 3d . orbitals on 
xz yz 
phosphorus to participate in a cyclically delocalized pi 
system, and showed that it is only a realisti c picture for a 
particular narrow range of relative participation by the two 
types of phosphorus d orbital. Later calcu_ations by Mitchell, 
in which he considered ligand effects and the effects of 
exchange forces in ~eriving optimum sizes for the phosphorus 
d orbi tals46 , sho\·1ed t hat only the 3d orbital was 
xz 
sufficiently compact to have a large overlap with a nitrogen 
2p orbital. This provides a strong indication that the 3d 
z xz 
is the major contributing phosphorus orbital to the out-of-
plane pi structure. 
Meanwhile, it had been proposed that another type of pi 
bonding could contribute markedly to the structure of the 
phosphonitriles4? -49. The lone pair trigonal orbitals on the 
nitrogen atoms are in a position to overla!) nith some of the 
3d orbitals centred on the neighbouring phosphorus atoms. 
Delocalization of the nitrogen lone pair e,ectrons into 
molecular orbitals involving these 3d orbi~als couln occur. 
This delocalization would increase the sta'ility of the 
system. The large ring angles often found at nitrogen centres 
in the phosphonitrilic co; pounds can be accounted for by this 
50 u6 
. Jpe of interaction . Mitchell's calculations· sho·.v that 
of the d orbitals , only the 3d 2 2 is likely to play a 
X -y 
' 
significan t part in this type of interaction . 3d and 3d 2 
xy z 
orbitals are unlikely to be important, both because of 
unfavourable orientation, and because t he opti~Qn size of 
the se orbitals in the ligand fiel d i s yery large . 
Th us th e indications are that a suitable simple model for 
the pi bonding i n the phosphoni t rilic compounds (for planar 
systems, at least ) would consider two orth'~gonal cyclically 
delocalized pi sy s tems . On e would pro~de· electron density 
in the plane of t he phosphonitrile ring , and i s formed from 
;) 
a basis set of nitrogen 2 sp- and co ntracted phosphorus 
3d 2 2 atomic orbitals . The other would provide electron 
X -y 
density above and below t he ring plane, and woul d ~sea 
b asis set of nitro gen 2p and contracte d phosphorus 3d 
z xz 
atomic orbitals. 
The known crystal structures of the trirneric compounds 
all indlcate p lanar phosphonitrile rings in these compounds . 
The tetrameric octafluorophosphonitrile is also planar. The 
fe u pentarner structures which are known have phosphonitrile 
rings clo se to planar , wi t h t wo "inward pointing" nitrogen 
atoms. The non- planarity is slight, and seems to be governed 
by the steri c require ents of the "in\'iard" nitrogen ato::::is . 
Most tetra.mer structures are int ermediate bet\'leen the 11 tub 11 
form and one of the " saddle " forins . These forr~s are related 
by ··1hat is proba.bly a free internal defor.1ation in fluid 
phas e s . Th e saadle for m; which most syste~s approximate , has 
s mall dihedral an le s , wh ich are f urther r educed by t he 
ten dency for the P~P angle to be much larger than the no rmal 
120°. It a pp ea r s , t h en, t hat the molecules are as c lose t o 
planar as steric factors wi l l allo v1 51 , and t hat a planar 
model in a simple molecular orbital picture is proba bly a n 
t bl . t. 41 accep a e appro-ima ion • 
The phosphonitrilic compounds are interes ting, then, fro m 
the point of view of electronic structure, for several reasons. 
They form a large and varied group of inorganic compo~nds 
having delocalized pi systems . They provide an example of pi 
bonding between 2p and 3d orbitals. The s e orbita ls h a ve 
z xz 
different sy~netry properties , which lead to a different type 
of interaction in a cyclic pi system. The effect is to ch~nge 
t he sign of alternate r esonance integrals around the ring. 
This results in several differences in energy levels and 
electronic stiucture between heteromorphic systeill s of this 
type and · the ho momorphic syste::n s f amiliar in p,r- p fr' bondin g. 
The systems also have , ho~ever , a second pi s y s tem arising 
from d~- p~ interactions of a homo norphic type . Various 
properties of the substances may reflect the influence of 
eith er or bo th of t h ese s y stems. Finally, the mo l e c ule s ar e 
int e r estinc because of t h e large effec t s of l iga nd s on d 
orbitals50 ,5Z. Th e effects of substituent s on t h e pi systems 
of the phosphonitrili c compounds may be quite large , d espite 
the c~mparative we a kne s s of t he pi bo ndin 6 • 
In t his chapter , substituent effects in t he phosphonitrilic 
compound s ar e e xamined in terms of a very simple molecular 
orbital 
Broad q l 
distri b u. 
·l , using th e techniques explored in chapter 2. 
tive comparisons ar e made between t he electron 
s suggested by the model , and some of t he known 
physical an d chemical properties of the phosphonitrilic 
compounds . 
(ii) A Ruckel Molecular Orbital Description of the Symmetrical 
Phosphonitriles 
A simple description of the pi electronic structure of t h e 
,, 
phosphonitrilic co mpounds can be obtained fro ~ the Ruckel 
molecular orbital treatment, if it is asswned that the 
phosphonitrile rings are planar. Deviations fro m plana rity 
introduce mi Ying of the t v10 pi systems , as well as slightly 
changing the resonance int egrals . Moreover, t he s itua tion may 
be further complicated by the introduction of an importan t 
role fo~ the 3d and 3d orbitals on pho sphorus. In yz xy 
non-planar structures the se orbitals may be contra cted more 
by the ligand field, and they may also be mor e suitably 
oriented to overlap with the orbitals centred on t he 
neighbourin g nitro sen a toms . The intro·uction of several 
more unknown or e.n.pirically assignee. para~1eters v:ould be 
necessary to account for these features of a non - planar model 
/t in a liuckel tr eat ment . This constitutes a disadvantage uhi c h 
seems to out \'1e i gh an-:.y pro"b2,ble advantasc of the core rea listic 
44 
geo t1e try of t he noi -pl2..nar :-noc.el . The plai"'la.r n oc.el is unlikely 
to be greatly i n error , as deviations fro ~ planarity are 
small , and appear to b e r e lated pri2arily to s t eric influ-
ences . Craig4 l has su gested that c.~- ~ bondinG s~ould be 
l ess sensitive to non-nlanari ty t han i s pff-p1( bono.ing . 
For t he pi syste8 in a sym~ etrically sub s tit u t ed 
fl phosphonitrilic cospound , the matrix ele~e~ts for a Huckel 
tr eatmen t are c onvenien tly parametrized as follo ·is . 
Out-o f- plane pi system 
<x Tc 2p ) / H / xp c 3d ) > == (3 f or bondea P and N. 
... z xz 
<xi (2p z) ( H/X.,/ 2pz) > = o( 
(x ( 3d ) JH(X ( 3d )>:: o< p xz p "'2.. 
I n - p l ane pi syste~ 
<\ ( 2sp 2 ) / H{ Xp ( 3c x2- y2. ) > = f' for bonded P and N . 
<x: c z s p z) t rx.i c z s p z) > -==- ex., + v-' f, 
(Xp ( 3d 2 2 ) f H { Xp ( 3d 2 2 )\.:::: o( ' - o-' (3' X - y X -;j I/ 
Th e o r b ital s centre o n nitrogen are nore electronegative 
t han t h ose c entred o n phosphorus , and so ~ and~' ~ill, in 
g eneral, be positive . For the i n-plane pi syste.u t _e ei gen -
v a l ues , . ~ t. . b L 1 ana ei gen 1u c ions are give n y· 
( 
.L.. , 
l-D e 
• e 
2·rri 1 - 1 ) }:/L 
s~gn of cos 2~k/n is 
t a.Ken ) 
orbitals . 
e 2~i(l - 1) ~/n for c ' :::: J ,, e 1 - 0- 1 ) / Le,'~ . pl os· norus or i tals . 1 - \. .L 
For the hctero:1orphiv S/St8ul fo:- .::ec f I'Jffi t ne out-of-plane 
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pi orbi t a. l s t ne 
~s ions di ffer in for: . Si milar simpl e 
express ions can , ..... ver , be obta i ned 4 l. 
( the sign o f sin 2uk / n i s 
t aken ) 
e 2ri ( 1-1.) ( k / n - 1 /L1-) 
• e 2~i(l-l)(k/n - 1/4) 
for nitro gen 
orbita l~. 
for phosph o r us 
orbitals. 
In the previous expressions , n is the n~~ber of atoms in the 
I 
phosphonitrile ring, k and 1 range from 1 'ton, and ek and ek 
are measures of the energy of the k-th . molecular orbital in 
the out-of-plane and the in-plane pi systems , respectively. 
In applying the treatment of chapter 2, it is convenient to 
choo se eigenfunctions with real coefficients, and a symm etry 
plane passing through the atomic centres numbered 1 and 
. 
n/2 + 1 • This is achieved by replacing the eigenfunctions of 
the degenerate pairs of levels in the follo wing way: each 
' 
degenerate eigenvalue h a s a pair of o r t h o gona l ei genfunctions 
whose coefficients are given in the above scheme by 
ib 
elk .:::. a e -ib and c (n-l) k = a e 
The r equired pair of ei gen functio ns , h a ving real coefficients 
and the appropriat e sym.ne try plane , a r e obtained by re lacing 
these coefficient s with 
C 1srrnm = (2 a CO S b a n d _{. anti r::., c l k ::: v 2 a s i n b 
Levels 'l'lh ich ar e not d egenerate hav e coe f f.::.cient s vrh ich are 
already rea l, o r Dhich are pure i magi n a ry , -nd c a n be mad e 
r eal by a sihlpl e scal a r multiplica t i o n . Al l of th e s y s tems 
c an thus be expressed i n terms of t h i s cho· ce of ei gen-
· runctions, and the equa tions derived in chapter 2 may be 
applied directly to obtain a series of odel result s for 
phosphoni trilic compounds containing one p osphorus site 
substituted differently to the others . 
(iii ) Model Calculations for Phosphonitriles Disturbed at a 
Single Site 
46 
There is good evidence that 3d orbitals in second row 
elements such as silicon, phosphorus, and sulphur , are very 
sensitive in size and electronegativity to t h e nature of the 
l igands which are bound to t he atomic cent:--e in a molecule. 
Substituent effects in the phosphonitrilic compounds may be 
r egarded in this light . A phosphonitrile w~ich is not 
symmetrically substituted may have·d-or itals of different 
sizes and energies on the different phosphorus sites . Hrtckel 
c alculations woul d require different coulo :1.b and resona nce 
int egrals for these phosphorus sites . Tne orientation of t h e 
exocyclic li gands is s u c h t ha t overlap can a l s o o ccur b e t ween 
ligand pi orbitals an d phosphorus 3d orbita ls, lea din g to 
some mixing of the ligand pi system ~ith t ~e ph o s phonitrile 
pi syste1 . Mitchell's calculations s h o ~ t hat the only 
interaction of t his typ e which is i mportant is an overlap of 
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the ligand pi orbitals vith phosphorus 3dx2-y2. Th~ in-plane 
pi system may , therefore, be affected sig~ificantly by an 
extended pi interaction with a suitable ligand. It is a 
familiar result of simple molecular orbit~l theo_y, 
that such effects can usually be adequately treated by simply 
changing the coulomb integral of the site ~-ere the inter-
action occurs , so that this site becomes effectively a source 
o r a sink o f electron density . This is particularly the case 
when the ligand pi system is localized on a single site, as 
it would be for amine o r alkoxy substituted phosphoni triles. 
The c a lculations presented in t his section therefore treat 
l igand effects as a change in t he coulomb integrals of the 
basis orbitals centred on the disturbed ph sphorus site. This 
change may arise from two sources : different orbital 
c ontraction produced by t he different liga ds on the 
disturbed site , and possibly also by differences in the 
presence or t he structure of ligand pi sysLems which interact 
with the ring pi system. 
The variations in size of the phosphorus orbitals would 
also affect overlap , and hence resonance i_tegrals. Mitchell's 
calculations sho ·r , ho .·,ever, that the orbital contraction is 
such that the 3d 2 2 and 3d functio ns have outimu.n X -y XZ ... 
ezponents similar to those Vlhich Hould roc.:ce an overlap 
maximum ·rith neighbourin · nitrogen pi orbi als . The 
variations in these exponents due to t te effects of 
different ligands are unlikely to produce arge changes in 
I 
overlap . It is assumed, then , t hat changes in resonance 
integrals are secondary effects v1hich are fairly srnall. 
I nclusion of th ese effects i n th e model would require the 
introduction of more arbitrary parruieters , without greatly 
i mproving the treatment . 
The general phosphoni t ri lj_c compound substituted at one 
pho sphorus site , may be regarded in this Huckel model as 
b ei ng equival en t to t he corresponding symmetrical compound , 
carrying a disturbance of / (d on the 3dxz orbital coulomb 
integral at the substituted phosphorus site, and a disturb-
ance of .f''B' on t he 3d 2 2 orbital coulomb integral. 1 X -y 
Equations (10) and (11) of chapter 2 may then be applied 
directly, u sing as eigenfunctions of the undisturbed system 
those of symme t rically substituted phosphonitriles presented 
in the previous section. 
A series of calculations v1as p erformed in this way for 
the parameter values: c--' = 0 .0 by 0.2 to 1. L~ ; ~', = -1,.0 by 
0.1 to 1.0; for trimer , tetr&ner , pentamer , and hexa~er ; 
er- === 0 . 0 by O. 2 to 1. 4 ; f' == -1 . 0 by O. 1 to 1. 0; for trimer 
and p entarn er . The hetero morphic t etrarner and hexamer di ffer 
from the ho momorphic o nly in the sign of s o me of t he 
co efficients . The conputer ti:rre r equirec ·:;2.s c1bol1 t 15% of 
that which would have been requir ed to obtain the sa1e 
results by a series of matrix diagona lizations. So e of the 
results of t he calculations are presented in the succee ding 
figures and t ables . 
L:9 
In table 3-1. tt electron densj_ties in the sy.1r:1etric0l 
phosphoni triles c. . abulated for various values of the 
difference in co t i ntegral b et~een t l e nitrogen and 
phos horus orbit£' .• e electron distribution varies 
co nsiderably fort different rinc sizes and for the 
different types of pi bondin g . The variation of t he s e e l ectron 
densities is ty ical of t he variation of most molecular 
orbital quantities . In the homomorphic systems an alternation 
o f electron densities with ring size is apparent , analogous 
,, 8- 1 1 
to t he alternation described . i n Huckel ' s law • The order 
o f decreasing electron density o n phosphorus is trimer > 
p en tamer > hexarner > tetra.mer . I n the heteromorphic pi systems, 
o n the o ther hand , H~ckel ' s law does not apply4 1 , and a 
grac,ation o f t he electron densiti es with ring size occurs. In 
t hese systems the order of decreasing electron densi ty on 
pho sphorus is hexamer :> pen t am er > tetra.m er > trime r . In both 
cases , i ncreasing the parameter cr ( half the electronegativity 
difference bet 1:1een phosphorus and nitro gen orbita l s ) lea ds to 
a much ore rapid converGc- ce of properties with i ncreasing 
r ing size . In the regio n O'"' = 1 . 0 to 1 . 4 the convergence 
b ecomes so rapid that "alternation" or "gradation" of prop-
erties with incr easing ring size is no longer an a ppro pria te 
description . It is more accurate to say tnat the properties 
o f t h e larger s yste;:is re all very si.nilar , nhile thos e of t he 
t rimer differ some \·1hat . This app lies to both t he homomorphic 
an d the hetero~orphic ~i systers . 
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Table 3-1 : lectron Densi ty on Phosphorus in Symmetrical 
Phosphonitriles 
homouorphic system 
er' trimer tetramer pen ta:ier hexamer 
o.o 1 • 0 1 • 0 ( 0 . 7 50) 1 • 0 1.0(0.833) 
0 . 2 o . 836 o.655 0.808 0.713 
0.4 0.687 0. 54L1- 0.647 o. 602 
o.6 0.561 0.483 0.525 o. 505 
o.8 o. 460 O.Li-11 0.432 0.423 
1 . 0 0.380 0.349 0.360 0.356 
1. 2 0.316 o. 298 0.303 0.302 
1. 4 0.266 0. 255 0.258 0.257 
heteromorphic system 
0- trimer tetramer pen tamer hexamer 
0. 0 1.0(0.667) 1 . 0 ( O . 7 50) 1 . 0 ( 0. 800) 1.0(0. 833) 
0.2 0.590 o.655 0.691 0.713 
0.4 0.517 0.544 0.589 o. 602 
o.6 0.448 0.483 0.498 0.505 
o.8 0.387 0. 41 1 0. Li-20 0.423 
1 • 0 0.333 0.349 0.355 0.356 
1 • 2 0.287 o. 298 0.300 0.302 
1 . 4 0.248 0.255 0.257 o. 257 
The effects of a disturbance at a phosphorus ~tom on the 
electron distribution in the pi systems are shoVln in figures 
3-1 to 3-4. In the trimeric homomorphic system, the changes 
in electron density on the d~sturbed phosphorus orbital are 
compensated in the N2 and 1 4 
electron densities; there is 
almost no change in t_e electron density on P7. I n the li~it 
:> 
O'"' = 0 this is tne charge redistribution pattern of the 
substituted benzene derivatives . As the electronegativity 
difference parameter , rr, increases, the compen sation is 
obtained to a greater extent fro~ 1 2 , and the cha~ges in 
d 
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electron density on H 4 beco;:£1e s u1all. For al1 of t he o t hcr 
systems, however, th e electron density redistribution only 
affects the substituted phosphorus orbital , P
1
, and the 
adjacent nitrogen orbitals , N2 , to any great extent. Effects 
on more remote centr es are comparatively s ~all, and are 
fairly similar for nitrogen or phosphorus orbita ls. This 
behaviour is very similar to that predicted by the "island 
model" of Dev1arL1-5. The delocalized pi system does not 
necessarily lead to long range effects in such quantities as 
the pi electron density, even though in man.y cases it may do 
so. Conversely, an absence of long range effects does not 
necessari ly argue against a cyclically delocalized pi system. 
In the phosphonitriles th ere are effects ~hich are difficult 
to explain using the island model. These include alternations 
in such properties as ionization potential with ring size, as 
well as the reactivities discussed in the next section. 
Table 3-2 is presented as a matter of theoret~cal interest, 
rather than for any practica l interest as a model of the 
phosphonitril e s. It is apparent that the localized nature of 
the charge redistribution in the larger systems does not 
persist to zero electronegativity difference. Indeed, the 
large rings have a v ery co mplex lo ng range charce redist1ib-
ution pattern at lou electronegativity difference . These 
long range redistributions fall off much more rapidly with 
increasing electronegativity diff~rence in the larger 
systems than does the effect on J.r
4 
in the trimeric .system. 
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Ta le 3 -2 : Electron Density Changes y ; Distu1· 0anc e 
~ ' = 1 on Phosphorus 
Site Trimer Tetrruner Pen t amer 
ho mo . h etero . homo . hetero. 
.3697 
-. 1 L1-52 
.0082 
-.0956 
.3406 
-.1398 
.0035 
-.0681 
fr;::: 0.0 
• 3018 
-.0616 
-.0893 
0 
(7-:; 0.6 
.2589 
-.0971 
-.0323 
0 
.3454 
-.0783 
-.0525 
-.0046 
-.0746 
.3019 
-.1195 
-.0189 
-.0076 
-.0199 
• l}002 
- • 1302 
• 02L~ 1 
-.0666 
.0018 
-.0584 
.3409 
- . 1287 
.0020 
-.0327 
-.0003 
-.0207 
.3600 
-.0817 
-.0297 
-.0105 
-.0571 
0 
.3208 
-.1232 
-.0111 
-.0149 
-.0112 
. 0 
Hexan.10r 
• 37 46 , 
-.0880 
-.0144 
-.0152 
-.0436 
-.0014 
-.0494 
.3263 
- • 1251 
-.0073 
-.0190 
-.0073 
-.0015 
-.0057 
The patterns of electron density redistribution for a 
disturbance at position 1 with O'= 0 are recorded here: 
ho momorphi c trimer : position 2 ;>position 4 
heteromorphic trimer : position 3 >position 2 
tetramer : position 2r-vposition 5>position 3 
homomorphic pentamer : position 2 > position 4 ..-position 6 
hetero morphic pen tamer: position 2 >po sition 5 >po sition 3 
hexamer : · position 2 >position 7 ',.._..po sition 5. 
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In figur es 3 5 and 3- 6 the effects of a di sturba~ce at one 
phosphorus site, on the electron densi ties at th e oth er 
pho sphorus-centrea orb"tals, are shown in ore det~ .. The 
effects are fairly small , but th ey may play a n i m- ortant 
part in some of the proper ties of the substituted phospho-
nitrilic compounds. In the homomorphic systems there is a 
marked difference between t he trimer and pentaner on the on e 
hand , and the tetra;ner and hexam er on the other. Again, the 
differences between the systems diminish markedly with 
i ncreasing electronegativity difference. E'igures 3-7 to 3-10 
s how t he c hanges in electron density on the various 
phosphorus c entres as a function of the electronegativity 
difference, f or a f ixed size of disturbance on -the phosphorus 
c entre . 
Finally , t ypical plots of variation of total pi bonding 
e nergy , and of pi bond orders are presented. These quantities 
a ppear rather more to be artifacts of the particular 
molecular orbital scheme chosen than are the electron dens-
i ties. In particular , the a ssumption of z ero overlap between 
n eighbouring basis orbitals, ratner than a more realistic 
value , could l ead to unrealistic comparisons between the 
bonding energie s of t.he various systems , whi le t he bo nd 
o rders ( unlike the electron densities) are very sens itive to 
t he small chan es in resonance integrals, which have been 
n eglected . The pi-bonding energy ~lotted in the graphs is 
defined as the difference between the total pi energy and 
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I n t hese figures the chan es in electron den sj_ t j _n the pi-
systems at pho sphorus sites are plott ed a.gainst the si ze of 
t he disturbance at t he phosphorus site nw11bered 1 . The numbe· s 
on t he c urves refer to the differ ent unsubstituted phosphorus 
sites as f ollows : 
1 • p3 tri mer . 
2. p3 t etramer. 
3. p5 t etramer . 
4. p-3 p entamer . 
5. p5 p entamer . 
6. p3 hexamer . 
7. p5 h examer. 
8. p7 h examer . 
A s imi l ar n umbering scheme i s used in f igures 3-7 to 3-10 . 
Figure 3 -11: The pi-energy plo t ted in this figure differs 
f rom t he pi bonding energy r eferred to in the text only in 
t hat t he contribution f rom t he di sturbance, /', i s included 
i n t he pl9t , but excluded in t he definition of pi bonding 
energy . 
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and t ho t1. ac e of the ocu a.r mai.,rix . This · s th e en 1,· ·1 
tr 
advante.gc n .. ot"i. ·i n g th e pi electrons to the Huckel 
molec lar or itals , rathe1 t han al ottin t hem one eac1 to 
t he basis or itals of the s stem . Alternative definitions are 
po ssible . 
(iv) The Molecu ar Or 
Phos honi triles 
Model and React · ons of the 
----
The r~acti ities of the conjugated hydrocarbons have often 
been related to various quantities obtained from molecular 
orbital calculations . There is, however, no satisfactory 
quantitative theory l inking reaction rates with any molecular 
orbital quantity . This is easily understood in view both of 
the inadequacies of all molecular o ·bi tal approxim~tions and 
of the many factor s which govern the rate and the course of 
a chemical reaction. The role of t he solvent, the exact 
mechanisms and t ransition states involved , and the impor .ance 
of quantum mechanical t unnelling are some of the factors not 
kno wn in the reactions of large molecules. No treatment has 
been devised to t ake t hese f actors into account, and to 
relate the reactions of a large molecule to molecular 
wavefunctions. It is perhaps fortuitous , then, that high 
empirical correlations have been obtained for a variety of 
ii . 
molecular orbital quantities arising from Huckel calculations 
with t he reactiviti es of related series of compounds with 
- . 
delocalized pi systems. Many different "reactivity indicesn 
h ave beon propos ed; 'OD '" of these -- r e clo:.:ely j_1.··.':rrc1c:··oc 
quantities. The corrc ations hav been extensive y studied, 
particularly dth re 2 d to el oc t rophilic su stitution in 
benzene derj vativ0s , _po ycycli c .,. natic hydroc a rbons, .nd 
1 2 
n trogen heterocycles ' . 
A similar corr e al,j.on , givin g a qualitati e account of 
the patterns of nucleop ilic s u >S titution characte j_sti c of 
t he cyclic phosphonitriles in terns of the very simple 
molectlar orbital model explored in this chapter, is 
presented in this section. The index of reactivity which has 
been chosen is the pi electron density in the in-plane 
(homo orphic ) syst e_ centred on the reacting phosphorus site. 
The nucleophili c reactions of the phosphonitrilic 
compounds which have been studied all proceed by a SN
2 
mechanism37 . Although the geometry of t he transition state is 
not knoTin, it seems probable that the nucleophile approaches 
a phosphorus site in the plan e of the phosphonitrile ring. 
The ang · e between the exocyclic j_gands would simultaneously 
increase to accommodate it, c~ that a trigonal bipyr~nidal 
transi tion state wou d be produced. The reaction could th en 
proc eed by t he loss o f one of the axial ligands, accompanied 
by a return to a tetrahedra co n figuration . 
There are two reasons that the electron densit in the 
homomorphic pi system should be closely correlated with the 
reactivity , if this mechanism is substantially correct. 
FJ.rstly, the electron density in this pi syste~ is so located . 
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that · t wot d l ru e1 influence the electrost a tic fo rce on DJ.1 
i ncoming charged or di po l ar nuc l eop ilic species, appro o.ching 
in the plane of t he phos honi.trile ring. Se condly , i n any 
,, 
Buckel type of c alc ulation, t he change i n j_nt ernal pi energy, 
dE, produced by a perturbation, (3dh y in the cou.lomb integral 
of the basis orbital Xy, is given by 
dE ;:: qy f dhy 
An incoming nucleophile may be supposed to introduce a 
.· 
negative perturbation f3 dhy into the coulo~b integral of the 
d 2 2 orbital of t he reacting phosphorus centre. This will 
X -y 
cause the pi energy of the in-plane system to increase 
(become smaller negative). As this increase is proportional 
to t he electron density in the basis orbital, the energy 
disadvantage for the pi system will be s maller , the smaller 
is qy. For this to be a valid measure of reactivity, it must 
be a ssumed that the other energy changes in forming the 
transition state are similar in the various systems for all 
pho sphorus sites which carry similar substituents. The 
variation in the energy of activation must parallel the 
variation in this pi energy. Both of the effects discussed 
act in the same direction : a lower electron density in the 
3d 2 2 orbi ta.l should occur at a mor e reactive phosphorus 
X -y 
centre. 
For the symmetrical compounds, the electron densities in 
the in-plane pi system centred on phosphorus increase in t he 
order t etramer < hexamer < pen tamer<< trimer. Second order 
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r ate constants , nd actj_vat:· on enorgi.es , o :D-ined b 0 '/C.t·b ' 
f or the exchaJ1 e of chloride ion ni th c _orophos _ oni t1·iles 
in cetoni trile so ution53 , ar c s honn i n. t a le 3 3. The rate 
of r e -s tion of th e h examer i s slo w because i t s pre-exponential 
term is some\·1hat s waller than- tho se of the other species. 
Otherwise t he electron density correlates well , both with 
r eaction rate, and with entha lpy of acti ration. 
Table 3- 3: Rate of Exchange of Cl- in Ac etoni t ri le 
( f rom reference 53) 
Compound k 2(25°c) 6Hf: qp (3dx2-y2), r:r:::: o.8 
(NPC12 )3 0.0501 18.3 Kcal. /mo le 0.460 (NPC12) 4 0.892 16.3 0. 411 (NPC12) 5 0.281 17.0 0.432 (NPC12 ) 6 o. 188 16.3 0.423 
An interesting effect is found in t he reaction of the 
chlorophosphonitriles with fluoride ion. If the trimeric 
compound , hexachlorophosphoni trile, is reacted with a limi ted 
amount of fluoride, a range of fluorochlorophosphonitriles is 
obtained. There is a strong tr end favouring ge~inal 
sub s titution , so that of the isomeric species, geminally 
substituted i somers predominate , and slightly larger amounts 
of com ounds containing an even number of fl uorine substit-
uents are produced . Apart fro m t his effect, t hough, the 
distribution of the products is clos e t o a statistical spread . 
When the same reaction is carried out f or the tetrameric 
species, an entirely different result is obtained. The 
products of t he reo.c ·ion are o ~ ly t ho octafluo ·o b O .,.. ·, l. -, ., • .L •• , i l 0 
- 'L . - - ...,4 - -- V 
and nreac t cd octachloro hos honitri le. Nos gnific ~nt 
quantities of any i ntermediat e com ound are obtained , and 
special conditions ust be used to obtain thes e co rn oun s 
fro m the reaction54. The reaction of the penta~eric species 
is similar to that of the tetrruner, except that it is easier 
to obtain the intermediate species5 1 • All of the derivatives 
which have been obtained from the larger systems indicate a 
strong preference for geminal subs titution, and a preference 
for reaction on phosphorus sites close to PF2 groups (e.g. 
reaction goes to P3 rather than P5 in (NPF2)( 1PC12 ) 3 ). 
Some implications which may be drawn from these reactions 
are relevant to the comparison of molecular orbital quantities 
with reactivity. For the reactions to occur as outlined above 
it is evident that, while (NPC12 ) 3 , (NPE'2) (NPC12) 2 , and 
(NPF2 ) 2 (NPC12 ) must have closely similar rates of reaction in 
the experimental conditions, the intermediate tetrameric 
species, · (NP.F'2 )(NPC12) 3 , (NPF2) 2 (NPC12 ) 2 , and (NPF2 )3 ( IfPC12 ) 
must all react much more rapidly than does (NPC1 2 ) 4 . This 
is in accord with the trends in electron density in the 
in-plane pi orbitals of unsubstituted phosphorus centres. 
}1gure 3-7 shows the changes in e ectron density on unsubstit -
uted phosphorus orbitals due to an increase in the electro-
negativity of the orbital centred on P 1• Such a change is 
introduced by the replacement of a PC12 site with a PF 2 site. 
For a P-N electrone ativity difference anyv,here in the range 
2er-' ::: 1. 2 t o 2. 8, a paral lol b 3tv.'een olec tr ):1 d c.11s:i. ~ c . -1 
th ese rea ctivities oc curs . A value of 2 rr1 = 1.6 prov:i des a 
good picture . Here , r epl acemen t of a PC1 2 gro tp with a PF2 
in he t rimer pro duces a change of only 0. 0002 in the 
electron density on 13. By contrast , t he electron densit 
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on 
P3 in (NPF2)( NPC1 2 )3 is considerably lo wer than t hat in 
(NPC12 ) 4 , the difference being 0 . 0073. The corresponding 
differences in the hexamer and the p ent a~er are 0.0039 and 
0. 0032 . In all cases the largest decr ease in electron 
density occurs on the phosphorus site P3, nearest t he 
disturbed site . Once again , the phosphorus orbitals ce.rrying 
l ower electron density are centred on the more reactive 
s ites . 
At a parameter value 2~' = 1.2 , it can be seen f rom 
f igure 3-7 that the electron density changes on phosphorus 
c entres remote from the disturbed site become larger than 
t hose on the nearer phosphorus centres . It is d~ubtful , 
t hough, · that t his effect could be rorrelated to the behaviour 
o f any phosphoni trilic compound , as it is unlikely that two 
different substituents could be found which would contract 
t he phosphorus orbi tals suffi ciently to achieve such a lo w 
electronegativity difference from th e nitrogen orbitals . As 
t he P-N electronegativity difference i ncreases , t he differ -
ences in electron distribution between t he trimer and t he 
o ther species beco me less marked. If this tr end is reproduced 
in the reactivities , one may expect t hat t here would be less 
tendcnc for i nte 1'.lediatc , t.\ns rJ11et ·ica.lly ub stit1.1."tcc. 
com ounds to form · n th e p~rt · a1 fluor~da~ion of hexa 1~ohlo-
phos on.itr · 1e or hexa-cimethyle_L· no-p os onitrlle. 
The changes in electron density fo r a oisturbanc e due to 
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a less electronegative substituent (or an electron releasing 
substituent ) at a phos horus site are shown in figure 3-9. In 
this case the original undist rbe d system always has the 
lowest electron density. An i ncrease in electron density from 
this value leads to the inference that a reaction with a 
limited amount of nucleophile ma;/ proceed stepwise. This 
seems unlikely for the early steps in the reaction, as there 
are phosphorus atoms remote from the disturbance in each 
system which will not be greatly affected by it. After 
several substitutions have tak.en place, though, th ere will be 
no phosphorus site remote fro m a disturbance site, and the 
reactions of these species may be expected to slow somewhat. 
Some orientation effects which have been o ser "ed in the 
reactions of amines with octachlorophospholllitrile lend 
limited support to this view. In one case he predominant 
pattern of disubstitution produces the 1,5-diaminohexachloro-
phosphonitrile. In another, the disubstitu ion proceeds 
geminally, but the major trisubstituted product is the 
1, 1, 5,triaminopentachlorophosphoni trile51 '54. 
The results of simple molecular orbital treatments of the 
phosphonitrilic compounds appear to give a suitable descrip-
tion of their pi electronic str cture . In addition to the 
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pro pert es of th e c·ubstnnc er; whj_ch h0. JC pl' - ; i ou .s " - :: 1 
exam ner f :com this po_ t of vi ou37 , 43 , extension of tho 
modo t o nsy 11 etrical y su sti tnt c com ounds g.L es a goo 
qua.itative corrc ation with t he nuc leop i ic r eac~iono of 
t hese subs t ances , usi g models simi ar to thos e which have 
b een used in correlating olecuJe1 orbital quantities with 
t he electrophilic reactions characteristic of a romatic carbon 
compou r • 
(v) Other Properties e.nd the Molecu ar Orbital Model 
Th e difficulty which arises in correlating other properties 
of t he phosphonitrilic compounds with quantities fro m 
molecular orbital treatments , is that most o f these properties 
a r e affected by the structure of both of the pi systems in 
th e molecule , o ften with a different weighting. Ionization 
potentials are r elated to the energy levels o f the more 
weakly bound pi system, and do show an alternation similar to 
' 
t he alternation of the energy levels in the ho momorphic 
systems37 , 55 . Bond lengths and bond energies depend on both 
pi systems with a weighting determined by the r elative 
magnitudes o f f and f 1 • The variation observed in the 
different systems appears to be determined mainly by the 
heteromorphic pi system, with the homomorphic system exerting 
a s econdary influence43,56. The angle at the nitrogen atoms 
appears t o be governed to some extent by the electron d~nsity 
i n the lone pair orbital in the in-plane pi system_43 ,46. 
quanti ti es s ou d de end equa on t he pi e __ ect_o c ons:·.t, 
n both C' st ems , al thoug_ other f actors , s t ;h G'..S non-pJ.ana.ri t , 
r '"'Y be i rn o_ tan t . A ree.so o.. e fit · s o tained f or the c oj_c e 
of para 1cte s 0-::: 0.6 , v"' .==: 1.2 to describe the pi sys ems . 
A wide r ange of different results could a so h ave been 
accounte d for by using different parameter values , ho wever . 
Most of t he properties which have been compared with pi 
electron calculations have been concerned -'•1i th the symmetri c -
ally substituted phosphonitriles. Unsymmetrically substituted 
phosphonitriles have not received the same attention , and 
only in isolated instances are their properties r ecorded . The 
simple molecular orbital models \'lhich have been described in 
t his chap ter should undergo more thorough testing, and 
probably ha~e more useful predictions and explanations to 
. 
contribute as the properties of these com ounds are more 
thoroughly studied. 
CHAPTER 4: RADIATIONLESS TRANSITIONS I N LARGE MOLECULES 
(i) ~he Born-Oppenheimer Approximation 
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Ideally, a theoretical treatment of th e pr operties o f 
large molecules should commence with the solution of t he 
Sc~dinger equation for these systems. In practice, ho wever, 
the systems are of such complexity that exact solution is not 
feasible. It is therefore necessary to find a suitable model 
which will give a good approximation to the correct solutions, 
as well as a physical insight into their nature. The Born-
Oppenh.eimer, or adiabatic approximation is one feature which 
is com.:non to most model treatments of large molecular systems. 
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation consists in describing 
molecular wavefunctions in products of electronic ___ ~d 
vibrational parts. The term "adiabatic approximation" is used 
for the most general and accurate method of obtaining the 
separated wavefunctions. The "harmonic approximation" is a 
lower or.der approximation involving separated wavefunctions 
which is often used. It can be obtained by 4eglecting the 
third and higher terms in the fourth root o! the mass ratio 
in the Born-Oppenheimer treatment, or by not allowing the 
electronic wavefunctions to vary with changing nuclear 
coordinates in the Born expansion57-59. 
In most chemical problems, the features of a large molecule 
which are important are the distribution and the motion of the 
electrons and the nuclei in the molecule. Because of the large 
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differences in mass between electrons and nuclei, the 
elec ronic and nuclear properties have very different 
descriptions. Electronic states are typically separated by 
lar e energy intervals, and position-mo mentum uncertainty 
requti.rements preclude any understanding of electron position 
or motion in a classical picture. The nuclear motions, on the 
other hand, are comparatively slow and well-defined, and 
sem:llclassical models are common in problems related to 
moiecular vibrations. There are thus reasons, beyond the 
obv:Lous simplification, !or seeking a model which separates 
the electronic and nuclear problems. In the original paper 
by Born and Oppenheimer57 the Schr8dinger equation is solved 
by a power series expansion in the fourth root of the ratio 
of e1ectron mass to nuclear mass~ Neglect of term~_beyond the 
fourth order leads to solutions which can be separated into 
electronic and nuclear parts. A later treatment by Born5B,59 
showed that one of the correction terms could be incorporated 
into the. potential governing nuclear configuration, and was 
abie to produce a slightly improved separab~e wavefunction. 
Th& 1atter treatment is outlined here~ 
A suitable Hamiltonian to describe the electronic and 
nucl.tear structure of a large molecule is 
Ii::: T 1 + T + V(Q,,q) e DU """',_ (1) 
where T 1 is the electronic kinetic eners:rv operator, T . is . e °"' nu_· 
the ~uclear kinetic energy operator, and Vis the potential 
where the electronic coordinates are given by the generalized 
r • 
vec or q, and the nuclear coordinates are given by Q. Tbe 
~ ~ 
complete set of "electronic" solutions ¢ j <i) is kno wn for a 
general nuclear configuration Q which is fixed. 
I #V 
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[ l ~ V( q)] stj ( q) ;a E. st. ( q) 
e ""' ...... J J"'-' 
(2) 
where V, E, and st all depend pa~ametrically on Q. Then the 
-
exact solutions of the wave equation may be expanded in the 
form: 
T1 (q,Q) • f XJi <~) stj<i,_s) 
where H V:1 (q, Q):: e . ¥:1 ( q, Q) ,.,, ""' l. ...... -
(3) 
(4) 
Substituting in (4) the expression in (3) for if, and that in 
(1) !or H, and using the result in equation (2) 
f [~nu lji (~_) si{j(~,~) + Ej(~_) 'Xji (S) ,s'j(!!,~)] 
.. e 1 f [ xj~ < ~) I Jc i• ~) ] (5) 
Mul.tiplying through by s'k(i,~) and integrating over i space 
f I,:,!·~ T:nu )c'.ji cs> "}i·~) d~ t ~(~) 'Xki (,S)"' Ei -xki (~) 
(6) 
fie -c»perator T is given by Z t 2/2my • V 2y , where the sum 
nu y . 
ranges over all nuclei, Y, in the molecule. Expression (6) 
red ces to .. 
(7) 
The terms on the right in (7) may, for many purposes, be 
considered negligibly small. If this approximation is made, 
-
. 
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then ·xki and ci may be evaluated from a single uncoupled 
equation. Xia. is necessarily zero except for a single value 
of k, unless £1 is an eigenvalue of the equation for more 
than one electronic state. Even in this degenerate situation, 
'X..ki can be chosen to be non-zero for only a single value of k. 
Thus the approximate eigenfunctions given by this approx-
imation may be represented as product functions ~ 
1f ~ (~,i) -= 'X~ (~) ,k (~, 1) 
where X°ki is given by 
[Tnu + f 'k. Tnu s'k d.1 + ~ <s)] ~ = f O 'XO i ki (8) 
A. particular state"¥"~ may thus be regarded as belonging to 
the vibrational manifold of one particular electronic state 
ik' namely, the single state for which Xki is non-zero. This 
approximation thus succeeds in separating the wavefunctions 
to describe electronic and nuclear configurations. The 
electronic wavefunctions, I, are correct for stationary 
nuclei, and depend p~ametrical.ly on the nucle~ coordinates. 
The nuclear wavefunctions are pproximate, and use as a 
.. 
potential the expectation value of the total energy in a 
particular electronic state for stationary nuclei. The 
correction terms are clearly shown in equation (7), and 
their importance may be asse~sed in a consideration of a 
particular problem. 
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(ii Radiationless Decay of Electronically Excited States 
. 
hen a molecular system absorbs visible or ultraviolet 
radiation, it is excited into one of the vibrational levels 
of a higher electronic state. The energy of the photon 
absorbed is transformed into electronic and vibrational 
energy of the system. If the radiation field were the only 
perturbation which affected the system, relaxation could 
occur only through photon creation, · and the observation 
which could be expected would be fluorescence with a quantum 
yie1d of unity. In practice, however, the observation is 
quite different. In large molecular systems, the higher 
electronic states do not fluoresce. In many cases the first 
exc~ted singlet electronic stat~ does fluoresce, but the 
yie1d of the fluorescence is generally much less than unity. 
The experimental observations for different types of systems, 
and ~or different phases, are reviewed by Seybold and 
Gouterman60 . 
ciearly, there must be perturbations other than the 
radiation field which operate on the molecular excited state 
to produce dissipation of the molecular energy at a rate 
which is at least comparable with, . and usually faster than 
the rate of photon emission. In fluid phases, the main 
interactions which affect the isolated molecule wavefunctions 
are intermolecular collisions, while in the solid state 
intermolecular coupling can occur through phonon interactions. 
These types of interaction allow transfer of energy from the 
, 
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molecule to its environmen t at a fast rate, and therefore 
compete with photon emission in r educing the concentration of 
electronically excited molecules. 
In 1963, Gouterman61 presented a treatment of radiationless 
relaxation of an electronically excited guest molecule in a 
dilute mixed crystal. The treatment was based on the coupling 
of the molecular states to the states of the phonon field, 
which was treated analogously to the radiative problem, 
where molecular states are coupled to the photon field. The 
method is largely parametric, and subsequent experimental 
results62 have shown that the temperature dependence 
predicted by the theory does not apply, and that the value 
which must be ascribed to one of the matrix elements in the 
theory to fit the observed rates is improbably high. 
Robinson and Frosch63,G4 used a different approach. They 
considered the intramolecular relaxation of electronic 
energy that could arise because of the correcti9n terms in 
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation as well as the 
.. dissipative relaxation due to inter~olecular interactions. 
Their model enVisaged the system originally prepared by 
photon absorption in a non-stationary state of the molecular 
--Hamiltonian (the term "moJ.ecular Hamiltonian" in this 
chapter refers to the exact Hamiltonian of the isolated 
molecular system, without the inclusion of off-ciagonal 
terms arising from interaction of the olecule with the 
radiation field). Tb.is state resonates with other states 
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having lower electronic energy and higher vibrational energy, 
due to the coupling of nuclear and electronic motion described 
by the correction terms in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation; 
it is assumed that the initial state after photon absorption 
is effectively a Born-Oppenheimer state. Vibrational 
relaxation of the states with high vibrational energy is 
supposed to occur through intermolecular interactions, and 
to be fast compared with the intramolecular electronic 
relaxation. The tre~tment of the various processes is 
' 
largely empirical. 
Hunt, McCoy and Ross65 enVisaged a similar type of 
mechanism for the radiationless decay, but used a slightly 
different Viewpoint in obtaining the rates. They considered 
the vibrational potential surfaces of the different 
electronic states, and suggested that the factor which 
governs the rate of the slower radiationless processes, at 
least, is the width of the potential barrier, if any, between 
the initial state (a Born-Oppenheimer state), and the 
Vibrational states of the lower electronic manifold which are 
quasi-degenerate with it. An excellent correlation was found 
between the rates of radiationless processes in diffe_rent 
aromatic hydrocarbons, and the barrier widths between approx-
imate potential surfaces at the zero vibrational level of the 
upper electronic state. The surfaces -were obtained from 
excited state geometries calculated by McCoy and Ross66 , and 
consider only the distortions and origin displacements in 
the modes showing the most prominent spectral pro gressions . 
The potential barrier widths are closely related to t h e 
vibrational overlap functions which play an important part 
in the treatment of Robinson and Frosch. 
67-70 In a recent series of papers, Siebrand used 
essentially the Robinson and Frosch model, and undertook a 
more detailed examination of the vibrational overlap 
functions. He derived more accurate expressions for these, 
and was able to offer an explanation of the isotope effects 
in the various types of radiationless transitions, and to 
compare the rates for series of closely related compounds. 
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An alternative mechanism, which was originally proposed 
by Sponer and Teller7 1 , and recently revived in a paper by 
Ting72, is to suppose that the perturbation term which leads 
to radiationless transitions is the second order term for 
the interaction of the ·radiation field with the system. 
Emission and reabsorption of a Virtual photon caµ take the 
system from a state into a different state of the same 
~ 
energy. There are, however, serious errors in Ting's 
formalism, and .there is reason to believe that this term 
would be many orders of magnitude too s mall to account for 
the observed rates of radiationless transitions?3 
L1n74 examines the problem from a theoretical Viewpoint 
in a model which is formally similar to that of Robinson 
and Frosch, and derives a series of complex quantum 
mechanical expressions, without recourse to the empirical 
simplification characteristic of the other treatments. From 
these expressions he is able to offer a qualitative explan-
ation of several features of radiationless transitions. 
One of the more complete recent treatments of the problem 
is that of Bixon and Jortner75. They devise a simple model, 
in which an initial state is coupled to a series of evenly 
spaced final states by a set of identical perturbation 
matrix elements. They obtain expressions for level shifts, 
effective linewidth of the initial state, and the rate of 
decay of the initial state. They then consider the 
properties of a convent1onal light source, and show that 
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the state of a molecular system produced by photon 
absorption is not necessarily a stationary state of the 
molecular Hamiltonian. In many practical situations the 
state approximates very closely to a Born-Oppenheimer state. 
In such cases, the Born-Oppenheimer wavefunctions form a 
convenient zero order basis set, and the differ~nce between 
the Born-Oppenheimer Hamiltonian and the molecular Hamil-
• tonian is the perturbation which leads to intramolecular 
relaxation of the initial Born-Oppenheimer state. 
(iii) Radiationless Decay in Dilute Gases 
As most of the theories described in t he previous section 
ascribe some role to the molecular environment, the effects 
of different environments on the rates of radiationless 
transitions are experimental observables which should be 
described to some effect by the various theories, and which 
may distinguish between them. In particular, experiments 
carried out in the low pressure gas phase are critical, 
because in this situation the environment is continuously 
variable, and in the limi t of low pressures, absorption and 
luminescence may be studied in the effective absence of an 
environment. The criterion for this condition is that the 
collision time should be much longer than the overall life-
time of the state being observed, and this is a practical 
possibility for observations on all but the lowest triplet 
I 
state in the typical aromatic hydrocarbon. 
Several experiments of this type have been performed. 
When napnthalene76 , anthracene77 , 78 , and tetracene79 are 
excited into their second singlet electronic states by 
absorption of an..~ppr9priate frequency from a mercury arc, 
the observation at very low gas pressures is that t h e 
fluorescence spectrum is very similar to - that of. the first 
excited singlet, but somewhat more diffuse, and slightly 
.. 
shifted to the red. No luminescence whatsoever could be 
detected in the shorter wav·elength region where second 
s~nglet to ground state fluorescence would have been 
expected, nor was any near-infrared luminescence detected, 
corresponding to second singlet to first singlet radiative 
transitions. 
Benzene fluorescence has been found to have a constant 
quantum yield, significantly less than unity, at low gas 
72 
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80 M · b t . . . d t t pressures • oreover, cis- u ene is isomerize o rans-
butene when low pressures of benzene and cis-butene vapours 
are irradiated together. This isomerization of cis-butene is 
characteristic of the t riplet state of benzene, and has never 
been observed to occur with singlet benzene. No isomerization 
was produced when cis-butene was irradiated in the absence of 
benzene under similar conditions. The collision times at the 
pressures used ranged from much shorter than the lifetime of 
the benzene first singlet state to considerably longer than 
this lifetime. The triplet lifetime is much longer. In the 
experiments on naphthalepe, anthra~ene, ~d tetracene, 
collision times were considerably longer than the lifetimes 
of the second singlet states. 
Several inferences may be drawn from these .results. The 
first is that observations similar to those which are 
described as radiat.ionless transitions are made even when 
the experiments are performed in the absence of ,a dissipative 
molecular environment. A theory must explain how these 
.,. 
processes can occur efficiently without reliance on environ-
mental perturbations. The small changes in quantum yield of 
fluorescence with changing gas pressure require that the main 
rate-controlling step be an intramolecular process, at least 
, in the intersystem crossing of benzene. 
EnVironmental perturbations are essential to Gouterman 's 
theory, and also play an important part in the mechanisms 
enVi.saged by Robinson and Frosch, Hunt, McCoy and Ross, 
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and Lin. However, a s poi nted ou t by Bixon and J ortner , t he 
environment is not ess en t i al to t he type of i ntramolecular 
process which takes place in t he Robinson and Frosch theory. 
In sufficiently large molecules t he density of acc essible 
final states with high vibrational ener gy and lower electronic 
energy is sufficient to ensure that the electronic relaxation 
of the state initially produced is effectively an irreversible 
process, rather th~ an oscillatory one. 
Another important point is the close similarity between 
the emission observed in the low pressure gases and the 
normally observed emission of the first excited singlet state 
!rom a thermal distribution of vibrational levels. The 
implication is that most of the excess vibrational energy i n 
the states which emit in the dilute gas phase exp~~iments 
must be stored in modes which have no origin displacement 
and only a small distortion in their potential surfaces 
between the ground state and the first excited singlet. 
' 
,There is. a fairly strong selection rule favouring zero 
quantum number change on emission in these~modes. Most of 
the emission must originate from the zero quantum number 
level of the modes which appear prominently in progressions 
in the spectrum. If a .significant amount of emission 
originated from the higher quantum number levels of these 
modes, there would be a different profile in the emission 
spectrum, as well as a noticeable extension of the spectrum 
to shorter wavelengths to accommodate emi ssions involving a 
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quantum number decrease in these modes. This is an important 
point, because in the treatment of Siebrand68 , modes which 
pre displaced and modes which have l arge distortions between 
two electronic states play the main part in delermining 
rates of radiationless transitions between those states. The 
observation is not, however, in any way inconsistent with 
Siebrand's treatment, as will be pointed out in a later 
section. 
(iv) Intramolecular Relaxation of Electronically Excited 
States 
In this section, the intramolecular relaxation process is 
described in terms of the supposition that the molecule is 
initially prepared in a non-stationary state of the 
molecular Hamiltonian immediately following photon absorpiian. 
The treatment follows that of Bixon and Jortner75, with some 
minor modifications. An attempt has been made to include 
more gen~ral forms for some of their results. 
Consider a set of zero-order states in an energy 
neighbourhood. One state, 111 , is that produced ·by a photon 
absorption. A manifold of final states, rff?, mutually 
orthogonal, interact wlth the state ri under the correc t 
molecular ·Hamiltonian 
• 
' 
'-' V' V 
H = H.0 + H' 
., 
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V 
The stationary states ¢. of H are defined by 
J 
..., 
H ¢j = lj ¢. / J 
and ,J. and E . . are given by 
J J 
(9) 
( 10) 
In the model of Bixon and Jortner, the states 1'1f have 
energies given by E ::: a+ ke f (a<e) , and all matrix elements 
are equal. In this case Hif: v, for all states __ 1fr, and 
2 , 
E . - E ::: ~ cot ,· ~ ( E: • - E - a) . J 1 e e J i · (11) 
I 12 1rv
2 2 11' 
cij = 1/ [ 1+ 2 sec e ( f.j- E1 - a) 
e 
2 [ 2 2 1"f'V2 
:: V / ( E .- E.) + V + ( -J l. e ( 12) 
• 
This gives the expression 
A E:: / v 2 + {-rtv2 /e) 2 
for the half linewid th of lf'.1 in absorption, as ( c . . 1
2 
measures l.J 
the probability of finding the system in the energy eigenvalue 
Ej when the state ""f1 is produced by light absorption. 
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A radiative perturbation term in the Hamiltonian is 
included for a consideration of the abso~ption process. This 
has the form 
., V 
~ (t) - P E ( t) 
- 0 otherwis e 
V 
The matrix elements of Pare effectively zero for many of the 
..._. 
Born-Oppenheimer states. The magnitude of the P matrix 
elements depends on the Franck-Condon factors, and on the 
symmetries of the electronic part of the wavefunctions. When 
only one Born-Oppenheimer state in an energy region has a 
V 
non-zero P matrix element with the ground state, this is the 
state which is produced by photon absorption. The stationary 
states of the molecular system, on the other hand, do not 
have good quantum numbers to describe their electronic and 
vibrational structure when the Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
breaks down, and so most states in an energy region have 
V' 
non-zero P ma rix elements. The influence of the radiative 
perturbation on the system may be most clearly displayed by 
expressing the amplitude of -t"1 in ¢'(t), the· state of the 
system at time t, which is given in the case v>> e, t-t'<< )1/e, 
by 
(Vii { i(t)) - - i Poi e-(t-t,)/2't' -iE.t/)1 e i 
. J;1 e(t'-t1)/2-c- eiEit'/){ !;(t') dt' (13) 
2 
where 't' : e1t/ 21'V • 
The probability of locating the molecule 
2 t t 
p~i2 e-(t~tl)/~ ro,\o ·l l<Y1 /i(tl>l 2 " ,,. J J 
in <fiat time tis 
( t I 'f- t 11 -2t ) /2,r 
e 1 
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-iE. Ct 11 -t • ) / 11 
.. e 1 E(t') E(t 11 ) dt' dt 11 
A consideration of the conventional light source leads to 
<E(t') E(t")>: 81rI
0 
S(t'-t 11 ) /c , and so 
I< 1f i I t c t) > I2 = -(t-t )/~ -t,1~ e 1 't' ( 1 - e ) ( 14) 
This equation displays an exponential decay of the state l1'"1 
following an irradiation time t 1 • The rate constant for this 
decay is given by 2-rrv2~e, which is identical with the 
Fermi Golden Rule expression81 • Bixon and Jortner~--~ treatment 
is thus very successful in explaini·ng· .the .m·echanism. for 
intramolecular relaxation, and the observed rates are explained 
qualitatively. There are other features, however, which cannot 
be described by their modelo The most important of these 
questions is the value to be used for v, the constant matrix 
element which couples the initial state with each of the 
final states. Values of the actual matrix elements typically 
range over twenty orders of magnitude, even in a narrow 
energy neighbourhood. Whether the rate is governed by the 
largest of them, or by an arithmetic or a geometric mean, or 
by some more complex mean is not completely clear from Bixon 
and Jortner's treat~ent. 
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If the expressions for the general case are used without 
recourse to Bixon and Jortner's simple model, however, the 
mathematical expressions lose their ready solubility, and 
little pro gress can be made. The expressions for the prob-
ability of finding the syst em in a state }'1'1 or 1//f after time 
t can be found if 1t is assumed that the system is in the 
state ¥/. at t == O, rather than using the more correct approach l. 
of allowing interaction with the radiation field. 
~ ( Ci .1 4 + ~ Z 2 l C • . J 2 l C . k ( 2 COS ( £ J' - Ek) t /)1 
J J j k<j l.J l. 
( 15) 
I< ·tt I rJ c t) > I 2 
cos 
\ . ·- ~., 
· The expectation values of these quantities at large tare 
seen to be ~ / c .. I 4 and 
J l.J ~ l c . . f 4 l Hi f I 2 I ( £ . - E f) 2 , respect-J l.J J 
ively. It is apparent that the former quantity will be very 
small if there are a large number 
2 
of states ¢., and a fairly 
J 
even distribution of I c .. I among them ( s i ne e l.J ~ r lcij,2: 1 ). 
The dependence of the latter quantity on the magnitude of Hif 
is not so easy to demonstrate. It is possible to show, 
however, that the expectation value of a particular state rJ/f 
at large tis roughly proportional to 
Thus, in the region where H1 f)) IEf- E11 , the expect ed 
population of all states ,Vf after a long time is fairly 
Bo 
similar, regardless of the size of H1 f. Where H1 f< JEf- Ei/ , 
the expected population is smaller, and decreases quartically 
with decreasing Hif or increasing / Ef- Ei/ • The effect of 
this result is to introduce a weighting in favour of final 
states 1/ff which have large H1 f. The weighting is relatively 
slight, however, and in molecular systems with dense 1/ff, the 
weighting in favour of the states with high Hif, such as 
those appearing in spectral progressions, is not sufficient 
to overcome the fact that these states form only a very small 
proportion of the total states. The emission from the states 
lff observed in the dilute gas fluorescence of naphthalene, 
anthracene, and tetracene, is predominantly from the zero 
quantum level of the modes which appear in progressions 
simply because the number of these states is much ~arger than 
the number of states with higher quantum vibrations in these 
modes. The fact that the latter states have higher matrix 
elements, and therefore slightly larger expected populations 
' 
is not sufficient to overcome their numerical deficiency. 
On the evidence, then, it appears that the mechanism of 
1 radiationless transitions is fairly well understood in a 
qualitative sense. The factor which is rate determining for 
radiationless transitions of large molecules in the dilute 
gas phase is an intramolecular relaxation of a non-stationary 
state produced by photon absorption. Electronic excitation 
energy is transformed to molecular vibrational energy as the 
initial state decays into states of essentially the same 
- , 
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total energy. The large number of t h e latter states ensures 
t~at this process goes effectively to completion. In condensed 
phases, vibrational energy may be r apidly dissipated by 
interactions with the surrounding mediwn , as it can in the 
I 
gas phase if the collision time is short. Direct dissipation 
of the energy from the initially produced state, as proposed 
in Gouterman's theory, does not appear to be capable of 
explaining the observed facts. Finally, the rate constant for 
the intramolecular relaxation process obtained from Bixon 
and Jortner's treatment of a model containing discrete 
' 
states is exactly analogous to that arising from Fermi's 
golden rule, which suggests that a quasi-continuum treatment 
of the dense manifold of discrete states will probably be 
valid. 
.. 
CHAPT~ 5: Ji IMPLE 01EL FOR 
(i) The Nature of the Problem 
IJIATIOHLESS TRAHSITIO.'S 
The pro lem of intramo ecnlar on r adi ative transitions 
between th e arious bound electronic states of l arge .. 
molecules s eems to hav~ been soled i n t he treatments 
revie ed in t he last chapter , i nsofar a s a qualitative 
ex lanation of these processes , a nd some of the phenomena 
associated with them, has been s hown to arise natural ly 
out of a quantum mechanical treatment of simple models of 
the experimental situation. There is still much to be 
desired in t he treatment of the phenomena , however. Very 
few correla tions between experimental measurements and 
results of the theory can be made ; t hose t hat are made are 
restricted to crude order of magnitude approximations to 
rates, or to qualitative or parametric discussions of isotope 
effects . No useful predictions of t he spectral prop erties of 
large mo·lecules can be made ( beyond t he spectroscopist' s 
usual rules of thumb ). No critical test of t he theory i n its 
present form has been suggested . 
There are s everal good reasons fo r t his situation . The 
fir st i s t he fact that not many measurements are availab e. 
The r ates are usually the only quantities r el ated to 
radiationless t r s itions t hat can be experimentally obtained. 
Even these quantities can be measured only by indirect means, 
. in c ertain mo lecules which behave f avourably . The r a.te of an 
J 
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i nt ri. conver sion is t1.easur2d 0 1: __ / by its C0 !:·~ ..._>0titio:1.. \.'j_th 
a r adiative process: lifetimes of fluorescent species , c. :r1d 
qua."1tum yi elds of fluo1'escence ca.n b e measured ; the 
deficienc in t he quantmn yiel d mus t be made up by 
r adiationless pr 0cesses . When no fluorescence is o served , 
only an upper bound to t he 1: fetim e of the excited state c c1.n 
be deduced. An order of magni tude estimate fo r proc esses in 
the 10-12 second region is obtained from the apparent 
uncertainty broadening of the absorption lines. Intersystem 
crossing into the metastable first triplet state can be 
measured directly by t riplet-triplet absorption spectroscopy8f 
or, if a steady state is set up, by electron spin resonance 
spectro scopy . The bulk of the information about radiationless 
processes which could be availabl e would concern differences 
in rates of various processes b~tween isotopic~lly 
substituted species69. The other reason for the situation is 
that any treatment more sophisticated than the yery simple 
models used by Bixon and Jortner, would require some 
knowledge of a large number of molecular parameters to 
describe the molecule under co1.si deration. These quanti ti es 
themselves are known in only a very f ew cases, and are 
unlikely to be measurable in many more cases. The third 
reason lies again in t he complexity of the large mo lecular 
system: the difficulty will become apparent in the later 
s ectio .. s of this thesis. The quasi-continuum of vibrational 
states of c la~ge molecule is a much more comp lex manifold 
•' 
t han tho co n ~in 1.a. 1hich are usually t 1 eo.ted in rel:·.·~...,"'. 
pro lc.ns . In ,:i_rt:Lcul.ar , th e e.trix elements fo r vario 1'"; 
states in t he an-· fo 1.d do o t f or n a simp e fur!.C 1.,ion of 
ener , , but v2.r y over man orders of magn1 tude, even jGn c:. 
rro ·1 energy neighbourhood . The results of a quantitative 
treatr::.on t ma:y be extremely s ensj_ ti vc to 1measurably small 
parame ter changes , and the coinci denta placing of individlal 
states in the energy spectrum may have i mportant effects . 
The work of Siebrand68 , 69 and Sie rand and Williams67,70 
is an attempt to consider more explicitly the properties of 
a particular molecule in a treatment of its radiationless 
transitions. The treatment outlined in this chapter has a 
similar aim. 
(ii) Tlme Development of a Non-Stat·onary State 
The radiationless decay of electronically excited states 
of large molecules is due to the fact that phot9n absorption 
does ot lead t o a stationary state of a large molecu .a ... 
system. Thi s arises naturally from a quantum mecharical 
treatment , where there is a term in t he correct t otal 
Hamil t?nian coupling the molecular states with t he r a diation 
field states. The interaction which eads to photon 
absorption produces an excited state of the molec ule fro m 
the ground state. This state may be expressed in a basis of 
molecular stationary states, in which case its a mplitudes 
are time independent. The initial phases of the different 
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pl o uab·i 1 i. t n the f r e ucn~- of pho t on emiss j on f ror t _ ,., 
excited state is criticall dependent on the re c. :. 0 p:1.c.sos , 
as v1ell s the "'unp itudes of the sta tion ar s a tos at t _1e 
time of emission . A mt ch sim ler pictur e is obtaine if a 
Born-Oppe heimer sot of states is use as a basis. In os t 
c ases the photon absorption pr ocess lends essential y to a 
single Born Oppenhe · mer state. This is a result of th e 
Franck-Condon princip_e, which arises from the fact that no 
large change can take place in the nuc ear coordina tes or 
t he nuclear momentmn coordinates during the short time 
r equired f or p oton absorption. In genera ther e is only one 
state in an energy neig bourhood v,i th an appreciable 
vibrational overlap with the ground state. (This is 
particularly the case when the energy of the photon absorbed 
corresponds t o excitation into a level· of an electronic 
s tate carrying little excess vibrational energy.) A simi ar 
a rgument" does not apply to the molecular stationary sta. tes, 
where electronic and nuclear wavefunctions are coupled, an d 
a s et o f approximate nuclear positions and mo in enta fro m th e 
ground state could occur in any of a large number of 
stationary states in an energy nei gh ourhood. 
An integrated treatment of the ex erimental situation in 
which isolated molecule radiationless transltions are 
observed would consider the entire absorption-decay process 
.. . 
i n t erms of two perturbations. The first arises from coupling 
b e , ..,en tho olect .. e an tho ·c1.dic1.tion fit-::..dj v. 1: l.c the 
s econ is an ari.,ificia j_ntreJno ecul ar e:·turb2tion, v1hlch 
i s present so1e. ccause of the choice of a basis set or 
8S 
f u ctions 1hich a.re eigenf 1ctions of Jl approximate, r e.ther 
t h .n an exact Hami to ie.1 . Tl e bsor tion proc ess is t rea.t ed 
as t he interaction bet ·1een the syste,n and a photon fl :rx , 
whic h · s then " \/itched of f" . The tiue development o f the 
system t hereafter is a t 1ofold pro cess : c the one hand 
ther e is t he intr2,.molecu ar t ime development of t he non 
sta tionar state initially produced , while conc urrent y , 
ther e is a time deve opment due to i nteraction b etween t he 
molecular syst em and the va cuum radiation fi eld, resu ting in 
6 
r elaxation ccom anied by photon emission. The meaurabl e 
,, 
quantities wnich would a rise f rom t his t r eatment are the 
overall lifetime of th e excited state an the pro ability of 
photon emission . 
A simpler approach · s to avoid exp i cit conside:i:·ation of 
t he radi·ation f i eld. The system is ass 1 ,ed prepared at t = O 
in a non-stationary state of t he moleculzx Haniltonian (the 
Born-Opp enheimer state produced by photon absorption). The 
t ime deve lopmen t of t his state is considered and i ts rate of 
dec ay is obtained . This rate f or the radiation ess proc ess 
is given from the observables , t he overall lifetime roverall ' 
and the quan t um yield of f luorescence,~, by 
'( r adiationless = '!'overall / ( l-~F) ( 1 ) 
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This equ1.tion cho\·;s the radi2.t io:1l o8s D.n c. r a.-;ia.t:i.vo (1 f'"',2.-
roce~sos .s com e tin , non- int e "'acting echanisuis 'i hie c r.n 
be d escribed by first or .er kine tic s . The condition t hci.t t e 
mechanisms do 1ot interact is th t t he perturbation matri .. 
elements between the fi nal states a ·cessible to each process 
s hou d e zero. Thi.s c ondition is fulfi led i n nearly aJ.l 
practical cases. The r adiative pro cess l eads to a l ov, 
molecular energy state , wh ere the r adiationless pr·o cess 
conserves molecu ar energy, while transforming some of t he 
electronic energy to vibrational energy. The states resulting 
from the two processes fro m an initial excited state are 
thus not coupled by an interaction matrix element f rorn th e 
radiationless pert1.~rbation ( as they ca nto.in different 
numbers of photons ), nor are they appreciably coupled by t he 
radiative perturba tion, as a r adiationless process follo wed 
by a photo emission 1ould tend to result in ret ention of a 
larger amount of molecule..r vibratlo al energy ap.d a l onger 
wavelength photon than in the state produc ed by dir ct 
photon emission . 
The t ime devel opmen t of a o_-stationary state may be 
conveniently treated in several v1ays. Th e approaches 
discussed here are t he use of fir st order t ime-dependent 
perturbation t heory , and t he darnping t heory develop ed y 
Heitler and Ha83. The former t reatment displays clearly the 
approxima tions and the correction t erms arising from t he 
first order treatment of time dependence . In t he l atter 
83 
t reatment these a1 . c...ll · ntroduccc j_ t he sin .1.e f i . .s<_.:t_,r:1_· L.:·_ ,_i. 
t hat t he earn inc fu1 c tio_ ., ar· j.es 0 lov1 y with enert:,y. Tl-ie 
de.rnpine; t h eor app_ o ach do cs , ho wcver , g · v e a slrn 1 c:r 
description of t he c o"t·rection ter·ns due to hi ghe1· OJ L1-or£; of 
configuration i nteraction. 
The first orc e1 t· me-dependent trent~ent of~ stationary 
perturbation is a well known approach, which is di scussed in 
most elementary Quanttun Mechanics textbooks . A series of 
states . which are eigenfunctions of an appro ximate 
J 
Hami ltonian H0 is considered . The odulated stat es }.(t) 
J 
are then solutions of the time-dependent Schr odinger 
'"'O 
equation under H . 
! . ( t ) 
J 
ii0 f. <t ) :;;: 
J 
i ! . t/ { 
~. e .. J 
J 
f. ( t ) 
J 
The effect of a perturbation hon on e of t h e states i. is 
. ]. 
given by the wavefunction"Y[(t) , defined by 
( 2 ) 
(3) 
(H0 + h) 1Jr( t ) - i sf _!__ Y( t) ( 4) ;)t 
with the boundary condition 1[( O) == t. ]. 
The func tion 
of time 
may be expanded in t errns of f at any i ri .. , ta t 
Z: a. ( t) l .:Ct) 
. J J J 
V < t) = 
If the expansion · n (5) is substituted in ( 4) several t erms 
( 5) 
i n the ex ression c anc el due toe uation (3), and the resu t 
is 
~ a.(t) h J:-_ (t) ~ j J t'J ti}{ l.Ct) . J J a. ( t) J (6) 
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The e. r·e:=;s:Lon ( 6) i s n1 1. J.ti )l:i.ed on ·bot1 s:tdc...:; h {; t(t ), 
nd i nt e ,'re.. t ed over s ace . Hh en t he expression gi en in ( 2) 
a re su stitutcd fo r f , t he resul t · s 
Z a . ( t ) 
j J 
-i ( t . - f k) t / ';{ s 
e J ¢k h ¢ j d ~ - k ( t ) (7) 
~'he i ntegral r tk 1~ ;6 j d't will e 1ri tt en in t he usual ma.t1·ix 
otation as hkj. For the sy stem under consideration ~o is 
the Born O pen .i. e1n er Hamiltonian, ft. is a ibrational level 
J_ 
of an excited electronic state , while all of th e other 
are t he various vib ationa level~ of a lower electroni c 
manifo d. The follo wing assum tions are therefore made 
..., 
about h: 
h .. 
-
0 for 11 J . hjk - 0 for a 1 k JJ ., 
h .. 
-
h~. are t he onl non-zero ma rix J.J JJ.. 
In t his case equation (7) simpli fies to 
"){ d z -i ( E • - E. ) ti}{ J.. ~ t ai ( t) - a. (t) e J J. j/i J 
-i ( E . - E. . ) t/}{ 
"}{ ~ (t) ( t) J. J h~. J. d t a. = a. e J J. J.J 
If a.(t) is expanded in a Taylor eries J. 
a. ( t) -
l 
oO 
2: 
n =o 
tn [dn a. (t)J 
n! dtn J. 
0 
* j f i 
. 
' 
elemen t s . 
h .. 
J.J ' 
( j ti) 
j 
it can be seen that th e approx..i..mation a. ( t) .::::- 1 is the zero 
J. 
(8) 
order result. If this is substituted in the second relation 
in (8), the resulting expression fo r a. (t) is 
~ J 
The 
a. ( t ) ::::-
J 
- ( f. E . 
l J 
- • ( 1-· J_ ' ... . 
l 
e 
ro a. ilj_ ty li tude of 
h~. 
"j lJ 
a~ ( . ) a. ( t ) -J J ( £ . f,. ) 2 
l J 
f.) t/ l~ 
J 
§ . in 11r is 
J 
1 ) 
given 
[ 2 - 2 COG ( e. l 
The prob" ).· 1: t ampl." tu e of <r . i c:- th ere fore 
* h . . 
~ ~ j_ j J 1 - a ~ ( t ) a . ( t. ) - 1 --J J 2 j :ti j i= i ( e . -c .) 
J. J 
. [2 2 co s ( E . E . ) t / l: ] 
l J 
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(9) 
b-
£.) 
J t/ l: J ( 1 O) 
( 11 ) 
The expression i n (11) c an be replaced by the integr" fovm 
f < j i ( t) { V ( t ) > J z = 1 - J_: 2 ( 1 cos f t / ;{ ) / c z 
. Z h :l" . h . . ~ ( E . E. - t) 6 j i i J. J J. J l J { 11 a ) 
whi ch can be a proximately integrated to give 
I<~ i Ct){ l!r( t )>l 2 z ,.,..t d 
£ j~t 
-
1 
- c z· h;·. ) E = E. ( 12) d £ 
. J. J ij 
J l. 
I n t his e uation , which is valid on y for ~al t , th e f~· st 
order rate constant for ecay o f t he state' unde i 
,J 
i nfluence o f t he perturbation h is glven cy 
f j ~E 
the 
Rate == :?-[ ~t ( ~ hfj hi j)£== c. ( 13) 
J l 
If t he inte ra. in (ll a ) is evaluated completely , the 
correction t erm wi 1 be an i ntegral involving the derivative 
of a del ta f unction . However , i n practice , t his will just 
b e a hignly p eaked dipolar f unction , just as the sum in (12) 
v1ill ot boa ste fu .. ction , bnt a f1. 11ct.ion v, · t.1:. 1·ou:nd',.~ 
c o .:-ners , \'I ·i.ch YJlll, ·.n t ho c ase of close y s · ac Cl f.' J 
b ecome c. smoot fu .. c tion. 10 r oason f or this 5.s the sl j_ '1 t 
l ac of definitio 11 of£. dv.o to t he ljn o~·1idt of t1c 
J 
L,at, e;.,.; 
bejng consido e _ With thi s understand~ng ·t becomes c. ~ur 
t hat t he correction torn · s pro abl s1Ja __ 1 b ec2nse of the 
t endency to Cc'.nce lat.ion e t ween th e t ·10 lobes of th e 
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· olar func tiono In o.ny c ase i ts pro a le effect is j ns ···.o 
c ause furthe· S1J1oothing of t he Rate v erQus Enex·gy function ., 
The alternative .pproach · s to use t he drunping th eory 
fo r mal· ,m d eve oped y eitler and Ma83. The s sto1.1 is 
a gain c onsider er · n the basis of zero or er states , 
- .. The J 
equa tion (7) i s u sed t o d eocribe t he an : tudes of t he 
various b e.sis f ctions . I n o rder to obtain an expr s ..... i on 
which is a for egati e as well as ositive time , the 
bo undar y conditions cire altered, a n d an i r1-... omogencous t erm 
a pears in (7) 
i 
This is u sed with t he boundary co ndition a. ( t ) ~ 0 for a 1 
J 
t< O, an th e i nhomo ·eneo term e nsures t :...a. t a. (-~ O) = 1 
l. 
(7a ) 
(i.e. a. (t) -> O as t-)0 f rom above ). A Fol.~"'j_er t ransformation l. 
of ak and S l eads to t he equation 
( E - € . ) g . ( E) ::: 
J J ( 14) 
Division by ( E -£.) to ob tain v alues of g is arbi trary when 
J 
E::: E. .• The division chosen to s a tisfy (7a ) is i n 
J 
~ ( E c j) ::: {P ( E ~ _- ) & • ·n' S( E • t j) , 
J 
YJhcl'C (iJ ( 1., 1 - ) :i.s rela ted to tt~c Cauchy Pri 1c j_p::i.l Vo.J.ue of 
.i:.,-f. 
J 
an · n to ·cal , 
0 for E = £. 
J 
c: .nd ta}res the 1 a lues E .... £. 
J 
Frow ( 14) these re at i ons are obtaine .: 
for E f £., 
J 
c1.nc 
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, ( E) = ~.- + i . Z u . ( F.) h J. ~ ( E j ii J £.) J ( 15) 
g.(E) ::= 1 /[ E 
J.. £~ + J }i ~( E)] ( 16) 
1h er e { ): r . ( E ) 
J.. . h .. + i L h .. u. ( E ) ) ( E E: j) lJ.. ".J... J..J J Jr J. 
The amplitu.dcs of the state]!(t), a .(t), arc t hen 
J 
by inverting the ex ressions for g.(E). 
J 
[ 
i(E. E) t/){ 
1 e · l 
ai ( t) - 2 rri -E---,-. -+- -l ;:{-~-. -( E). d E 
-c,Q l J. 
~ i(E.-E)t/U 
_ 1 J 'e ., e J 
aj ( t) - - 211i u j ( E) J ( £ j E) -E---t-. -+- 1~-1 -r.- (-E-') 
-C-0 J J.. ' 
btained 
(17) 
d E ( 18) 
If it is assume thal, r. ( E) = I-, , then the integral i n (17) 
l 
g ves a.. ( t) = 
J. 
-trt 
e , and so th e probability anpli t. . e of 
state . in wet) is 
l 
a~(t) a. (t) - e-jl(r')t 
l. l 
where fl. ( r) is the real part o f the q uan ti ty r . The 
( 17a) 
state · i 
therefore under oes an ex onential decay, with a rate 
constant given by~(r). The real part of th e fuPction r.( E) 
l 
is given y 
_ 2-cr [·z 
}{ J j ti h: . u.( E) )CE£.)] lJ J J (19) 
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tcc ec::-- iv< c;p·.o : i.r:ic.~:Lc>J :.; to u .(E) C l.•. 0 o"bt~J.i 1. f..,:0.1 ( ' ~) • 
gi on 
Rate (l) -
l j ..,,.i 
The seco1d appro-dmation 
.b ·.V· an ·'·he i. c.to . s 
. . j' 
.. ~ ( E lJ 
es u. ( E) -
J 
e. . ) 
J 
h-:- . + J.J 
The rate in this cas, beco ~cs 
Rate ( 2 ) = Rate ( l ) + L I 2 5- [ 1.· J. hl:l'k k -· + ~ · i· khlr J. ] j l i kti ~ iJ .~ 
$; ( E - c .) 
___.. __ -'.L 
( 20) 
(21) 
The t hirc order a p:·0ximat~on becomes uch ore com licated 
~ ( E - E. ) 
( E - f~-E~-E 1) [hijhik 
klhl. + h .. h ~l J lJ l + h h·;- h h +- h-1:· h h +-1 j k ik il lj j k ij 1- kl lj 
( 22 ) 
By s ti ta le permutation of "ndices, it can be sho~n that 
t he t \'Jo t .er,ns containing no h .. reduce to the fo rm 
l. J 
27r L L 
~ k 1 
~( E-- £.) 
J 
These t erms m 
t o ive 
Rate ( 2 ') -
b e includ ed with t he Rat e ( 2 ) ex r·ession 
~ ( '- £. ) J 
The other ter~s ay be reauced in a simil r manner to 
( 23) 
9' 
[ 
h . . h -~- l.;:.kh .. . + h ? . h . lh J h1 . J 
] ,"'l l __ ~ r,) l,l_l --.~-
( 1'~ £ 1 ) ( E £ k ) _ 
whj_cb re r.r c?.ngos , \ ti th an j nt,erc __ r-l1 0 e of k a nd 1 i 11.d:Lces , to 
Rate ( 3) =- Rate ( 2 ' )-t- 211 Z ~ ( E 
j 
It · s t 1us apparrut that 
Rate ( 3' )~ 'v17' L / h . . + ~ 
/i. j l.J k 
*ilhlkh j I 2 
( --=-i-1) (-cl- r .. - E. k) 
C( E-£. ) 
?) J ( 25) 
The arious f unctions for R· ~e do ot de~~ri.a t he actual 
r ate of an e ~ponentinl dec a , as equation ( 17~) · s d e:ivoc 
ssumi · that . ( E) i s ind E··· endent of E. - -11 i i".tcr rctation 
l. 
0 f t he rea. part Of r. ( E) as a SUJil Of elta f unctions is 
l. 
t hus intern:tJ. y inconsisten t as a rate equatio n , as such a 
s n exh · bits the stro11 . st po ssible d epo e ~.:e o n t he exact 
val e of E. 'IhE e -pr ession j s valid · f t h-1 states d . are 
J 
r e-_ative y d en ... e · n th e energy r egion , a n. the :i_1.ac delta 
f unctions are i nter re ed as fini te f uricti ons , highly p eaked 
' t ~ aoo ..... . , whj C . su~ to produce a s mooth UI'\i o for Rate 
v ersus th e par ~eter E. 
In t hi section t oe·· sRlons wh · ch ~ill be use to 
descri e the r ates of radiationless ransitions as a 
f unction of the ener of the various states h a e been 
---
der:i v d j _, · c~J. lw.tions ( 13) lO 'tri· 1,·,·· ' 
.!. - • \.. ...... ~- ... , r: • G 
~ '·0nc.1.sc. to [:;6Lin c,omo ·.nsig 1t j_l!.to tho 
e. e . iffict.ltj_cs \!hie 1 .J"::Lsc :Ln t·, ·oaci g me.nifoJ.ds of 
disc1ctc states· ather ·he;~ · 1ue cont:nua were e ~cent in 
sovore.l 1...0 - B o t b.0..1., t he r osu tj_n g r a ·t,e xp·-.cssj ons c; ppc2.r 
n t e f o .. mo.l i m c ontaini11g Dirac de l ta fuctions. These are 
t o e inte··ro"l,ed cs f inite p efl.kcd f unctions \'1h · ci un , uhen 
t he states .·co suff"i.ci 01, ;,,J y den.so , to p roduce smooth rate 
ver us energy fu.nct · on.s. A s· m . ar diffic u. ty v1hich v1ould 
h ave a~i scn i n B"xon an Jo rtner ' s t reatmen t was ypassed in 
t . e c prox·· matio11 of a v.m \Ii th n i nter-al ( Reference 75, 
Equations ( 37 ) t o (l}O) ) . 
When t he electronic Havefunction n t he Born expo.ncion 
s reS L!.'i cted to a functj_on of elect1onic coo :i·din.r ·ces onl' , 
t he cffo~ti e potenc~al which govo ns he nuclear motions 
i s a quadr~tic f vnc~ion of the 1.c l cax coordinates . In t his 
c ase it · s po ssi o to ac ieve a great i fi cation of 
t he uc car pro i)J.em by c oo sing a t ransfo.l' e · s et of 
n uclear coordinates \:h·' c.1 rec.uce t he i1 ,·ational wavefu ct ·.on 
t o a product of 
.near armonic o scill .tor wavefunc ions i n 
t hese coor ;_nates. Th e equa tion fo r t he vi rational motions 
i n a molecule int e Born Oppenheimer pproxtmation is 
2 -X(r 
y "' 
,r,.., ••• ) 
,v 
+ v C rx , r :i • • • ) X C -i.·x , 1 · ~ . <> ., ) 
/V "" """' _.. 
T e oriej.n of t he n c_ ea.i· coo :·cU.nates mo..,. o pl· ·ed at the 
equi ibrium position, ·. c. t hat ~hich 1inimi ,es he oficcti;e 
pot 11tj_ 1 , a.nd his potcntie.l may e chosen as an c 1 yi trc :r·~ 
z ero on the ener y scaleo In this case , the 1ost ecncrnl 
armoni c potential may be written 
V(x. , ••. ) :::::: L f. k j ~ 
l. j k J ( 27 ) 
where x1 may be any of xy, Yy, or zy . i refers to y fo1· 
xy, Yy, or y• The normal coordinates arc fi1·st rcsca c' to 
take acco nt of the masse 
- X 
k 
This leads to t hee uation 
-x +LE 
j k 
( 28 ) 
Neu coor inates q are measured :in 'irections u which arc 
n ~n 
d efined ya nita1·y transformation of the unit vectors of 
x! , given by t he eiuenvu ue equation 
l 
I u 
" 
u 
k nl· n n j ( 29) 
uat·on 26) then bcco:ies 
2 N+6 d2 2 I; + A. X E X d - 2 X q. -2 j J J q. 
J 
(30) 
N 6 
X may be expressed as Tf-XJ.(qJ_.), where X . ( q. ) is given y 
J J J 
-:· A. . q . 2 V . ( 0 . ) -J ~J / J E.X.(ci,) J J . -
9'1 
( 3 "j) 
I1 olecu .o, sj_x 8 ll1 r, ,-. 0 J.I' } \ '/ • l 1 l) 0 , .,Jr.-. _;_"'() 0 • J-._ (:IP-: I:\ c. • .... u - /\. . ·- ,'J"I,.. '" - ~-\., J 
vr· 11 he for nuclee.1--- coo~c.ino.tes w -1.ci. corrcr:-: o d to trans .. 
J at· 01is or .. otc:.tio 1s -~ t he \710 c o l ect1.le , n.d ma 
e deleted fro m the wavefv.nction v1hen the se mot:Lons .re o· 
eing ex lie·· t consj der edo The other .i\. will all be 
J 
d ., l f t . ·v ( ) 0 _ .... ,e g1·. i"cn 1-_1··r 8l1- •• positi,e , au c1e ·unc-1ons A, q . ~· • L 
J J 
X. ( qj ) =-Jn 
( n+i ) }1u.P. 
J 
1 ) ,., 
e 
2 
l!f'. q . / 2}1 
J J H ( q . J CJ/l. / !{) 
n J J (32) 
, 
Note t [):c as defined q . as dimens·i .. ons ( ength) x ( mass ) "7 o H 
J n 
is the t ~o Hermite polynomia_ , anc s given y 
2 
e 
X 
e-t,r1 . • c, eq u2l to 
J the vibrational problcr, th e 
' 
c oor ~i.nates q . of a point , an d the characteristic f reqti ·1_1c·:i.c8 :, J 
07 . are different for i ·"fex·ent electronic states of c. J 
olocu c. In ost c ases , the d roctions of the _ori:. a 
coor 'i a tes, '°"k' remain ~ a ltcrec to a good c. p1oyirn· tiono 
The e uilj_briu geometry of the oleculc docs di .1 1r fox· 
different electronic states, and this results nan origin 
shift o f the nuclear normal coo r':inates . Similar y the force 
c onstants which govern the potential function, and hence the 
v alues of t<F., differ for different states . The matrix J 
eJ ·,02 ·'· s for t}·E:' 1 c&l c";o· .. of t 1e I,'J:,.11 Op·-,cn'1ein·:· c. .) i o:.· 
in a.i.,j_on \Jh·· ch govcy·n tho ):a~cs of tli c ,.die.t:Lo1 Jo.s s 
proc .r:s D i.n t .... e rnoc.cl c:i sc:t~ssed , · 11- olvc 0 r r J. 2 D i 11 t r~ ·T a.1 f3 
.;.; 
otucen he a1ious in'C1tfl'nctj_ons of tho vibrv.tiona. 
pro ems for the init .cl end fi 1al states. lie e a uatio 
of ove ·lRp inte Pa s for hD.rinonic oscj_llato \'1avef nctions 
as eon attenptod by u.tchisson81 e.nd Manno ac t 85. 
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Recurrence relations85, anf ~~lished tablcs86 ~e a-ailable 
f or these functions . A more extensi e table was compiled 
duri1 g the cou:r·se of this ro j ec 1.,. The . ecurrence re ations 
obtained y Mannebe.c -~ c.re 
+ M ( X' )X" ) 1 k-1 
f' { ~-: i ( XJ. 2l XI~ > \.. <x· 1-x,1 > - l 1 k- 1 
.1 <Xi- 1) Xk> ( 33) 
where the peramet.ers are defi_ncd by 
/J = ( (!,') I > W"' ) I (c,,, II + ,, I ) 
The va t e of (~' /X"> is given y 0 0 
. 1~12 <-X;I Y~> ( 1 ;>2) i ( 33n.) e 
The overall rational ov l [' function is given b a 
product over a 1 of the modes. 
I 
' 
< ., 1 ( J -· • • • ) J l i ( 1 :t ~ • • ) / ~.:- N I 
j 
< ·l ' . -l < c: . ) I ,~ .: , < c ·. ) / J- "J 
e ra.Jt1ri. t-· on of u1e:t.,. · _. el omGn ts of tho t' · c 
.. • 0 •• 
y d ' ffercntiating cueti n (32), an considori1g the 
propor·,ios c,f tho Cj·ri1:Lte po yno1. · ·t .s , one obta·· ns the 
f o llo -,.· n r r oJ.at:Lori . ., 
( .. ' ) 
./ I 
( 35) 
\'Jith t he use of this result, _l matrix e. ements involvln 
· brat.: o 1--~ fnn.c j_ 11s can e re uccd ·o A.ho vib.cat · onal 
ovcrla functions gi rcn by (33 ) and (33a). 
In n earl.' e soc ti on tbe time de elo ··cnt of a nor . 
station·~ry cta.te \'/as cor1sidered in t he case v1hej:G the state 
f orms part of a. bac.i.s of orthogon-- stc.. tes which are cj.scrotc, 
a nd fairly de~ 81.., j_ . t!1 C 81 CI' ; re ·ion. '/hen t e ,r.~:is j_s 
c hosen so t} .t the o: y cou- __ in· acct.rs et.ween the initia 
state and each of the other stf'te;J , 
decay of the s Led. c. C c n be ob· oj.nc 
rate function fr~ the 
the forin of e ua t:Lon 
(1 3). Eq at.'on (13) is :ienable to tho t1e ·.nent outlJned in 
section ( iii ) of chapter 1 • 'l'h e 
€. <£ f 
Rate 
't ( ~ 
f 
exp1 ession 
( 13) 
.. 
t ,.. J" C J l c'. , C ' 1 
8. t O ;::: 
ate, j f nate .· S rcrr.,:clcc. c.8 c . fllJ ct·l OH 
simp y L · ·i ng e a t.aJ·oc. ''.t f:. ;, £. ' J.. · s g-L \ en by 
\ ' 1 ) ·i ,..,. ) ' \.•. 
1. ~ ·' .-}1 c·. · t .1·1 ,.,. c-..L_ •• -U. 
1 
l ( Rate) === p (3G) 
At this point the fo·· ·1 of the · atrix clements h .... , en _10 
l. 
energy · gen e.11..es , £ f, :i s consi deroc j_n r1ore detatlo 11 c 
· nitial state~ · s a Born, Oppenheirno1 ... sta.·e invo J11 
l. 
(. 
exc·ted e ecti-- nic v1avefu11ctio , nd a .uc e'"?.:.t v:o..vofunct ·o._ 
e.pprop1 i te o t. · e .c t:co · c ,(" r.tco 1'ho st tes v .1·e a J.l 
vibrati.onal stl'.tes of - lo er nc:.. - e cctronic c·tc.;.GO ~:he 
electro 1 c nd 1 uc ear parts of the \:2-vcf1111c tioED \·:·i 11 be 
den tc ¢ , ·X1 (:), f5F , nd X.F(f) respecL.ively: 
x· <.) . 
' 
1.//f 
The atr\ · e er 0 nt bif s gi en 
chapter Li-
if 
C, • 
. 0. 
,2 I 
- <' I I 2 p 
t e e~uation (7) o~ 
where r ..... o s 2 vector g1'aaie1.d;. function taken \LL" 11 1 cs ect 
,.,..-...._,,, q 
t o nuclear co · 1, 1i nates \'Jhich incl1 de the ncle:-r - .sses. 
When he har:nonic a pro · mation is used , se ar~tion in ter~s 
of the nor.nal coordinates can be performed, and the res· lting 
r lation is 
• 
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N , 2 N 
- t){2 <l I~ ;/ 2 f ,l> lJ<.x~J -x!f> 
J q. 
J 
+ ){2 r <t1 I ~~j I tF) -k <:x!1 l X!f> .(x~ir ddq/xf f> 
(37) 
For convenience, the electronic m· trix elements are 
abbreviated to A and Bj, and the angular frequencies w; are 
replaced with energy variables Vj = tus. Then, using (35), 
equation 
hif : il12 ~N IfF) v vj Jh (Xki -Xkf • 
- ff <x~1 I X~cr-n> > 
(38) 
In the treatment of Siebrand68, only the first term of this 
expression was considered. Bixon and Jortner75 suggest that 
l 
this is not the most important t erm. It is apparent that the 
electronic matrix element A will be zero by symmetry unless 
the states i 1 and ~F have the same symmetry representation, 
N ~2 
as the operator L 2 is totally symmetric. Similarly, in 
. j dqj 
molecular systems of high symmetry many of the Bj matrix 
elements will be zero. The selection rule for non-zero B. is 
J 
F that the product of the represent a tions of qj and i must 
contain the representation of ¢1 . 
The value of cf is given, from equation (32), by 
~ (f.~t)'lf'. In the treatment of the harmonic approximation 
J J J 
the arbitrary zero of the energy ocal e was taken as the 
potential minimum in the vibratio nal problem for t he 
J 
) 
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particular electronic state. It is more conveni ent i n the 
present treatment to assign energy cf= 0 for the zero 
vibrational state of the electronic state pF. In this case 
cf for other vibrational states of iF is given by I f.)).F. 
J J I j 
The energy of the zero vibrational level of the electronic 
state ~I will be denoted E1 • Expressions can be obtained 
0 
.for the various terms in the Laplace transform in equation 
(36). As a first st~p these expressions will be evaluated 
assuming that the state ·y;: is the zero vibrational state 
l. 
of i 1 • If hi£ ::: aif + L bjif is used as a convenient 
j 
abbreviation, then: 
2; l>or aOfe-ErP ~ 2; A•At [L <X!al -X!r> 2 e:..n{p 1 (39) 
f f l -
The expression in the summation on the right of (39) is 
clearly a power series in yk = exp(-~!p). The coefficients 
can be evaluated from the recurrence relations given in 
. 
equation (33). When this is done, it is found that the power 
series is the expansion of an expression involving simple 
!unctions: 
1 - /Jk 2 2( ~ '.". yk) ~ < I { F ) 2 fk e-~ l-;'kYk 
"Xko "Xkf . Y = 2 2 
!~ 1-fk yk 
and so 
-e P N 1 - /1 2 2( l - yk) 
21T' ~ * 2 '1T' e-~ l-/1kYk f A*A IT . . k T aOfaOfe - 7 1-/i2Y 2 • 
f k k k 
The expression on the right of equation (40) will be 
abbreviated with Yk, as it will occur throughout the other 
(40) 
(41) 
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expressions which are derived. Another ter~ which occurs i n 
the Laplace transform is the diagonal term in bjor· 
-£ p 21T' ~ b* b e f 1f 7 jOf jOf 
This simplifies to 
-E. p 2 1r Q b* b e f - 2-rr B* B ¥ T jOf jOf - ){ j j 
2 2 2 
f y j ( 1 - l'j ) M . [ - 2 2 • 2 2 + 2 (l -yj) + !J(l+yj) -1 - . y . ( 1 - /'.·Y . ) J J J J 
Similar expressions are obtained for the off-diagonal terms. 
-e p _ N . 1- Y, / -)'k , 1r ~ a(}f bjOf 8 f - 1r A• Bj r;[ yk • M/k 1·-f'~k 2 
(44) 
-e p N 7 f bjof bkOf e f = 7 Bj Bk 7I yl 
[Mj/j ~--~;j Pl[ ~!k 11-~~k / 1 -;k J (45) 
The Laplace transform in equation (36) is therefore given by 
;/_ (Rate) = 2; [ Tf Y1] [A*A t- ~ (B~B .X. + A*B .z. + AB~Z.) p 1 j J J J J J J J 
+ ~ Z: Bi!BkZ .zk J (46) 
j k j J J 
A, B., and Y. have already been defined. Z. and X. are given 
J J J J 
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by the following relations. 
1 - y. / 1 -:j z. - M. f. J (46a) 
- 1 - I' .y. J J J J J 
2 (1 -f°.)2 M.2 . y. [ 2 2 2 21 
xj - J J + ( 1 - y j ) + f j ( 1 + y j ) - 4 !'j y j - 2 2 2 1 -('. y. (1 -;jyj) J J (46b) 
The Laplace transform of the function which describes the 
rate of radiationless decay as, a function of the energy gap 
between the zero vibrational levels of the two electronic 
states involved has thus been obtained in a simple, if 
lengthy form. The parameters on which the result depends are 
functions of the molecular geometries in the electronic 
states, the characteristic frequencies of the normal modes 
, in the electronic states, and matrix e~ements involving the 
rate of change in electronic wavefunctions along nuclear 
coordinates. In principle, the former two sets of parameters 
can be deduced from a spectral analysis._ In practice, a 
complete _set of Vibrational frequencies is known for the 
first singlet excited state of benzene, and the more 
symmetrical deuterobenzenes, but not for any excited state 
of any larger molecule. However, the modes which will have 
the largest influence on the rate function will be those 
with the largest values of;'° and/or M, and many of the 
frequencies for these modes in larger ~olecules are known, 
since they are also the modes wh~ch appear most strongly 
in spectral progressions, in the vibrational structure of 
electronic absorption bonds. 
A means must also be found for estimating A and B .• 
J 
Molecular orbital methods suggest :themselves here. A large 
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range of choice is available for the compromise which must 
be reached between accuracy _and simplicity, and the 
practicality of the approach will depend to some extent on 
the sensitivity of A and Bj values to different methods of 
approximate evaluation. This problem has not been examined 
in this work. The electronic matrix elements will be 
discussed in a later chapter. They will meanwhile be treated 
as unknown constants. 
(v) Inversion of the Laplace Transform 
Although a result has been obtained which expresses the 
Laplace transform of the Rate function as defined in equation 
(13) in terms of elementary functions of basic molecular 
propertie.s, this in itself does not provide much useful 
information about the rates of radiationless transitions 
) predicted by the model used. The inversion of the Laplace 
transform presents severe difficulties. It is not possible 
to obtain the inverse Laplace transform in a closed 
algebraic form. Even if it were, the expression obtained 
would be a strict sum of delta functions as implied by 
equation (20). Nowhere in the treatment has any step been 
made which approximates these functions. The use of the 
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simple algebraic expr essions for £k has rather gi v en t hes e 
quantities a precise definition t hat t h ey ought not to have 
because of linewidth. To obtain the inverse Laplace 
transform an approximate method must be used. No approximate · 
algebraic method has been found for this type of expression: 
the complexity of the expression, and the fact that in the 
general case dominant contributions cannot be predicted, 
I I 
app~ar to rule out such an approach. The method of obtaining 
the inverse Laplace transform in order to evaluate the Rate 
function must therefore be an approximate numerical method. 
The numerical inversion of a Laplace transform is a 
difficult computational problem, and no really efficient 
computer algorithm is available. The methods which are used 
have been found to be very problem-dependent87. Th~ methods 
fall into two main categories. The first class of methods 
involves evaluation of the Laplace transform along some 
complex axis, and reducing the problem to a Fo~ier 
transform problem88• These problems are much better explored, 
' 
and many effective but time and core-consuming methods are 
available. The second class of methods operate by expanding 
the Laplace transfer~ in terms of functions which are 
themselves the Laplace transform of a set of orthogonal 
polynomials. Once the expansion coefficients are obtained, 
the solution is immediately available89,90e 
Both types of method fail on the problem i n hand. Methods 
in the first class have, in some cases, special requirements 
J 
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for the functions to be well-behaved . Their application to 
problems involving Dirac delta functions must t h erefore be 
carefully examined. The main reason for failure of both types 
of method is rather different, however. The strict sum of 
delta functions is a very rapidly varying function with 
many infinite peaks. The function which is sought is a smooth 
function which reproduces the general contour of the 
weighting of the delta function sum. The ideal criterion 
for a successful approximation R(e) to Rate(£) would be 
JE
E +AE = [EE -t AE 
Rate(s)d€ J R(e)dc (47) 
~ for the largest possible range of E, and the smallest 
possible 4E consistent with a smooth curve for the function 
R. The orthogonal polynomfals which are used are ~~-enerally 
functions which have a number of nodes equal to the index 
of the polynomialse The result of this is that the higher 
order polynomials are more rapidly oscillating functions, 
and so tend to have larger coefficients in the expansion, as 
they try to reproduce the delta function sum. The represent-
ation diverges, and any selection of an arbitrary limit to 
the number of terms gives a completely inaccurate function. 
The method reproduces the wrong feature of the delta 
function sum: it produces a rapidly varying function, rather 
than a function which has a similar distribution to the 
delta function sum. The difficulty is further accentuated 
by the fact that most methods are weighted to producing a 
---
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good approximation R(e) to Rate(e) at low values of~, and 
this is the region where the delta functions in the sum are 
sparse, and a smooth function can least adequately reproduce 
the distribution of Rate(~). A similar difficulty occurs in 
the Fourier transform part of the computation in the methods 
in the first class. The computation of an inverse Laplace 
transform must therefore be re-examined for this particular 
problem. 
The first part of the problem is to decide on the 
constraints to be placed on the Laplace transform of an 
approximate function in order that it should conform as well. 
as possible to the criterion expressed in equation (47), 
particularly when Eis large. The most suitable simple 
constraints appear to be that the value of an approximate 
Laplace transform at p ~ 0 (p being the dummy variable 
replacing E), and the value of the first k derivatives of 
the approximate function at p ::::r O should be equa~ed to the 
correspon~ng values for the exact function. If the function 
L(p) is the Laplace transform of R(E), and !(p) is the 
Laplace transform of Rate(£), then the condition on L 
L(m)(O) :: ;((m),(O) 
implies the condition on R 
roo m So0 Joe R(E) de ::: 0 £ m Rate(e) d£ (48) 
This condition is not as suitable as that required in (47), 
but it does appear to be a useful constraint. It is biassed 
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in favour of high values of 6, and as higher order terms are 
taken the bias shifts to higher values of£. An approximation 
based on this criterion ought, then, to reproduce the 
distribution of Rate(e) rather than its property of rapid 
oscillation, particularly as the condition on R(£) is 
essentially a distribution condition. 
The second part of the problem is the type of function to 
use for the approximate Laplace transform. This is determined 
eithe.r by the observed form of l.or the expected form of R. 
Tbe function! defined by (46) is typically a function with 
a finitE!:3 value at p =O which descends monotonically with 
increasing p, asymptotically approaching a fixed positive 
value, denoted i..(e.o)e The form of R is quite uncertain at 
low&; it may oscillate quite irregularly in this region. As 
E increases, however, R becomes a smooth, slowly varying 
funtion, which rapidly approaches zero as e increases 
further. Clearly, a polynomial form is not suit~ble for R. 
A form which would be suitable could be a polynomial times 
a negative exponential. If R has the form 
then 
R(e) = 
n 
( 2 
k 0 
:[. (R) has the form 
p n 
L(p) ~ L 
k 0 
k -oc£ 
~€ ) • e 
A form which offers some further advantages is 
n 
R( t:) 
- L ~( £ -(3 )k e-«(£-(3) k=O when £ )(3 
R( £) 
-
0 when 0 
The Laplace transform of t hi s function is 
n 
~k! 
L(p) L -p, p (p+«)k+ 1 e , k"" 0 
Values of the parameters ~, o< , and f-' are assigned by 
fitting the value of the function L(p) and ±ts first 
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(n+l) derivatives at p:O to the corresponding values of l(p) 
as determined numerically from (46). Where alternative s ets 
of solutions are possible, the solution which best fits the 
value of !, for increasing p is chosen. A constant term, :t.(o0) 
is subtracted from l.(p) before the fit is made. This simply 
means that the contribution to the function Rate from the 
term l («7). S (e) is ignored. 
The choice of functions for R is a further insurance tho.t 
the distribution, rather than the rapid oscillation, of Rate 
will be reproduced by the method. Although the form for an 
infinite sum of the type shown above will be a complete 
representation of all possible functions with the general 
properties of Rate, a rapidly oscillating function can only 
be produced with large contributions from very high order 
terms. The distribution can be effectively reproduced from 
low order terms, so that the representation will converge 
for a relatively small number of terms, even though it must 
diverge if a very large number of terms are taken into 
account. 
J 
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Ro. t c In j~ e \ 1 c• f. the f, . c t tho. t tho c ~c :i_ t orion ( 1: 8) j .s 2 o t 
sue __ a suj_tablo ' .nd compl ete crit u/·ion as ( L1-7) for the 
satisfactory re rod 1ction of Rate, ·.t VIill b e nece .sso::y to 
f urther test the va idi ty of t he D. proxima.tion R as it is 
o btained f or various nnmerica.l example s . 
( vi ) • o.me Numerical R~sul.ts 
1 1 1 
The com utation o f a f unction R f or a particular pair of 
electronic states in a mo l ecule , which describes the rate 
whi ch would be expected f or r adiationless decay of the zero 
vibrational l evel o f t he highor state into t he l o wer state, 
a s a f unction o f t he e nergy difference between the two 
states , ha.s been c omplete l.y outlined in principle. The method 
is a n umeric a method , and numeri cal values are , not available 
f or many of t he pararaet ers which deteri..2in e the function. The 
method does not , t herefore , predict actual r ates for real 
mo lecules* As an i ndication of t he t · )e of function v1hich 
wo uld b e obtained for R , it was assu:ne d that t he Laplac e 
t ransform of Rate had the form 
N 
;:;:, constant . 1T 
j ~ 1 
y. 
J 
This i s equivalent to the assumption t1ade in_Siebrand 's 
68 
t reatment , naiue ly that the rate expre_ssioris could b e 
' . t 1 . C1.C SC l'l ·1 CC :i.P. l ,- ~ -. ,. <'.' "1 -; C } r, , "• . - , - _. ,-. c __ 8u}t.:: . .J.1 \.,,J \ .~1..- l c: .. ,. t_; l ' .. U (ll ,, \... · 
1 1 ') I C. 
0 f D. 
con,stD.nt cJ.ect::c.:-·nic part a.:u.d a v1b:.catJ_onal overlap i nteg1· .l." 
Equa.tions (L1-6a) anc~. (Li6b ) 0 ho\1 th:-"'.t this is not the c a.so . 
VeJ.ucs fro m TD .. le 5···1 v1 ere El.~)st·.tut ed for the che.rc1.cter-j_stic 
frequencies and ceomc try changes in benzene and hexadcut ero-
b enzene in the g-round ( 1 A1 ) '"' nd first g xcitcd singlet (
1B2 ) u 
sta·~cs. A function L(p ) approximating l(p) v1as then obto.ine 
by the method outli.ncd 
9 
L(p) - Li 
' k;::1 
The f unction 9 
R ( & ) =- z 
k ::: 1 
i n th e previous section, in the form 
k -~e 
a t e k 
i s plotted for benzene in f igure 5-2, and for hexadeutero-
b enzene in figure 5-4 .. The solutions R(£ ) show the - expected 
behaviour: an increase with i ncreasing f to a maximll.m in the 
-1 1100-1300cm r egion , follo wed by a rapid decr ease with 
i ncreasing E. The decrease i s more raid for hexadeut ero-
b enzene t han for benzene , which is in accordance with the 
ob served isotop e effect that r adiationless processes are in 
general less efficient in deut erium substituted compou~ds 
t han in t he correspo1ding hydrogen compounds. 
In this cha ter a nethod has been outlined for the 
c a culations of rates of radiationless processes in an 
i solated molecule in terms of fundamental properties of the 
molecule . A co mp let e numerical c alculation is not at pr esen t 
a practica proposition because of the lack of info r . .1ation 
0.2. 
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FIGURE 5-1: Laplace Fit for Benzene 
KEY: 
1~5 
5 solutions were obtained !or L. 
They are here compared with the 
exact !unction, L.. 
Solution 5 is o!!-scale. The other 
solutions are numbered by increasing 
o(. • 
0 denotes the exact !unction. 
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FIGURE 5-3: Laplace Fit for Perdeuterobenzene 
KEY: 5 solutions were obtainea. 
Solution 5 is off-scale. 
Solution 2 coincides exactly 
with O, the exact function, 
in this region. 
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CH.APTER 6: BENZENE - A NON-STATISTICAL EXAMPLE 
(i) The Density of Effective States 
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In most of the published treatments of radiationless 
processes the density of final states is an important 
parameter. It may be used to obtain an estimate of coupling 
matrix elements from observed rates of radiationless 
processes75, a comparison of rates from estimated values of 
matrix elements63, 64, or a justification of approximations 
made in the treatment75. Various methods93 have been devised 
for the calculation of the number of states in a vibrational 
manifold, and the quantities which are generally quoted for 
the density of states have been directly calculated from the 
formulae available. Often, insufficient account has been 
taken of the fact that many of the vibrational states in the 
final electronic state are unable to interact with the 
initial state for symmetry reasons. In this section the 
number of final states available for radiationless processes 
from a particular initial state is r ~~stimated for a highly 
symmetrical system, the ben~ene molecule. 
The benzene molecule belongs to the D6h symmetry group. 
Its electronic states may only have the symmetry represent-
ations A1 , A2 , B1 , B2 , E, and E, as t h e e lectronic g g u u g u 
states of the molecule must be symmetric wi th respect to 
reflection in the molecular plane. The accepted assignments 
of the symmetries of benzene electro nic states are as follo ws : 
J 
11 6 
Th e gro und state has A1 g symmetry ; the lo·vest excited singlet 
1 , , -i s BZu' the second B1u and the third Eu ; the lo west 
triplet state is 3B 1u; other triplet s are not so well 
charac terized , but it is clear that 3E- and 3B states must 
u 2u 
also occur at low energy. Radiationles s transitions bet ween 
states of these symmetries will therefore be considered. 
A particular matrix element, hif' can be written by equation 
(7) of chapter 4 in the form 
hif =- f<11lf/toqf/1F)('XI(i)/XF(f)) 
+ ~1'2 (11 / ~/()qjf iF) <-X1(i)/d/~qj/-XF(f)> j 
:: A(-:(1(i)/ XF(f)) + ~B. (X1 (i)[;}/)q .J -XF(f)) 
j J J 
For Bj to be non-zero, it is apparent that the pro~uct 
th.e symmetry representations of qj and IF must contain 
symmetry representation of ¢1 • The value of A can only 
non-zero ~f the symmetry representation of iF contains 
of 
the 
be 
that 
of i 1 • The allowed symmetries of q. to give non-zero B. for J J 
the various electronic state transitions are shown in 
table 6-1. 
In the case of the benzene molecule, t h e characteristic 
frequencies of t h e modes which have non-zero B. in the 
J 
various electronic transitions are shown in table 6-2. 
The vibrational parts of the matrix eleoents are now 
considered. The vibrational overlap functions in t he 
harmonic approximation are determined by the origin shifts 
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able 6-1: Allo we d Symme try of q. for Non-zero B. 
J J 
ft I E -B2u Blu u 
ftF 
-E A1g B2u Blu u 
B2u Alg A2g E'*-g 
Blu A2g Alg E+ g 
- E- E- E+ Alg' A2g E u g g g' 
• Table 6-2: Frequencies of Benzene Modes with Non-zero B. 
B2u ~ Alg 
Blu ~ Alg 
E~ ~ Alg 
B2u ~ B2u 
' 
B2u~ Blu' 
-E ~ B2u' u 
* 
( 1648) , ( 111 o) 
(1010),(3060) 
2,(1485),2~(1037),2~(3080) 
- -Blu ~ Blu' ( 992), (3062), E ~E u u 
E - ~ E- ( 1326) 
u u 
E- - ~E -~ Bl u' E u u u 
2 "( 606) , 2" ( 1 596) , 2 )(.( 304 7) , 2~ ( 117 8) 
( Ground state frequencies) 
J 
A non-zero 
and the frequency changes between the electronic states 
involved. If the benzene molecule is to retain its n6h 
symmetry in all of the electronic states considered, the 
only modes which can have an origin shift are the two Alg 
modes. For modes which are not origin-shifted, the 
Vibrational overlap function is non-zero only if there is an 
even change in the quantum nwnber of the mode between the 
two states. Thus, for the vibrational overlap (-/ (0) f XF( f)> 
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to be non-zero, the requirement on the quantum numbers f. is 
J 
that fjshould be even for every mode except the A1g modes, in 
which f. can take any value. This is a much stronger conditio 
J 
than that imposed by Robinson94, who rightly supposed that 
only vibrations whose total symmetry was Alg could have non-
zero overlap with the A1g zero-vibrational level of another 
electronic state$ The selection rule outlined above indicates 
that only a small proportion of A1g states have non-zero 
vibrational overlaps, and that many A1g Vibrations have 
overlap integrals that are zero by symmetry. 
The matrix elements involving the d/~q. operator with 
J 
vibrational wavefunctions can be written as the sum of two 
- -
vibrational overlap integrals, using equation (35) of chapter· 
5. These are the vibrational overlaps with the levels in whic 
f. is changed by t1. For these vibrational overlaps to be non-
J 
I 
zero fj±-1 must be even (if ij is even), and therefore fj mus 
be odd. This applies for all modes qj not of Alg symmetry. 
If the mode qj is one of the Alg modes, the conditions for 
non-zero matrix elements are the same as those outlined above 
for(X1 (o)fXF(f)>. I f qj is not an A1g mode the conditions 
for non-zero matrix elements (X1 (o)J 0 /aqj{'XF(f)>are that the 
vibrational quantum numbers in Alg modes may take any value , 
the vibrational quantum number in the mod e qj must be odd, an 
all other vibrational quantum numbers must be even . 
To compute the aensity of ·the final states f for which h1 ~ 
is non-zero , these restrictions must be incorporated into the 
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calc ulation . To take account of modes whicn must have an even 
quantum number , it is sufficient merely to s ubstitute double 
the value for the characteristic frequency of the mode ea ch 
time it occurs in the formula. This includes the occurrence 
in the term L tv., as this term' arises naturally in the 
. J J 
counting procedure, and is not related to the ~ero point 
* energy as such. To take account of modes which must have 
an odd quantum number, the procedure is similar, except that 
in addition the value of E, the energy of the system above 
the zero-vibrational level, is diminished by the original 
value of the characteristic frequency of the mode1 where it 
occurs in the formula. This scheme is appropriate regardless 
• 
of the particular formula chosen to calculate the density 
of states. 
In table 6-3 the density of states haVing non-zero 
vibrational overlap with the ground vibrational level of 
another electronic state is shown for benzene and deutero-
I 
benzene, with the total density of states !or comparison. 
Haarhof's4 method was used. The results were calculated 
from the equation 
(E + t ~ )) .)n-1 
. J 
/' ( E) ::: ) ~ (n - 1 . IT v . 
. J 
J 
1 ] (3 [ 2 'Vz. J n 
-,,-+-\-)2- (lt 1!?1} (H· ""f) l:J . 
* A derivation of the "semiclassical" formula for the 
density of states is given in Appendix I, where t his fact 
is clearly brought out. 
(2) 
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Table 6-3: Densi ty of Sta tes i n Benzene 
Energy a bove 
zero vibration 
(cm- 1) 
5000 
6000 
7000 
8000 
9000 
10000 
11000 
12000 
13000 
14000 
15000 
16000 
17000 
18000 
19000 
20000 
c6H6 Density of s tates 
Total Effecti ve 
(cm) (cm) 
948 1.2 
4170 
16600 
60500 
5 2.06.10 
5 6.56.10 
6 1.98.10 
6 5.68.10 
7 1 • 56. 1 O 
7 4.11.10 
8 1. 04. 10 
8 2. 57. 10 
8 6.12.10 
9 1.42.10 
9 3. 19. 10 
. 9 
7.01.10 
3.9 
1 1 
32 
81 
200 
470 
1065 
2330 
4960 
10250 
20700 
40700 
78600 
149000 
276000 
c6n6 Density of s tates 
Total Effective 
(cm) (cm) 
1560 4.8 
9230 
47400 
5 2.17.10 
8.97.105 
6 3.41.10 
7 1.21,.10 
7 4.02.10 
8 1 .. 26. 10 
8 3. 77. 1 o 
9 1. 07. 10 
9 2.93.10 
9 7070.10 
10 1. 96. 1.0 
4.81.10 10 
1.15.1011 
17 
55 
164 
460 
1230 
3120 
7600 
17900 
40600 
89600 
5 1.92.10 
5 4.02.10 
5 8.23.10 
- 1.65.106 
6 3.23.10 
where n is the number of normal modes.~ is the ratio E/(iL V .), 
' j J 
and {3 is a parameter related to the distribution of 
characteristic frequencies. Sets of degenerate states arising 
from contributions : rom the degenerate vibrational modes are 
counted as series of separate states. The vibrational 
frequencies used are those given in table 5-1 for the ground 
state of benzene. The outstanding feature of the table is 
the large difference in both cases between the total density 
of states and the density of states which have non-zero 
overlap with a particular state. Robinson94 supposed t hat 
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about 1 state in 24 w~uld have non-zero overlap, as t his is 
the proportion of Alg states , and that of these anything 
from about 1 in 20 to about 1 in 2 would have an effective 
·overlap. Calculated from the selection rules outlined above, 
overlaps are non-zero in the energy region Robinson was 
considering (A.,9000cm- 1 ) in only one state in 2500. The 
number of states with non-zero hif can readily be obtained 
by considering table 6-2. The density of states with non-
zero hif' ;°Int' depends on the symmetries of the electronic 
states involved in the interaction, and is given from the 
density of states with non-zero vibrational overlap, l'Eff' 
by the following relationships: 
for a B2u~ Alg interaction /'Int(E) =/'Eff(E-1648)+ 
/'Eff(~l 110) 
for a B1ulrl Alg interaction /Int(E)= /7Eff(E-1010)+-
~Eff(E-3060) 
for an E~ ~ A1g interaction /'Int(E) 
- zf'Eff(E-1485)+fEff(E-1037)~/'E~f(E-3080)J 
for a B2uf-7 B2u or a B1u~ B1u interaction !'rnt(E)=(Eff(E) 
for a B2uH B1u interaction frnt(E) == f Eff(E-1326) 
for an E~ HB2u or an E;H Blu interaction /rnt(E) 
~ 2[/'Eff(E-1596)~fEff( E-606)•/Eff( E-1178)+/7Eff( E-.3047)] 
for an E: ~ E~ interaction l'rnt (E) = /'Eff(E)t/'Eft E-1326)+ 
,f'Int(E) (E~ ~ Blu) 
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Only in interactions involving E- electronic states are the 
u 
densities of accessible final states for a racliationless 
process significantly greater than the density of states in 
the final manifold having a non-zero overlap with the initial 
state, and even in these cases the increase is less than an 
order of magnitude. 
The selection rules used for calculating /'Eff have been 
derived only within the framework of the harmonic approx-
imation. Their application to real systems depends on the 
extent to which the selection rules persist beyond this 
approximation. It can be shown that the same rules apply 
for any functions which can be expressed in terms of 
products of functions for individual normal modes, even 
though the potential function in any mode may be anharmonic, 
and the normal mode basis may rotate in going from one 
electronic state to the other (provided the molecule retains 
its symmetry). The result arises naturally ; from the fact that 
the Haro:iltonian must be a totally symmetric operator. The 
overlap integrals of the A1g levels involving odd quantum 
number excitations of non-totally symmetri c modes become 
non-zero only as the approximation of a product wavefunction 
over normal modes itself breaks down. 
In the consideration of intramolecular radiationless 
processes the total aensity of states in the final manifold 
is usually quoted as the density of available final states75. 
This does not seem appropriate to much of the discussion, 
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because of the great discrepancy b etween the total density of 
states and the density of available final states in the case 
of a hi ghly symmetric molecule . The final states which are 
classified as unavailable may , ho wever , have very small 
interactions with the initial state in some cases due to 
small correction terms to the pro duct wavefunctions. They 
should probably be regarded as contributing to the dissip-
ation of the electronic energy among the vibrational modes in 
the long time scale, while unimportant to the rate of the 
radiationless process. Also, in comparing systems of different 
symmetry the total density of states is probably a better 
comparison parameter than the density of states with non-zero 
overlap, as there will be a compensating tendency . The system 
which has fe w levels with non-zero overlap will tend to have 
I 
a larger overlap integral for each of these levels than the 
less symmetrical system with a greater proportion of levels 
having non-zero overlap, if the systems have similar size 
and similar distortions between the electronic states 
considered. 
(ii) The Importance of Individual Final States 
When a highly symmetrical molecule such as benzene is 
consi dered , it is found that t he density of states which have 
non-zero matrix elements for t he radiationless coupling is 
considerably smaller than the total density of states in the 
vibratio nal manifold . The approxi~ation of the delta-function 
J 
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sum in equation (20) of chapt er 5. with a smooth function 
can only reasonably be achieved in energy regions where a 
large nwnber of terms in the sum occur in a narrow energy 
interval. Where the terms in the sum are sparsely spaced on 
the energy scale the rate function can only be obtained by 
individually replacing each delta-function with a peaked 
!unction of finite width. If the initial state occurs at an 
energy where effective vibrational levels of the final state 
are scarce, the rate of the radiationless decay of the state 
may depend on its exact energy relative to those of the 
Vibrational states which have large interactions with it. In 
benzene this effect may be very important, because there is 
only a single mode (the 992 cm7 1 Alg mode) which is prominent 
in spectral progressions. 
The smooth function R(c) which was obtained to approximate 
Rate(€) in the latter part of chapter 5 can only be a good 
approximation in the region where the effective levels are 
dense. The curve shown in figure 5-2, which rises to a 
maximum, and then falls away, in the low energy region, must 
be interpreted in the light of the fact that over 90% of the 
contribution in the vibrational energy region 0-3000 cm7 1 
comes from four individual levels: about 22% from the zero-
vibrational level, 32% from the level with a single quantum. 
excitation in the 992 cm7 1 mode, 24t% from the level with a 
two quantum. excitation in this mode, an d 13% fro m the level 
with a three quantum excitation i n the mode. To obtain a 
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s mooth curve f or R(E) i n the form s hown in figure 5-2 i s 
to ascribe a half-wi dth of several hundred reciprocal 
centimetres to the peaked functions which replace t h e delta-
functions in the s um . 
Two questions are raised by these co nsiderations. The 
first is whether a minimum energy can be determined, above 
which the form of R(e) in figure 5-2 (or a more accurate 
determination along similar lines) is a good description of 
the rate versus energy gap function for a pair of electronic 
states in benzene. The second is whether there is an 
alternative representation of the rate versus energy gap 
function in the low energy region. 
The answer to the first question is obtained by examining 
the individual vibrational overlap integrals of various 
vibrational levels. The problem is not a scarcity of final 
states, as the density of allowed states in benzene is 
adequate for the radiationless transition mechanism to be 
opera ti v·e, particularly in view of the fact that many of the 
forbidden levels may have very small, but finite coupling 
matrix elements. The real problem arises from the fact that 
the interaction matrix elements in the sum are completely 
dominated , at least at low energy, by a few leve l s with very 
large interactions. Calculations of individual vibrational 
overlaps in the harmonic approximation have been exa ~ine d by 
Siebranct68 , who shows that whereas the overlap terms i n mo des 
which are essentially distorted b et ween the t wo electronic 
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states decrease roughly exponentially with .increasing quantll!!l 
number, the terms in modes which are essentially displaced 
between the electronic states decrease somewhat faster. 
In the benzene molecule, the Alg mode at 992 cm: 1 is a 
displaced mode with little distortion (between 1B2 u and 
1i 1g 
electronic states, for which all of these results are 
calculated). Although the vibrational levels which have their 
excess vibrational energy stored exclusively in this mode 
have very large vibrational overlap integrals with the zero-
vibrational level of the upper state for up to about nine or 
ten quanta, the vibrational overlap of levels which carry all 
of their excitation in this mode is smaller at higher energy 
than that of levels having about eight quanta of excitation 
in this mode, and two or four quanta of excitation in one of 
the highly distorted modes: B2 g at 703 
E+ at 970 cm: 1 ; or E+ at 1596 cm7 1 • 
u g 
-1 - -1 
cm. ; E at 849 cm. ; g 
At still higher excess vibrational energy, levels 
involving excitation of the CH stretch modes with character-
-1 istic frequencies about ,3000 cm. have the largest Franck-
Condon factors. At high energy, the levels with the largest 
Franck-Condon factors involve about nine quanta of excitation 
-1 in the 992 cm. A1g mode, possibly t wo quanta in a highly 
distorted mode, and the balance of the energy in the CH 
stretch modes. This picture differs only in minor detail if 
anharmonicity is included in the calculation. · 
• 
1~ 
In t able 6-4 t he vibrational l evels which have the largest 
Franck-Condon f actors in their energy region are listed for 
-1 
energies between 7000 and 12000 c m •• The figures s hown are 
valid only for t he overlap of t he z ero -vibrational level of 
1B2u with 
1A1g Vibrational levels. They are to be interpreted 
in a qualitative sense, as no acco unt is taken of anharmonicity, 
and the figures depend rather critically on the exact values 
of the frequencies listed in table 5-1. It can be seen that 
-1 -1 in the region from 8000 to 12000 cm. the pure 992 c m. 
excitation levels lose their dominance, and at the same time 
a number of different types of level with similar magnitudes 
for their overlap integrals become prominent. The levels 
shown in table 6-4 i nclude only those within a factor of e of 
the highest Franck-Condon factor in their energy region. 
A large number of terms become important in the sum in the 
region near 12000 -1 cm •• It is apparent that so mewhere in the 
8 -1 region 000-12000 cm. the peaked functions become 
sufficiently dense, and the prominent levels span t he energy 
region sufficiently to produce a smooth curve similar to that 
shown in figure 5-2. The exact region where t his happens 
depends on the width assigned to the peaked functions which 
are used to replace the delta-functions in equation (20) of 
chapter 5 • 
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Table 6-4: Levels with Large Franc ~~ -Condo n Factors 
992 cm~ 1 excitation · 992 and distorted 
only mode 
-1 (7000-12000 cm. ) 
992 an d CH s t retch 
2 quanta 2 2 quan ta energy ln3 992 other energy ln5 992 other energy ln$ 
6 A2 7358 -8.37 
6 B2 7650 -8.76 
8 7936 -8. 11 6 C2 7892 -9.07 
5 D2 8152 -10.37 
7 A2 8350 -9.69 
7 B2 8642 -10.08 
9 8928 -9.61 7 C2 8884 -10.39 
6 D2 9144 -11.57 
8 A2 9342 -11.11 
8 B2 9634 -11. 5d 
10 9920 -11.19 8 C2 9876 -11.81 4 E2 10062 -13.56 
4 F2 10088 -12.83 
4 G2 10092 -12.87 
7 D2 10136 -12.89 4 H2 10128 -12.75 
9 A2 10334 -12.61 
9 B2 10626 -13.00 
8 A4 10748 -13.70 
1 1 10912 -12.83 9 C2 10868 -13.31 5 E2 11054 -14.61 
8 A2B2 11040 -14.50 5 F2 11080 -13.88 
8 D2 1 1 1 28 - 1 4. 31. 5 G2 11084 -13.92 
8 A2C2 11282 -14.81 5 H2 11120 -13.80 
10 A2 11 326 -1 4. 1 9 
8 B4 11332 -14. 88 
8 B2C2 11574 -15.20 
10 B2 11618 -14.58 
9 A4 1 17 40 - 1 5. 20 
8 c4 11816 -15.52 
12 11904 -14.54 10 C2 11860 -14.89 
Other modes: A 703 cm: 1 B2g; B 849 cm:
1 E;; C 970 
D 1596 cm7 1 E:: E 3047 cm7 1 E:; F 3060 cm7 1 B1u; 
-1 E+. cm. , 
u 
6 -1 8 -1 -G 30 2 cm. A1g; H 30 0 cm. Eu. 
• 
1~ 
(iii) Alternative Ap~roaches to the Rate Function 
The second qu estion raised in t he last section concerns 
the possibility of alternative approaches to the function 
Rate describ ed by equa tion (20) of c hapter 5, i n the inter-
mediate energy region where t he overall density of states is 
sufficient that the mechanism of intramolecular radiationless 
transitions is not greatly affecte d , but the interactions 
which govern the rate are dominated by a few sparsely spaced 
levels. 
The method involving obtaining and inverting the Laplace 
transform of Rate is capable in principle of dealing with the 
situation. The difficulty is that in approximately inverting 
the Laplace transform a large number of terms would need to 
be included to give a reasonable description oft~~ complex 
I 
local structure which is a feature of the function in this 
energy region. However if too many terms are included the 
representation of the function becomes divergent, and 
' 
functions which seek to reproduce the delta-function 
character of rapid variation, rather than the distribution of 
the terms in the sum, are obtained as approximations. 
There appear to be two ways to avoid these difficulties . 
The first is a minor modification of the Laplace transfer~ 
method. If the contributions to the Laplace transform from 
the levels wi t h very large interaction matrix elements are 
subtracted fro m the exact Laplace transform before the 
approximate inversion is made, an approximation to t he Rate 
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f unction can be obtained after numerical inversion wrich is 
a smooth function with several delta- func ion "spikesn 
sup erimposed on it. A single term h~ h. ~(E-E.) in the sum l.g ig g 
-f p 
will provide a contribution h! h. e g to the Laplace ig l.g 
transform of the Rate function. 
-e P 
'1.. (Rate) := E h ! _h . f e f p f 1.I-l. 
1 Y7 k 
If 't. (Rate) = <L (Rate) - L 
p p j =1 
-E.p 
h~ .h .. e J 
l.J l.J 
is approximated in~ (R 1 ) , then Rate is a~proximated in p 
k 
Rate(E) '"'-' R1 (E) + ~ hijhij ~(E-cj) =- R(E) 
j ::s 1 
There are several disadvantages in this met od. One is the 
problem of numerical accuracy, since the subtraction of the 
prominent terms from X (Rate) leaves a r esidue, X 1 (Rate) , p p 
which is much smaller, and has a correspo dingly larger 
fractional error in its numerical evaluati n . The other main 
problem is the interpretation of the func t ion R in the 
immediate neighbourhood of one of the delta-function spikes. 
In these regions the only interpretation that can be made 
with confid ence is that R1 is a lower bou d to Rate. 
The alternative approach to the function Rate in the 
energy regions under consideration is sim 1 to replace the 
delta-functions in the sum 
Rate(E) :::: hfr11if ~( E - Er) 
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with p eaked functions o an arbitrarily chosen 'rli.dth , and 
• 
evaluate t he sum directly · . The diffic ulty ·n t his approach 
is that of a ssessing t he validity of a parti cular choice of 
width. The only criterion available is that the width should 
be sufficient to produce a slo wly varying function as a n 
approximation to Rate. The approach is a practical one 
because of the s mall numbers of states invo_ved in large terms 
in the sum. Functions obtained by this meth d have been 
-1 plotted for half-widths of 10 cm for benzene in figures 
-1 8 -1 6-1 and 6-2. The energy region 7000 cm to 000 c m was 
chosen. The curves are probably greatly in error because of 
the lack of account of anharmonicity in t he~r calculation, 
and should therefore be interpreted only as a qualitative 
indication of the type of local structure t ' at is to be 
expected in this region. In table 6-5 the F anck-Condon 
factors of the most impor.tant vibrational levels in the 
region are tabulated. Figures 6-1 and 6-2 do seem to indicate 
that the ·rate of radiationless transitions could vary within 
about a factor of ten depending on the _exac position on the 
energy scale of the final manifold, of the initial state, if 
-1 -1 it is in the 7000 cm to 8000 cm region. These results 
have be en o b tained using the Franck-Condon factors arising 
from the squares of the vibrational overlap functions. In 
* I am grateful to Dr. Len Dissado for t his helpful suggestion. 
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Table 6-5: Prominent Vibrations i n Ben ze~e 
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-1 (7000-8000 c m. ) 
Approx. Franck-Condo n Des cri pti o n Degen-
energy factor* 992 quant a Other uant a era cy 
7936 -1 169 8 1 c m. 
7358 131 6 1 
7650 88 6 2 
7892 64 6 2 
7160 50 4 2 
7754 44 7 2 
7072 42 4 2 
7772 33 5 1 
7314 31 4 A2C2 2 
7364 29 4 3 
7176 27 5 A2J2 4 
7264 24 4 K2 1 
7294 22 6 L2 1 
7606 21 4 B2C2 4 
7034 20 5 l2 2 
10 different levels have F.-C. factors bet ~en 10 and 19 on 
this scale, and 57 different levels have F.-C. factors 
between 1 and 9 on the scale. 
* relative to the zero vibrational level = 100000 
-1 -1 E - - -1 E+ Other modes: A 703 cm. B2g . B 849 cm. . C 970 cm. , g ' u 
D -1 E-+ J -1 E+ K 8 -I 1596 cm. . 405 cm. . 164 cm~ B2 u 
. 
g ' u ' ' 
L 671 -1 A2u M -1 E -cm. . 1037 cm. , u • 
making inferences about radiationless rates it must be 
assumed that the behaviour of these Franck ~ondon factors is 
typical of that of the quantities l<x1co)/V~qJX.F(f))/ 2 • 
(iv) Comparison of Hexadeuterobenzene with Benzen e 
If the vibrational overlap functions of he vario u s 
vibrational levels in hexadeuterobenzene ar evaluated in 
the same way as those for benzene, a direc co mparison can 
. 
, 
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be made. This gives some i nsigh t into the i sotope effects in 
the rates of radiationless processes in benzene. The 
parameters./' and Min the various modes are i ndependent of 
isotopic substitution, as are the electronic matrix elements 
A and B. (to a first approximation). The quantiti es which do 
J 
differ are the characteristic frequencies, which will affect 
the energy of a particular vibrational level, and also the 
energy gap between the zero-vibrational levels of the two 
e lectronic states (because of the difference in the zero-point 
e nergies) . Thus, although a vibration with a particular 
quantum number description will have the same matrix element 
d escribing its interaction with the zero-vibrational level 
o f another electronic state, its excess vibrational energy 
will be less in the case of hexadeuterobenzene t han in 
benzene. As the matrix elements tend generally to decrease 
with increasing quantum numbers, and as the energy gap 
b etween the zero-vibrational levels is greater for hexa-
d euterob~nzene than for benzene, one would expect a 
r adiationless process to be slower in hexadeuterobenz ene than 
it is in benzene. This is in agreement with the observed 
quantum yield9 of phosphorescence in deuterated hydrocarbons, 
which are generally higher than those in t he corresponding 
protonated species67. 
The question remains as to which of the vibrational modes 
are primarily responsible for the observed effect. Siebrand 
and Williams have, by analysis of the magnitude of the 
J 
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observed i so to p e e f f ect in a s erie s of hy droc arbons , c oncluded 
that the CH a n d CD stretch mode s govern t h e effect67, 69,70. 
I 
A convenient a ppro ach is to conside r t h e magnitu d e s of the 
largest Franck-Concion f a ctors in an ener gy re gio n . For high 
energies this can be done in a simple way. For all of the 
modes which are distorted but undisplaced between the 
electronic states, the Franck-Condon factors decrease appro x -
imately exponentially with increasing quantum number. This is 
exactly true for the doubly degenerate modes, and a good 
approximation for the non-degenerate modes68 . It is possible 
therefore to describe an exponential "attenuation factor" per 
thousand reciprocal centimetres of vibrational energy stored 
in the mode. This cannot be done for the A1g "ring breathin gn 
mode, which is origin shifted. The Franck-Condon f~ctor of a 
particular vibration is obtained by multiplying the Franck-
Condon factor of the appropriate pure Alg mode vibration by 
the attenuation factors appropriate to the energy stored in 
each of the other modes. Thus 
I ( -X1 ( 0 , 0 , 0 , ..• ) / x_F ( fl , f 2 , f 3 , .•. ) ) f 2 
f<XI(O, O,O, ••• )}X.F(fl,O,O, • .,.))f 2. exp - 1060 (f2))2cx2 -t 
f 3)/3«3 -t ••• ) 
where~- are the attenuation factors, and 1 indexes the A1 J g 
mode. Clearly the vibrations with the largest Franck-Condon 
factors have some energy stored in the Alg mode, and most of 
the remainder stored in the modes with the lo nest values of o(. 
....... 
,, 
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Th e mo des wi th l ov1 value s of ti( are li s t ed i n t able 6-6 . It is 
a pparent fro m t h e tabl e tha~ whereas i n benzene vibrat i ons 
involving excitations of the CH stretch modes b ec ome do mi nant 
at high excitation energies, the vibrations wi t h CD str etc h 
modes excited in hexadeuterobenzene do not domi nate, but have 
similar Franck-Condon factors to those of vibrations with t h e 
-1 -1 1551 cm. ring stretching mode or t h e 793 c m. out-of-plane 
mode excited. 
At low energies CH stretch and CD stretch modes are not 
important because of the large energy associated with a 
quantum in these modes. In these regions the vibrations with 
the largest Franck-Condon factors involve either excitation 
of the A1g ring breathing mode alone, or excitations of the 
A
1 
ring breathing mode associated with two or four quanta in 
. g 
the highly distorted low frequency modes. It is important to 
note, therefore,that the latter modes have large isotope 
effects, and the A1 g mode a small isotope effect ,, causing 
Franck-Condon factors to be generally larger for benzene than 
for hexadeuterobenzene in a particular energy neighbourhood. 
Moreover, the shift of the energy gap to a larger value in 
hexadeuterobenzene will also contribute markedly to an 
isotope effect in this region. At lo w energy values the Rate 
versus energy gap curve will be highly structured (as in 
figures 6-1 and 6-2), and isotope effects might have any of 
a large rang e of values, including the possibility of a small 
effect in the reverse direction. As an example of the effect 
...... 
IP 
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Table 6- 6: Mo des I nvolved in Levels vTi t h Large 
Fra nc k -C ondon Factors 
Mode benzene hexadeut erobenzen e 
)) o( 
B2g ring pucker 703 2. 13 601 2.50 
- plane 849 2.00 662 2.56 E out of g 
E+ out of plane 970 1 • 91 793 2.33 
u 
E+ ring stretch 1596 1. 94 1551 2.00 g 
E - CH stretch 3080 l. 56 2296 2. 10 
u 
Blu CH stretch 3060 1. 56 2290 2. 10 
Alg CH stretch 3062 1. 56 2293 2. 10 
E-+ CH stretch 3047 1. 71 2265 2.30 g 
-
predicted, the most prominent vibrations of energy about 
22000 cm: 1 have Franck-Condon factors about 250 times greater 
in benzene than in hexadeuterobenzene. The density of states, 
which is much higher in hexadeuterobenzene than in benzene, 
would tend to reduce this isotope factor. Isotope ratios of 
between 10 and 100 are typically observed for the co mparison 
of radiationless triplet to ground state decay rates bet ween 
protonated and fully deuterated hydrocarbons67. Th e a greement 
is thus fairly good, particularly a s a nhar moni c i ty h as be en 
completely neglected. 
This view of the isotope effect is substantially in 
agreement with that of Hunt, McCoy, and Ross65. The only 
p 
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difference from Siebrand's view67 , 69 is that modes other t han 
the CH stretch modes seem to play a more i mportant part in 
this picture. Many of the levels with large Franck-Condon 
factors involve excitations of the hi gh ly distorted low 
frequency modes, and all involve excitations of the displaced 
ring breathing mode, as well as the CH stretch modes . In 
hexadeuterobenzene, in particular, the role of the CD stretch 
+ modes appears to be secondary to that of the E CC stretching g 
-1 
mode of frequency 1551 cm •• For electronic states with small 
energy separation, it is apparent that CH and CD stretching 
modes can play no important part, and auy isotope effects 
which occur in this region must be governed by the frequency 
shifts of lower frequency modes. 
CHAPTER 7: POSSIBLE REFINEMENT S OF TH~ 10BEL 
(i) A Vibratio nally Excited Initial State 
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In the consideration of radiationless decay o f electronic-
ally excited states of isolated wolecules in chapter 5, it was 
assumed that the initial state produced by photon absorption 
was the ground vibrational level of the excited electronic 
state. While it would be possible to arrange an experiment so 
that this is the case, it has been more usual, in the 
experimental studies that have been done, to use an approp-
riate mercury line emission. The frequency of this emission 
is such that the system must gain, in a typical case, about 
a thousand reciprocal centimetres of vibrational exci tation 
energy, as well as undergoing electronic excitation, in order 
to absorb a photon. This rais~s the question of the dependence 
of radiationless rates on the excess vibrational energy in the 
initial state, or, more properly, on the quantum description 
of the vibrational wavefunction of the initial state. In 
particular, for considering the decay of excited electronic 
states which have electronically forbidden, but vibronically 
allowed radiative interactions with the ground state, the 
initial state considered in the description of t h e radiation-
less process is necessarily vi brationally e xcited (in the 
absence of enviro n.mental int eractions which could allow fast 
vibrational relaxation). 
Equation (46) of chapter 5 was derived a ssuming zero 
quantum numbers in t he initial state. Alternati ve expressions 
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can be obtained if t he quant um number of the i nitial state 
is non-zero. Where f.(l,n) is used to denote t he overlap 
J 
integral in a particular mode ( f . ( 1, n ) :::: < 1~ 1 l x~ J J Jn ) the 
Laplace transform with respect to final state energy of the 
s ummed squares of the· vibrational overlap functions is given 
by (equation 34, chapter 5) 
l, (p) ~ rr r~ J n 
In equation (40) 
i 2 n f (O,n) y .:: 
n 
-nV.pJ 
e J 
of chapter 5, the sum is given 
2 g - M ( 1-y) /( 1-f y ) 2 e f' y 
( 1) 
for 1-= O. 
To deal with the vibrationally excited initial state, it is 
necessary to know the values of the sum for 1 values other 
than zero. These can be obtained, but they are expressions 
-
which increase rapidly in complexity with increasing 1, and 
their derivation is a tedious algebraic problem. Two examples 
are given here. 
·-
B 2 ~y -M 2 ( 1-y ) /?- . 2] e 1 -/ y [y ( 1 - } -+ M 2 ( 1 +..o ) ( 1 - y ) 1 2 2 '/ 1-Ry -t> y / 
(2) 
t B, .. I 2 (3) 
when M.:::. O. These two formulae cover many practical cases of 
vibrationally excited initial states whose decay is to be 
studied. The other cases could be covered by an infinite 
string of increasingly complicated formulae, or possibly by 
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recurrence relations . There is, however, a more concise 
fo rmula which enables them to be generat ed . The sum which is 
evaluated i s the do uble sum 
exp 
-M2 ( 1-y) ( 1-x) 
1-xy+/X-/Y (4) 
This i s an extremely valuable result. Any of the sums of the 
form in (1) can be evaluated from it directly (if not simply ) 
by the use of the formula for th e coefficient of x1 
~ 2 n 1 ~ f < 1, n) y = TI 
n 
The formula in itself is also immediately useful. The 
distribution of Franck-Condon factors with a particular 
initial state as a function of vibrational energy in the 
final manifold has been considered in the form 
(5) 
S(f) 
~a 2 
Z: /<-x.1 ( i 1 , i 2 , i 3' ... ) ( XF ( f 1 , f 2 , f 3' ... ) ) / ( 6) f 
d 
-dt 
and the Laplace transform of S has been shown to be 
';[ (S) ~ Tf [z f . 2(i . , n) 
P j n J J 
-nv.pJ 
e J ( 1 ) 
It is now possible to consider the variation of S with t he 
excess vibrational energy of the i nitial state also. If e is 
replaced with ef, a continuous variable representing the 
excess vibrational energy i n the final electronic manifold , 
and e . represents the excess vibr ational energy in the 
l. 
initial electronic manifold , then Smay be defined as a 
function of the two variables e1 and ef. 
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(7) 
and a double Laplace transform of Sis r eadily available in 
the form 
- TT [l Z F 2 -nlJ.pf f. (l,n) e J J 1 e -ll.l~p. J j n 1 J 
: n r 1 -I'.: 2 
j L, 1 - xy-1' (x-y) 
- '12 (1-y)(1-x) exp 
1-xy+;x-/'y 
(8) 
where j?, ;X, y, and M all I depend on j. x. is given by exp(-v.p .) J J 1 
F 
and yj by exp(-vjpf) • 
The radiationless decay of a Boltzmann aistribution of 
initial levels into the final manifold is also readily 
described. One simply r eplaces the variable p. with the 
J.. 
constant 1/kT in (8), and treats the resulting expression as 
a single Laplace transform in the dummy variable pf of a 
function s1(ef). This function is equivalent to the Boltzmann 
average of S(e1 ,ef) over the initial energy variable, ei. The 
result is not of great practical value in a consideration of 
the intra.molecular vibrations of l arge molecules however, 
I because kT is typically much smaller than~-, and 
J 
vibrationally excited initial states are not appreciably 
populated. 
The results in equations (2) to (5) and (8) do appear to 
deal with t he problem of a vibrationally excited initial 
state, and t heir fuller exploration may provide valuable 
information. Among other things, they should b e capabl e of 
p~edicting the sensitivity of the rates of radiationless 
decay of an electronic state to the amount of excess 
vibrational energy in the state. Slight modifications will 
occur in the form of (8) when the correct vibrational matrix 
elements are used, rather than simple vibrational overlap 
integrals. 
(ii) Inclusion of Sesond Order Coupling 
In the model of radiationless processes the simplified 
view has been taken that only the . two electronic states are 
involved. In real molecular systems there are other 
electronic states which are coupled both to the initial and 
the final electronic statese When this situation exists, 
there ~are second order corrections to the matrix element 
which governs the rate of radiationless decay. These are 
given in equations (21) to (25) of chapter 5. The largest 
of the correction terms has the form 
where it has been assumed for convenience that the matrix 
elements of hare real. It is not apparent wheth er this 
term is negligible in all practical cases, or, if it is not 
negligible, for which cases it is likely to be important. 
The term can add a positive or negative correction to the 
Rate function. This can be most easily seen by considering 
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the c ase where t he s um o ver t he levels k is dominated by one 
I 
term a r isin f r om a leve l wi th Ek ~£i. I n t his c ase a small 
variation in ek do es not markedly a ff ec t hif' hik ' or hk f' 
but it can easi ly change the si gn o f Ei - £k, and t herefor e · 
of the whole correction. 
A scheme for eva luating this correc t i on t e r m h as not b een 
devised. One approach which migh t prove feasible would be to 
treat the sum over the states k ana logo usly to the t rea t men t 
of the first order term. Thus 
Jv0 ~ hikhkf ~( ek - € k) - de o E i - ek k (9) 
If the expression ~ hikhkf ~ ( ek - £k) could be evaluated by 
a procedure similar to the procedure u sed to obtain the v ery 
similar expression which arises in equa tion (20) o_f chapter 5 
the definite integral in (9) can be calculated, and the 
correction term obtained from this quantity. Severe diffic-
ulties are to be expected, however, unless the sum and t h e 
' 
definite integral can both be obtained in closed algebraic 
form, since both must be expressed explicitly as functions 
of the state indexed fin order to proceed with the eva luation 
of ·the correction term. 
The experimental obs ervations a pp ea r to be explained by 
the first order model. At low energy gap betwe en t h e zero-
vibrational levels of the electronic states , the d en s ity of 
states does not appear to become too s mall to allo w a rapi d 
radiationless process to be governed by the first order term 
l 4L1-
until the energy gap becomes very small inde ~d . In any c ase 
th e rates of r adiationless processes p redicted by t he first 
order theory become very uncertain at lo w energy gap, bec ause 
of th e importance of local structure in t he Rate v ersus 
energy curve. Any correction term in this type of situation 
would not give greater insight into the rates of radiation less 
processes, as the theory can not make definite predictions in 
any case. Little more can be said in t he absence of an 
evaluation of the second order term. If, however, the second 
order term were found to be significant in some cases of 
practical interest, higher order terms would also need to 
be evaluated, as the convergence of the perturbation expansion 
is called into question. 
(iii) The Treatment of Anharmonicity 
The evaluation of the Rate versus energy function in 
chapter 5 relies very heavily on the harmonic approximation 
in d·eriving specific forms for the vibrational matrix elements. 
It is known that the harmonic approximation is inadequate 
for many purposes , and particularly so in describing states 
with high vibrational energy. It is apparent that for motion 
along any normal coordinate the potential function must eithe r 
asymptotic ally approach a finite maximum (equivalent to bond 
breaking) or effectively approach infinity at a finite 
position (equivalent to the close approach of ato mic cores) 
as the displacement along the normal coordinate fro m the 
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origin (at t he potential minimum ) i n crea s es . Mor eover, ther a 
is also a tend ency for some modes to have rleviations fro m 
harmonicity even near the potential minimun : out-of-plane 
modes typically have broadened potential vells, and sometimes · 
even tend to have double minima. 
The model for radiationless transitions developed in 
chapter 5 may thus be subject to a fairly 1arge error because 
of its use of harmonic wavefunctions in describing final 
vibronic levels with high vibrational energies such that the 
harmonic approximation is not a good approximation. The 
possibility of including some sort of consideration of 
anharmonicities in the treatment should be examined. 
Anharmonicity in molecular vibrations has generally been 
treated only for diatomic molecules or for small, _~ighly 
symmetric molecules. The problem in these ases has involved 
the replacement of the quadratic potential function with a 
function that better describes the potential in the mode, and 
the caiculation of the eigenvalues, the _oSt;illator wave-
functions, or the overlap integrals, as re ·uired. In larger 
molecular systems, however, there are more complex manifest-
ations of anharmonicity. The effective potential function in 
a particular normal mode is not truly inde~endent of the 
other nuclear coordinates, and in cases where there is more 
than one mode of a particular symmetry representation, the 
minimum of the effective potential functi n may shift from 
the zero chosen for the mode , depending on the coordinate in 
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another mode of the same symmetry. In these circu~stanc es 
the approximation of a p r oduct wavefunction over normal mo d es 
. 
breaks down, and the description of the vibrational states 
becomes very co mplicated. 
The relative importance of the t wo types of anharmonicity 
in large molecular systeills is not kno wn . An estimate can b e 
made from the measured · spectrum of benzene. The differences 
in the energy intervals along a progression in the spectrum 
are, to some extent, a measure of the anha r monicity within 
the Alg mode forming the progression. The differences in the 
energy intervals between a particular pair of progression 
members in different progressions should give a similar 
measure of the anharmonicity which couples different 
vibrational modes to the A1g mode. Although the d~!a are 
difficult to interpret with the precision required, the 
tabulation of Garforth and Ingold9l suggests that the two 
effects have a similar magnitude. Garforth and Ingold comment 
on the breakdown of the high degeneracy expected for 
vibrational levels involving several quant a in E symmetry 
vibrational modes. This, too, is an indication of the 
importance of the anharmonicity effect which couples the 
different modes. 
The model of chapter 5 seems unlikely o be a menab le to 
explicit consideration of either type of anharmonicity, even 
as a perturbation effect. The simplicity of the expressions 
obtained depended on the fact that the energy eigenvalues 
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formed evenly spa c ed progres sions , so t hat t he La place 
transform could be f a ctorized into an expression f or each 
normal mode, and the s e expr essions were po wer seri8s which 
could be reduced to a closed algebraic form. Any explicit 
consideration of coupling between normal modes would preven t 
factorization of the Laplace transform, while an anharmonic 
potential function in a normal mode would lead to a sum which 
was not a power series. Either effect would largely destroy 
the value of the approach. 
While there appears to be no place for the explicit 
inclusion of anharmonicity in a modification of the approach, 
its inclusion in an empirical fashion may add to the useful-
ness of the model. The type of modification that may be 
envisaged would involve either using slightly alte~ed values 
for initial parameters, or an empirical relation to correct 
the values predicted by the treatment which neglects 
anharmonicity . The formulation of such modifications would 
require . extensive numerical experience of the method, and 
many direct comparisons of theory and experiment. Anharmonicity 
thus remains for the present an uncertainty in the predictions 
of the method. 
(iv) Electronic Matrix Elements 
The treatment of radiationless processes in this thesis 
has so far ignored the values of the electronic parts of the 
coupling matrix elements. The method would be considerably 
enhanced if absolute values c ould be assigned to these 
quantities . Perturbation expansions are available for t he 
matrix elements75, and their evaluation is within the bounds 
of feasibility. Long and detailed molecular orbital 
calculations would be required, however , and the accuracy of 
the r esult m~y prove difficult to estimate. The eva luation of 
relative sizes o f the different electronic matrix elements 
which govern the different vibrational terms is probably a 
more practical proposition. 
For the benzene molecule a very crude estimate of the 
relative importance of the different terms may be obtained in 
a simple manner in some cases. It is supposed that the 
transition under consideration is one which has non-zero B. 
J 
for modes of only one symmetry species, which is~ non-
degenerate species . Th;s applies to all interactions between 
Alg' B2u' and B1u electronic states. Transitions between 
these states are allowed by matrix elements B. for q. having 
J ' J 
symmetry Alg' A2g, Blu' or Bzu· There is only one mode of A2g 
symmetry. For the other three symmetries there are two matrix 
elements B. involved. Both of the modes in each species 
J 
involve motion of carbon and hydrogen atoms along the same 
axes (radial for A1g and B1u; tangential in-plan e for B2 u). 
While one mode involves an in-phase motion of carbon and 
hydrogen ato ms , the other involves an orthogonal out-of-phase 
motion. A basis of two orthogonal coordinates is chosen for 
each symmetry species. xc is a mass-normalized coordinate 
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i nvolving motions of the carbon atoms only, i n a manner 
appropriate to the symmetry species. xH is a similar coord-
inate involving motions of the hydrogen atoms only. The 
normal coordinates may be directly calc ulated using the 
characteristic frequencies of th e benzene and perdeutero-
benzene molecules. They are given approximately by: 
_, 
ql (Alg) = 0.946 xc(Alg) t- 0.324 xH(Alg) 
q2(A,g) - -0.324 xc<A,g) ~ 0.946 xH(Alg) 
)I ;: 992 
v .;= 3062 
cm. 
ql(Blu) - 0.948 xc(Bl u) + 0.319 xH(Bl u) V= 1010 
q2(Blu) - -0.319 xc(B,u) + o. 948 XH (Bl u) V: 3060 
ql (B2u) - 0.848 xc(B2u) + 0.531 ~(B2 u) V = 1648 
q2(B2u) - -0.531 xc(B2u) "'I- O. 848 xH(B2u) 
The corresponding coefficients for ~erdeuterobenzene are 
0.881 and 0.473 for Alg' 0.884 and 0.468 for Blu' and 0.962 
and 0.275 for B2u. 
At this point an assumption is made about the electronic 
part of the matrix elements. Two alternative assumptions are 
.explored here. The first is to suppose that the positions of 
the hydrogen atoms have little influence on the matrix 
elements between the electronic states, since the matrix 
elements will be governed by the valence electrons, and 
primarily by the pi electrons, as the sigma structure does 
not differ greatly between the t wo electronic states. In this 
case a convenient simplification can be made . 
and t herefore 
In t his approximation the f ollowing results are obtained. 
-1 
- 2.92 B(3062 -1 (C6R6 Al g) B( 992 cm. ) cm. ) . - . 
B( 1010 -1 2.97 B(3060 -1 (C6H6 Blu) cm. ) - cm. ) . . 
B( 1648 -1 1 • 60 B ( 1110 -1 (C6H6 B2u ) cm. ) - cm. ) . . 
B(943 -1 1.86B(2293 -1 (C6D6 Alg) cm. ) c m. ) • - • 
B(963 -1 1. 89 B( 2290 -1 (C6D6 Blu) cm. ) - cm. ) . • 
B( 1571 -1 -1 (C6D6 B2u) cm. ) ~ 3.50 B(825 cm. ) . . 
The alternative appro ximation is to consider a pair of 
coordinates which have slightly different orientat~ons. One 
coordinate is chosen so as to represent a concerted movement 
of each CH unit , leaving the CH bond as little altered as 
possible. The other involves motions within CH Units which 
leave their centres of mass (or in the case of tangential 
motions, their centres of inertia about the molecular centre) 
stationary. For the A1g and Blu sym~etry species , which 
involve radial motions, t hese coordinates are given by 
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For th e B2u modes which i nvolve tangential motion the motion 
of the H must be weight ed over t hat of the C by their 
relative distances from th e molecular c entre . This ensures 
tha t t he t wo atoms r emain colinear with the mo l ecular centre 
in the CH motion. The weighting factor is close to ff . 
XCH = /4/5 XC + /1/5 XH 
XCD;: J 2/3 XC + J1/3 XD 
with simi lar expressions for xC-H and xc-n· The approximation 
is made 
leading to 
<~I I d/Jqk\ tF> = K' aqk/J XCH 
The results of this approximation are 
B( 992) 
-
20 B(3062) (C6H6 . Al g) • 
B(1010) .:::: 23 B(3060) (C6H6 . Blu) . 
B( 1648) 
-
10.4 B( 1110) (C6H6 . B2u) . 
B(943) - 9 • .5 B(2293) (C6D6 • Alg) • 
B(963) - 10.0 B(2290) (C6 D6 . Bl u) - . 
B( 1571) 
- -2.9 B(825) (C6D6 . B2u) • 
There are large discrepancies between the two methods , 
although they do a gree qualitatively . The results do suggest 
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t hat i n t hes6 symmetry species in benzene , the matri x el eoent 
ot the mo de i nvo l vin g pr i mari ly hy drogen mo tions is consider-
ably s maller t han t hat of th e mode involving p r i marily c arbon 
motions, but probably n o t sufficiently to consider t he f ormer · 
negligible. 
This type of approach is l imited to hi gh ly symmetric a l 
systems like b enzene. A more detai l ed c a lculati o n i s n ecessary 
to e s tablish a comparison bet ween t h e ma trix elements i n less 
symmetrical systems. A comparison which must normally b e mad e 
between the matrix elements arising fro m radial and t angent -
ial motions of the carbon atoms h a s been avoided in t his c ase 
because modes involving these motions have different symme t ry 
species. 
(v) Conclusion 
The model for the description of intramolecular radiation-
less processes which has been explored through the las t t hree 
chapter~ appears to be a very useful one. Its great a dvantag e 
is its relation of the process e s to bas ic molecula r quantit i es 
without recourse to empirical par am eters. Its disadva ntages 
arise from the complexity of t h e systems studied , a nd t he 
lack of precise i n formation about t h e electronic sta t es of 
large molecules. Simila r diffic ulties to t h o s e encountered 
here appear to be inevitable in a ny similar treatment of the 
processes. 
In thi s chapter the possibilities for refinement within 
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t he general f rarn e\':ork of t he approach have be en considered .. 
Several modifications do appear to be possib le, and may 
become useful in the li gh t of additional experimental 
information , or of reliable c alculations . The most f rnitful 
area fo r the further exploration of t he method at present 
appears to be in the devisin g of a scheme for calculating 
the electroni c part of t he int eraction matrix elements . 
To include anharmonicity which, in a compl ex molecule,• 
can only be specified by a large number of unrelated 
parameters (most of which are not at present experimentally 
accessible ) will be difficult in any theory. Its treatment in 
the present theory in an explicit manner does not at present 
seem practicable. 
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APPENDIX : THE SEMICL .. l.l..sSICAL FORMULA FOR THE DENSITY OF S11 Ari1 ES 
The number of eigenvalues in uni t energy interval of a set 
of orthogonal harmonic o scillators is a problem which has 
received considerable attention because of its application 
to the vibrationa l energy levels of large molecules . Many 
formulae, of widely varying complexity and accuracy have been 
devised to give values to this quantity . In this section a 
novel deriva tion of the "semiclassical" formula is presented, 
in order to clarify t he modifications which should be made in 
obtai11ing an "effective" density of states formula which 
would not coun t some of the stat es b ecause of quantum 
selection rules which may be applicable in a particular 
problem. The semiclassical formula is one of the more 
frequ ently used approximations, as it is a suitable compromise 
between simplicity and accura cy in many applications . 
The ei genvalues of an assembly of non-int eracting harmonic 
N 
o scillators are given by ~ = Z: nk. ).) . , where N is the 
J J J 
number of oscillators, V. is the characteristic energy of the 
J 
jth. oscillator, and nkj is the quantum number of t he jth. 
oscillator in the level indexed k. The energy zero h as been 
ta.ken arbitrarily as the energy of the zero quantum level ; it 
could equally well have been c hosen at the potential minimum -
an equivalent result should be obtained . The initial step i n 
the derivation is to count the total number of levels with 
eigenvalues less t han an arbitrary energy, E. The states may 
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c onveniently be cie ccri · ed a s t he non-negative l at t i c e points 
in q uantum numb er space. If each quan t um n umber n. i s 
J 
suppo sed to be a continuous variable, t h e ei gen f unctions of 
the system may be d escribed by plottin g the v a lues o f n . 
J 
along a set of orthogona l a x es in a n N- dimensio nal space . 
Thus the state tk with eigenvalue~ is represent ed by a 
point in the space whose position v ecto r is given by 
~k - in . u. -
. kJ --J J 
, where u. is th e uni t vector corr e spondi ng 
-J 
to n .. As !\-.j J has a non-negative integral value fo r a ny 
ei genstate ¢k, it can be seen tha t all eigenstat e s are 
r epresented as non-negative integral lattice points in t h e 
space. 
The levels with eigenvalues less than E are tho s e co n t a ined 
in the part of the space 
levels is the same as the 
L V. n. < E • The n umber of suc h j J J 
number of integral lattice points 
contained in the right _simplex defined by 
n.) o , Vj e 
J 
N 
L, V. n. < E • j J J 
A first approximation to thi s number is the contents of t h e 
ri ght simplex. The orthogonal edges of the righ t simplex have 
lengths E/Y . • The contents is t herefore given by 
J 
P(E) 
, 
Nl 
The condition for this quantity to be a good a pproximation 
is that the number of lattice points on the ortho gonal 
hypersurfaces sho uld be s mall ~i th r e spect to the total 
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number of lattice points. This is equivalen t to t he c ondi t ion 
that the nwnber of levels v1ith any z ero quantum n umber is 
small compared to the tot a l umb e r of levels. Th is is clear ly 
only applicable fo r small N, a nd large E, and is obvio u s ly a 
very poor approxima tion fort pical values of N and E which 
are of interest in studying the vibr ational levels of l arge 
molecules. Differentiation of P(E) with respect to E gives 
t he "classical" expression for the density of states: a 
notoriously poor approximation which is usually many orders 
o f magnitude too small. 
A better approximation can be obtained in the following 
way . Each point is allowed to expand into a unit hypercube 
c entred on the original point . The number of states is then 
c learly equal to the total contents of the stack of 
hypercubes . The contents of this stack is very well 
approximated by the c ontents of a different simplex. 
n . ~ -t , Y j ; 
J 
L )). n. < E • 
J J j 
This simplex accounts accurately for the contents of the 
hypercubes representing the zero-quantum states, and its only 
e rror is associated with its representation of the contents 
o f the hypercubes along the non-orthogonal hypersurface of 
t he simplex . Thelen - h of each orthogonal edge of this 
simplex is given by ( E + t ~ V ) Iv d · h t t · 
. j k , an so t. e con en s 1.s 
J 
-P(E) 
and the density of states by 
Although the term i Z ~- appears as a correction to the 
. J 
J 
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energy, it is not related to the zero point energy as such, 
·ince it has been derived here solely as part of a more 
accurate geometrical method of counting the zero quantum 
umber states. In particular this derivation makes apparent 
the fact: that in counting levels in accordance VIith quantum 
selection rules, it is quite appropriate simply to alter the 
cale along on e ayis , and use amended values for E and V. in 
J 
the formula 
Example : It is desired only to count levels with an even 
quantum number for the kth. oscillator. 
Here an axis mk is substituted for the nk axis, so that 
rok = tnk • Each l evel to be included in the count still 
occupies an integral lattice point. The states with odd nk 
have non-integral mk , and are simply neglected. The simplex 
whose contents is measured is thus 
; }: }/. n . +- 2 )) kmk ~ E • 
j f:k J J 
The ortho gonal edges have lengths (E +- t jtk )I j tVk)/)11 , Hk, 
c\nd (E+t ~ )) .-tl./,k) /2yk jtk J 
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The contents of the sim lex is 
P( E) - ( E t t z2 )I . + v k ) N / N 1 2 TI )) . 
j 4= k J j J 
Simi l arly , i n c ounting o dd l evels , o ne substitutes mk= lnk - 1 
a nd obtains f or t he c ontents o f the appropriat simplex 
P( E) -
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